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ABSTRACT
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currently undergoi g transfo ,mation _o coninge t meet the
educational, cult al, and ocial n eds of adilt orkers. (YL61)
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FOREWORD

4

Interest in the comparative study of adult education

has been growing in many parts of the worid since the first

conference on comparative adult education held at Exeter,
U.S.A. in 1966. This interest wag given further impetus

by meetings held at Pugwash, Canada in 1970, Nordborg,

DenMark in 1972, and Nairobi, Kenya in 1975.

A number of international organizations, among these,

Unesco, the InternatiOnal Bureau of Education, the International'

Congress of linivesity Adult Education, the European Bureau

of Adult leducation, 0.E.C.D.4 the european Centre for Lei!sure

and Education, the Council of Europe, and the International
Council for Adult Education have contributed their share.

)A growing number of universities, in all five continents

established courses in compar'ative adult education. Many

other universities encourage studeni.s to deal with comparative
study or with the study of adult education abroad in majol"

papers and theses. The literature in this area has increased

considerably since the earn, 1960's both in support and as
a resUlt of this university activity. A number of valuable

bibliographies Were published, Cataloguing the growing wealth

of materials Available in a number of languages.

Most of the 11.8terature available on adult education in

various countries can still be found primarily in articles

scattered throughout adult education and social science

journals, while moist of the truly comparative studies remain



unpublished mastet's theses or doctoral dissertations. There

i4 no publishe enticing researchers to 'submit manuscripts

ot monograPhs dea ink) witt comparative adult education and

case studies ot du1t cdudttion in various countfies, even

thouuh the need for such a publishiny'venture was stressd

at a numlwr ot international sieetings.

lt.is with the intent to provide such service to tt4

disciplinw and the tield ot adult education that the Centre

tor Continuing Education at The University of BiritiA Cokumbia,

in cooperation with the International Council for Adult

Education, decided to publish a series of Monographs on

Pomparative and Area Studres in Adult Education. We are

pleased to present Workers' Universities in Yug_oslaviar

.An Adult Education Modality as a fifth' volume in the series.

Jindra Kulich
General Editor

4
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GLOSSARY*

Associated labour: the basic category of the socio-economic
order of Yugoslavia, which covers social ownership of
the means of production, the righb to work with
socially-o.Oned means; the right of workers to manage
production entirely, including decision-making on
diseribution; the right of workers to associate to
achieve common economic goals; direct integration of
the means'of sOcial reproduetion;-the,inalienable right
to self-management.

Basic organization of associated laboUr (BOAL).-: part of the
work organization (enterprise or institution) which is
an.economic-technological entity and whose reSults of,
work (products or services) can be expressed in terms-of
value on the market Or in the direct exchange of labour,
effecteU either within thR *ork or9anization itsekl
or through the market% In 6he_bas;ic organization of
associated labour, the working peOpler under the Constitution
and laws', directly and,equally regulate their mutual
economic and other:relations, manage the social means
entrusted to them, decide on distribution of.income
acquired in the above-mentioned forms of exchange 'and
which qannot be alienated fcom them. By virtue of its
existence, BOAL precludes monopolistic centralization
Of resources, while enabling concentration of remources.
on a self-management basis.

Commune: tile basic Self-managed socio-political community
which provides an organic link between all forms of the
organization.of the working class and working people
along self-management lines. Covarnment in the commune
is controlled by the working people, who come together
a8 self-managers at wtork and as self-managers in the
satisfaction of their social, cultural And other
requirements. The Workincl people in the Commune, which
is an integral part cf th6 unified social organism,
participate by means of delegates in all forms of
government at all levels,in the community.

Communities of interest: a self-m.anagemant based form for
regularly integrating labour in material production'
with labour in edu&ation, science, culture,. health,

* Source: "Socialist Thought and Practice," Vol. I (Beograd,
1974) , -in D. Savievid.'s Recurrent Education And the
Transformation of the System of Education in Yugosfaviai
197g.

S.
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and other secial and public services, in an organized ,

manner and on terma..of eguality_to discuss and agree bp
regulation;,of mutual relations, on the free exchange of
their labOUk4 on joint programming, on9financing of
common raculriments, in line with-the common interest
and join levelopment policy.

Delegates, system the basis for the constitution o6
assemblierAiVooMmunes, autonomous, provinces, republicS,-,
And at fe0eillitvel) by collettive delegations of work
organizatidiVS, cal communifties, anclsocio-political
organizations. In this manner, and in cOntrast to the
classic bourgeois parliamentary 'system Of deputies, the
direct presence ofthe working people in assemblies is
asSured, the engineering of majorities by one category
'of the population., or one type of labour over others
is avoided, and the functional syntheSis of short-term
and long-term interests of different parts ,as well ks

-of ,the whole society, is guaranteed. Self-management
and governmental power are merged through the system .

of delegates in a specific and institutionally novel
fashion. This is the universal principlegoverning the
entire socio-political system of-714osla . ep

Local coMmunity: a form of self-management association of
working people and citizens in the area of a settlement,
part* Of a settlement, or several settlements joined together.
In the local.community, workers and citizens decide on
the pursuit of their common interests and the 'satisfaction
of their common needs. They do noi exercise the functions
of government and so ditfer from socio-politiCal.
communities (communes, autonomous provinrms, republics,
grid federation) .

organization af,associated labourr denotes all forms 'nth
independent, self-managing organizations within.which
workers engage in economic or other social actIvities
with Socially-owned means; forms of association set up
on the besis of integration df the labour of workers
who work with socially owned means; in phem, workers
manage the labour and the business Operations of the

--organization and the affairs hnd means of social reproduction;
they regulate mutual.labour relations, make decisions on
the income realized through various forms of the association
of labour and resources, and earn personal incomes.
The concept of "organization of associated labour" is a
general one which embodies the basic organization of
associated labour. Organizations of associated 4bour
were formerly designated by the words "enterprise"
(applicable to the economy) and "institution" (applicable
to non-econoW activities).

Organs of workers'.control: a form of direct self-management
by the workers. The right and duty of workers to exercise

or
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control is an integral part of total self:management
rights Ad duties. It is the essential task of workers'

*control organs to pro,teot the exercise of aelf-manageMent
rights and to ensure that Vital personal'and working
interests of- workers'are linked to control pf surplus
labour and accumulation.

Organs bf workers' self-management: the institutAonal Oans
') of workers' self-management are the assembly of th
working people, the workers' council,and its autOnomous
executive organs.

Selt-management agreement: direct consultation 411 achieving
agreement among basic organizationspf associated labouri.
work organizations, and so Oh, dhdertaken to estabuis
mu ual enonomie. and other relations in income distribution
4n personal income, joint capital investment' and

ordination ,of ihterests with the broader sOcietal
interests. The self-managemerit.agreement is binding
on the organization of assbciated labour that concludes
it oruccedes to it later. This is, historically, a4riew
form oft.he association and integration of workers, ;

,wfthout the jnterference of political representatives
who have no-connecp.ion with them; 1t is a form of direct
workers' democracy. I Yugoslavia, the self-management
agreement represents the basic and principal f9rm Of '
requLation of economiy and social relations between work
organizations in the economic sphere and public and
communal activities.

Self-manageffient general acts: acts by which organizations of
-associated labour and other self-manag4a organizations
and communities, on the basis of the constitution andlaws,
i.ndependently regulate% /on self-management grounds, their
mutual relations, co-ordinate their interegts, or regulate
matters of wider social significance. Self-meinagement
general acts include: social coMpacts,oself-management
relations, statutes, and other general acts of
self-managed organizations and communities.

1(1

Self-managed organizations and communities: organizations
of associated rhbour,,organizaVions of businesa
associations, banks,, insurance communities,'agriculture
and other kinds of co-oper.atives,econtractbal
organiiations of associated labour, self-managed
communities of interest, _local communities, ad well as
vierk comMunities that work for state and other.organs
and organizations.

Sercial compact: a self-management act qpncluded on terms of
eouality by org:snizations of associated labour, chambers,
_self-managed communities of interest, organs
'government, and socio-political Organizations in which
participants regulate socio-econozniS and other relations

el
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ofitider iuterest. Their puipose, as is the case w th.
self-manageMent agreements, is to replace the siate'q
regukatory fUnctions An resolution of sociai contradi'ctions
and to achieVe cg-opeeation.and solidarity in !th'e economy
and other sphere6 of life. The 4ocigl compact is binding
jonly on the particinants who'conclude it or accede to
it later.4 Whe::parties of the compact esta81ish measures
f6r its impleMentatIon and their material and social
responsibility.with respect to the obligations jointly
undertaked. .

S.
.

.Social consciousness: though hpmaq:consciousness is individual
(the psychological ability ot people to think, observe,
and strive tdwards accomplishing certain goals in life),
as Marxist thinkers admit; it'is also social; theY
contendatecause it is brought about 114, social interaction;

.it is.a'product of this interaction and as such affects
people!s.activities in society. Social consciopsness
canncit.be.taken tb mean.a mechaniwal-collection'of
individual consciousness;* itis.a reflection of title
social being in the minds of people and'reSults*fron
process in which indi'Vidual consCiousnesS is transformeT
into a higher quality. Thus religion, philosophy,
morals, science, and art are special forms of social
consciousness; they reflect social'Apeing in the
consciousness of-the people.' Based on "Mali leksikon
samowprayljaca,"- Drugo izmen)eno i dopunjeno izdanje, At
Savzemena administracija (Beograd 1976) , p.,482.

1

tocio-political organization:..a political organization of.
workers with a socialiSE. program (the League-of Communists
of Yugoslavia; the Socialist Alliance Of'the Working

s People. of Yugoslavia, the trade unions; the Veterans'
4' APSOCiation, Youth League,sand so on).

°

Social organiaation: a tot% oevoluntary.-organization for the
. purpose of pursuing people's interests, managing certain,
social affairs and developing.different activities of.,
general soCial interest (social-humanitarfhn, cultural,

* scientific, ADrOfessional;. tdurist, *Drts and other
siMilar.organizations).

t
.

Soclal plan: co-ordination of.'relitions in socio-economic
reproduction and guidance of development in belf,management4
joint development policies are not estAblished by. '-

intermediation of the.state but directly by all-economic
and social subjects. (workers in the basic Ind other
,Organizations Of associated labour; organs of
siociorpolitical commanities, chambers of the economy,
,strade unions, and other socio-political organizations
on the basig of self7management agfeement6 "an0 social

-''.compacts.
A
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s., System of consultation for the achiSvement of the social
compact ar0 self-management agreement:- the integral
system established by the constitution consisting of
self-management compacts and agreements in' Work
organizations; consultations for the achievement of
compact and .0reement among.self-managed work organizations,
communities, and associations;..consultation for the .

achievement of compact and agreement within the
frameworks of and also between socio-political communities
(communes, republics, provinces, and the federation).
The baltis of the entire system is the inalienable right
of the working to self-management
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Workers' UniVersities'in Yugoslavia
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1NTR0h0CTION

. Yugoslavia is unique 'because ef its social ahd political

tIset-up, historical background, coniplex and diversified CtIlture,

and its search for new defillitions. Th6 major normative

variable which bas been maintained there;since World War II
4

_is commitment tO indZpendence and self-reliance. The.full

1Significiince of the ideological differences between the

;Yugoslays and Russians is yet to be recognized.

'Yugoslavia has been defining its own norms since the

early 1950s, when it broke loose from S9viet-spogsored

4". ideological"categories. The country promulgated a new

lpolitical doctrine of.wol-kers' self-management, which contributed.1

lte decentralization Xnd left the task of norm enforcement

to a variety of territoTially based cultural and Interest

cpmmunities. It affirmed that workers right.to participate

in.government originated in the profit their work contributed

to society. Though self-management as an evolutionary.form

,has not yet Achieve'd its pOtential, its.adaptability to the

Varied economic circumstances in the couritry.has been remarkable..

A law-transferring1ownership of state enterprises to

the Nerkers as representatiVes of sOciety was introduced

in 1950. This markedjhe beginning.of a Unique series of

,economic and social reforms in-Yugoslajka. The Yugoslav

commitment tO workers' self-management was designed to place

the worker at the centlte of efforts to build, socialism.-
Yugoslav leaders saw wOrkers' 44elf-managempt as the first

stage inl,the Marxist vision of the withering away of tne state.
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They c aimed that decentralc?eoc
t,

means 44 production-was,a.put C

-Cersitralited'syAtem practisOd

Social.pressures to.cirr

extensive changes in all aphe

trangforMItion'Of yugoelay:Ii

bep4010:the'rule, yet mOstof
skillerequired to faoilAa

.1 ,

,edu?ation became a pOmary

becgine the means of meide

4Wnership* the

Maixism4han the

RUbsia. '

eforms necessitated

f activity'. Rapid

e rom rural to urban patterns

the working' prroats,tion IsCked

e hese changes. Thus', worker

p litical task, and adult,education

ation.

!Until 1950, the tta g,of workers was the exclUsilfe

relpOnsibility of trad tOna. Hpwe'ver, by eatablishing
woikeirs! self-managem.,*

reSpInsible for thei
,

they mere committe

they Were equally

expected of the

. In terms of

concerned with

deficiencies

ihe wqrkers P Jvs be0ame
ucation and iraintkg. As-mUoh as- .

the economic'development of the couStrY,

itted to the new sotialist motality,

socialist man.
V I

,

nostic theory, this was a situation

lial system needs. Discrepangies end '

noted ietween workers' performanA'ahd
whatt was d d f eM. Appropriate attitudes, knowledge
skil4s,' an Wes were. lacking. To-meet the new educational:
need0 re ng troM'social transfOrmatioh, 4 ner adult educatiio
ilstitut 0 had tO bÔ established. Workers nee4ed systematic
eilkkat tO perfc4in competently the functions c;f. self-management:

,

Mass u ation 'tiS;pratised by dxisting People'e:USiveraities
Was' e4uatit.41. (iNaople's Universities are adult education
ins i tions ithiYUgoslavia dating from well befbre World
W . basedAn the enlightenment concept of,adult education

etaphaslting general lecture activity.) Net', oontent,

ods, arid.technologies were required in aduit educaeion
. /

post-War Yugoslavia.

Ociginally, the basic task of the ndw Workers' Universities
was to/giVe workers social and economic education for their neW
rolOh.the society. Workers' Universities were.conceived

0

°
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as an put-of-schoel instituti n for complementary worker

educatio,n, They carr be défin d as adult erlypation institutiOns

in YugOslavia which specializ in socio-economic education

and culture for the workers e gaged in telf-manaqement of

indudkries and enterprises* a well as/in non-induttrial

sectors ot social life. prom the beg nritng, 'an #xpanded,

comprehensive conception of W rkers' UniVersities was staunchly

supp61-ted, aS it, was thought hat ey bught to be more

eneral eduCation than vocati gals oriented.. Wq(ker,

elucation was viewed as an ac, iy)ry aimedrai the tOttil'

rson, and was part/6f adult zicatiOn6. The, working class

-1
, .

wa taken in its broadest seo to mean all the employed.

Witi rapid in,dustrialization if the country, worke education
'bee me an immediate require/.tPA.t of production. The:Workers'
Universities were defined part of enterie., and their
,principal aim became 'to t the'needs of the enterptree

/1-individuals. 'Vey began-to applyas well as of communes

research methodology, 4r* bV responding to society's needs,
.

they expanded-their a ivities an d clientele.' eomplex,

functlonacand per ent education became:a.feature of
% programs and cours%soffered'by WUs.**, Soon they'became

s(e0alized insti., ions integrating learning And W4k,'

theory.and'pact44.

ThO stud j ovides evidence that WUs in YugoslaVia during

their approxijely twentyl-five, years of existence have been
flexible, dy c, non-fo mali non-didactic, innovative, and

ihcrepsing nted to *bikers'. life problems. They,have
t.

developed

of educ

mainta

any me

ng adult

ng their

ethods,for dealing with:the problem

thermore, they are original in

ous status free from state control;

terprise covers factories, workshops, all business --
ny kind of organized work which is based on Social owdership

of the means orproduction, the. workers' rights to manage
production, inclmding the right of decision-making about
distribution, and their, inalienable right to self-management.

WUt ts-used from here.om amen abbreviation for. Workers'
Universities.

f
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in developing internal self-management to Oen and finance

their own production and expansion; in the power to elect

their own management with a council as the organ of social

management;and in theii many activities and centres in

/different areas, educational activiteecarried out byr

part-timestaff, closv co7operation with adult learners,

and research and evaluation orientation.

WUs fought'to implement the.progressive in education

and culture. This practice served'as.a foundation for

Yugoslav andragogical theory. In lesS than three decades,

WUs have become modernEuropean.institutions of adult

education, amalgamating culture and education. They have

given the working iaopulation the education needed for

individual, social.and work functigns, with a strong emphasis

on the arts.and culture Aos components of work, thud making

a.seriOus impact on the environment4y raising the educational

and Cultural level of workers and citi.iens of Nugosilvia.

JPe

19
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TME EARLY SETTING

.

The Central Planning Period, 1946,-52
.

L
Immediately after the end"of World°War II, the Yugoslays,

being without any experlence in organiling a socialist

economy," adopted the. Russian system of'centralizedveconomic

planning. 1
All businesses were hatiOnalized, except for

handicrafts and small retail shops. Large agriCulturaisistates

were taken over by the government, as were fa0ms abandoned

.by the German population in Vojvodina. Prior tq 1941, t

large share of industry had been fo'reign-owned or nationalized./

and, during the, war, the Germans had incorporated the firms

into their.own.gigantic trusts. In this early post.rwar

period, enterprise executives and production workers were
government employees, Planning and administration were

centralized in Belgrade. Federal plans were drawn up annually

and plans had to be co-ordinated with them. Practically

nothing was left to the initiative of the republics or of
individUals. Comprehensive plafis provided for specific

input'and output, including monetary output such as wages.?

The Soviet-modelled system was not successful. One reason

why, As cited by D. Kalodjerei was that it' created.a complicated

hierarchy of agencies at the federal, republic and local

level) ,Orthermore, excestive cegtralization led to

irresyonsiOlite waste of state assets.e Aerious mistakes were

madelnoplann.ing amounts and kinds of goods needed for the
home market. Fictories piled up inventories of unwanted
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products ihithe midst of'terrible shortages ofhet goods;
.4 AI.

illanagement and:workers-alike were unconcerned about efficiency.

Productivity by workers was tow; they were.not stimulated

to exriend greater effort. Rigid egalitarianism prevened

the f.I.Ow of workers into jobt where they wete lotts needed.

A Major- difficulty waslinadequatemanpower. Industry and

adMipistration lacked trained and educated wOrkers.

Investment-s were7ba4ly glannedand there Was little concern

for...innovation and research. The period it remembered as

a' kind of nightmare.
4

Some desperately needed reconstruction

was achieved, the country having been largely destroyed by'

war, but condi6ons were ideal for wholesale evasiOn of

responsibility.
5

From 1949 on, after the crisis with Stalin, the Yugoslays

openly contended that Stalin had no monopoly on Marx and that

therewere t'many roads to socialism'.
.6 'In 1950 it became

apparont that the political crisis was'passing- By then

-Yugoslav leaders had examined their Soviet-inspired system

of government anti its effeCts on political and economic

life, .and concluded that it'tended to defeat its.own aims.

Nev.; ideas were evolving that would,lead to a much less rigid

approach to economic planning. The-basic ideas were the same.

far economiC and Oplitical life. Centralization and exercise

of power Trom abofe had been Proved inefficient, immoral,

and an, incorrect interpretation of Marxist-Leninism.. The

state as expeession of the' will of the people must, it was

thought, allow individualt to'take a full and iesponsible

part In its institutions.7

Development With Decentralization

.As of 1952, with the First Five-Year Plan a new system

of economic planning was introduced, simultaneously with .

decentralization and reorganization of political life, but

rapid industrial development remained the major economic

.objective. In economic life the new institutions were



tha Chambers of Producers and, more importint, A new system

was introduced of workers' self-Management of factories

through elecied workers' councils. A law transferring

ownership of state enterprises to workers as representatives

of society was introduced on 26 June 1950. This marked
the beginning of a unique,series of social and economic

experiments which more than twenty years later is Still
activ.e.8 Workers' councils were to play an important part
in Yugoslav economic life and were subjected to a number of
changes in their powers and functions% New ideas on OCOnOmic
plahning and organization brought tremendous changes.

petailed state planning and powers tO put federal plans into
'effect were abahdone4, the market was freed from most controls,

4

and free play was arlowed for supply and deMand to determine
the flow of goods. Enterprises could decide what to produce,

how mith to cKkue, how to distribute goods, and, in principle,
1L,

pWnebir their ownexports. 9

Second Five-Year Plan was issued for 1957-61. It

o4t1itied the main economic problems: shortage of raw matIriars,

electrie pelker, agricultural produce and consumer goods.
The general aiM was to finn means to produce more, especially
.more food and consumer goods so that imports could be cut

down, and yet-provide for steady improvement Of the general
staudar4,of living. The immediate n6eds of ordinary People

were to be catered to, as Phyllis Auty put it, for good

quality household good5 and clothes, even.luxuries such as
cosmetics, washing machines, 'refrigerators, dnd television
sets) 0 All these things, though not specifically provided
for, were made possiblp,by the Second' Five-Year Plan,: There
Was a striking change in matertal conditions',of life in

4 Yugoslavia by the end of the decade. The plan wail fulfilled
. goods appeired in shops, there was more food, housing improved.

As Auty obseryes, the purchasing-power of wages, and the
' quality and quantity of things that could be bought 4.mpfoved,

and YugoslaVs began to spend more and settle inv a Semblance
of more tomfortable, if not luxuricous, life.

11

9
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Workers'iFouncila and Workers' Management

B. Horvat has discussed in detail the history of workers'

councils during this. period.
12 In 1949, n a number of

,factories, consultation between management -- mostly people*

who themselved took an,active part in the.revolution ahd

workers,was spontaneous14, introduced. In December 1949,

the government and the trade unions jointly issued an

instruction on the formation of workers' counpils as advisory

bodies. Councils were elected in 215 larger enterprises, ,

but soon other e.nterpriSes requested.the same privilege,

and by mid-1950 there were 520 touncils. In June 1950(;the

National Assembly passed a law by which councils were changed

from advisory to managing bodies. The working collective

'of every enterprise elects a workers' council (RadniCki
. .

Savjet), which, as long as it has the confidence of electors,

is ihe policy-making. gody in the enterprise. The council

elects"the executive, the managing board (Upr,avni odbor)4

which is concerned with dayqh-to-day implementation of council

policy and the routine to-ordination of those activities of

the enterprise by the general manager and administrative and

technical staff. This legislation did not immediately abolish

the perennial management-worker opposition,..but'conditiohs

were created, a4 Horvat pointed out, for it to be resolved.
13

fh his remarks, addressing the National Assembly in

Belgrade on 26 June 1950, President Tito said:

Perhapssome people believe this law to
be premature, that the workers will Dot
be able to master the complicated
techniques of managing the,fAttories
and enterprises. *aloever they,may be,
they are mistaken...Shall we wait for
all of wotkers to become eguaily smart
and able to manage entetprises7 Of
course, we shall'not...It is in the
very process of management, the
uninterrupted process of labour and
management, that'all workers: will gain
the necessary experience, and will get
to know not only the process of labour
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itself, but ap the problems.of the
'enterprlse. The workers Will learn how
to keep files only through 2.ractice,
how much they can'use and At* Much cah
be saved, they will get to know where
their labour goes, i.e., where the
surplus of their labour goes and what
*it is used for.14

Many Yugoslav authors have commented on this speech. The

comments of D. SaviCeviè and S. Tonkovi6 are relevant here.
, r

Savicevic discusses dilemmas'which arose concerning waiting
for all workers to acquire a certain level of education and
then to introduce *elf-management. "We could not wait,"

says Savi6evi6, quoting Tito, "because in that case we should
wait endlessly long. !" 5 Totokovic, a trade'union man, said

that President Tito had not in the least underestimated
-education as an irreplaceable factor in the,dellopment of

self-management; he had strepsed that education is not the
only way.to train for sel2f-management. 16

YugoslaV leaders have never been advocates of the absolute

supremacy of education and have not taken the preliminary

raising of the level of culture and edso& tiOn as a precondition.I .

for the'development of self-management. think that the
establishment of workers' management opene uP wfae opportunities
fOr,workers ta get the learning experience ana-kfiPWIWMge---
which would Kelp theM understand the conditiods and changes'
taking place in Yugoslav:.saciety. Through serving on workers'4 o

counci/s, workers, Were to become educated.and experieficed
in the "multifarious problems. of management.147 The' managtement

of labour is an tntellectUal function which has histprically,

been separated from labour and the workerse 3-9 It was hoped

that elimination Of-this Separation wauld produce industrial
harmony and brelak the cultural barrier thai. separated.

qualified eddcated:managers frOM less educated, often ignorant

wOrkérs whose skills and eftperienCe were limited to their
particular jobs. It was also hoped that it would lead to

greater productivity and ,h7igher.profits for roMmunity,

enterpiise, and individual. Accoriling to Horvat, by 1950

4
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it had already become crear that the introduction of workers'

management had cleared the ground for.the new social relations

and the series of institutional changes that were to follow. 19

No doubt it took some yeaYs before the system of workers.'

Management could.be organized so'as to combine efficient

management with workers' freedom and competance to decide

about operations and finances of the industries in which they

worked. Unsupervised, inexperienced, and without .detailed

instructions; wom4fers<- councils frequently made no provision

in their accounts for depreciation or accumulation of

capital for investment. 20 They were simply inexperienced

as maniigers and decision-makers. Many councils tended to.

dpend all disposable profits on extra wages, bonuses, and

'holidays for workers.

In 1954, new laws were introduted giving detailed

instruction-a on how enterprises should distribute_their inCoMe.

Today workers' councils pl,,,ay 4. part in almost every kind of

work, including schools', hospitals, and 'the civil service4

Although financial regulations restricled the freedom of

workers to dispose of the finances of their enterprises,

other,changes introduced during'and since 1954 have given

increased freedom of action in other fields.. Workera'

councils are now completely free to decide what their enterprise

shall produce and in what quantities and free to sell where_

they like, and, within certairi limitations, to fix their

own prices:

,After 1950, a new official attitude towards workers'

wages and.salaries.came with decentralization. Two new

principles were.introduced: wage and salary scales were to

be allowed a greater spread'between maximum and minimum

earnings;, and monetary incentives were to encourage workers

to do more,productive, better work. Yet effective change

came slowly.. In-1955, there was still only a slight difference

between wages received by skilled ,and uriskilled wOrkers. 21 .

The consequence aMong workers was lack of incentive. Only

in 1957, after these conditions became obvious, was a system

t)
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for greater differentiation in wages introduced. 22

The Bole of Trade Unions'.

'What was the role of trade unions in the course of these
developments? Was there any function left for the trade

unions in the Yugoslav economy, since so many insti%utions

were playing a part ih regulating conditionS of work -- workers'

counCilS, economic, units,,chambers of various industries,

nd republican and federal authorities? 'The answer is yes,

but it was a different role frop that of trade unionsi.n

Great Briatin, the Ut4ted States, and qther'eaeitaliSt

cobntries. Sintv all Yugdslav industries, and.most economic

enterprises, belOng to the people, in eheory there'should'

-be no conflict of interest between management and labOur.
s 4

because the aim of the organizationai.changes,in'economie

life from 195.0 to the present, as condeptuaLized by Yugoslatr.

leaders, has'''been to make workers identik themselves with
management. "Nobody strikes against hiMSelf, Wrote Delebn.
in 1956.21 In Yugoslavia, wage and Salary questions sinte

1950 have been settled by workers themselves.* Inyan article

titled "Are there any strikes in Yugoslavia?," M. Slat-1Np

has written that there is no reason Why wage questions '

should not besettled,tosthe advantage and satisfaction,

-of the Workers'since there is no basic contradiction

between "jOb-giVers" and "job-takers." ,Of course, there

can be friction, Slani added,'along with liVely discussidts,
A

fór the worker himself ihtetvenee in fixing both his buil'

And his workmates, wages. 24

One must keep in mind that the government is of the Werking
V 6class and working' people in general. In 1952I. BoziCevic

* In Yugoslavia, there are no legal or abher provisions
prohibiting strikei. When they occur, they.are called
"work stoppages" and are considered a symptom of inadequate

,participatiom by theworkers in Self-management, as Vie
.president-of the Yugoslav trade unions, M. hillak, abmmented
.in a television interviewHon 9 November 1917. 4



/ 4/rote that the government in YUgoilavii:was'gradually being

decentralized And ita functions4being transferred to social

agencies. Bodiee.of managementwere Peing formed Made up

of workers, Of ice employees, and other citizens. They

were taki er more and. more functions in this proOess

of "withering away" of the stat. e.
25

Since the 1950s, the

trend.has been gradually to reduce the role of federal,

agencies. ,As Bo2i6evi4 put

'4

,The, 4 , nions'are noi.controlled,by,
the gOffernment but rather government
bodits are Controllteby the,working
clast and the people in general (the
Yugoslav.government is" an agency of the
-majority of ther.People), which also
Aleans that they are controlled 'hy the ,

trade unions and other sOcial organizations
What do the bradeunions do actually?
TheY take part-insthe drawingup and
adoptcon of all laws, they,offet thpir

iebbservaeions on them, propose and-clemand
changes and the adoption of new legal
provisiOns that they_deem necessagy.
.This does'not mean thatdifferencee neVer
arise between the governmeht and trade. .

'unions, that government and social
agencies-do not adopt decisions with
which the trade unionp do: not,.agree-
When differenCeS do arise and if there
are varying cohceptions of things, they
cannot relate to'"thp fundamental goal
but_only to varidus problems and methods.
This has exiSied id the past and will eist
in the future just as diffexpnces of
.opinion arise,inside the trade unions
-and government agencies.26

s

Slani and BoiiCeviC stressed the political, social and

economic, function of the trade.unions; they dicFnot discuss

their rOle. However, it is known that afteX
,

the end o the war, trade unions unde'rtook social work,

building homes and,sanator*A, and organized,workersi edUcation,

especially in the early Years, as well as literacy-programs

and elemeneary teOnical training.. Their Vital and

aontinuingAnterest-in education for workers' managetent

started in the.early 195061,11 factor dealt with'in'subseguent
.4.
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chaptersof this study.

Aft'er the introduction of new economic policy, the official -

.aim was.to get mdre workerf;to take part in mAhegemeht, to
know and exercise their ri4hts: This basivally edUCational
task was not`easy. M. David is right when he strettSes that

workers cannot succeed 0 this effort"without a comOlementary
enormous and,perseVering educational effort.27 When Kukoleea
pointed out in 1968 that "the working man ishis own boss
now,", he probably meant that the worker.had to learn the
Marxian principle that man's relation ta the meana of

production determines his conscibusness. 2 8 1:t-was

scolplex relationship, through which the worker had to learn.
how to manage his factory or enterprise without owning.it,
Therefore, helping workers acquire this po4,itica1 know-how

4became one of the most important tasks pf the union's. In
1957,. Tito talked about.workers' participation iorr.0.1,f-tmanagement
aS the "gi5antic school"twhich had engaged one-third of the,
employea workers, that ii, over 600,600 workers and employees

29 *in thecountry.

There were serious criticisms, especially at the beginning,
lz)f the effectiveness of workers4 councils. It was reparteU,e

that meetings wete held less frequently than required;
agencfas prepared by directors and executive committees

controlled what would be discussed at couribil meetings.,

Worlars' rePresentatives appeared to be too Submissive %
their executives. Many subjects brought bepiore.councils

were highly technical matters of planning and finance.

For these, ordinary workers did not have the knowledge

or experience necessary to question, criticize or suggest'
alternatives to,proposals. As well, bureaucratic forces

were strong; powerful'groups in the enterprises who did
not like decentralization often ruled serf-management bodies.
Criticism has often been wade that certain directors

controllsd all.decisions in their etnerprises; At the first

congress of-workers' councils in June.1957,,tito talked

about directors Who deprived workers' councils of their.
,
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rights, and workers Who gave in easily to such a 4'wrong

treatment of the workers' councilt.
.30

Thes weakneises wOuld,not be unnatural even in countris

where industrial workers are more educated .and have longer

experience. With rapid urbanization in Yugoslavia, masses

of rural labouiers were,entering the urban economy, 104

untrained and uneducated. Both peasants and workeis.had

.t6 become familiar with modern technOlogy. T1&e problem

was more than that of Mastering new technol ies in :industry;

there were also the social and economic chinges taking 0401

____forl-which peasants andiworkersAvere eqUallkuhprepared. .

With Yugoslavia's historical background and existing Aitione,

these.weaknesses were to be e*Pected,and'were.anticipake
.4-

They are often 'found in trade unpon Auttitutions in*Great'

Britain, for example.31. The Yugoslevi did not have e mbdel

to follow, so, as Dirlam observed, they''set sell on
. I,

..-unOlarted seas.
"32

1

was'in this sOcio-politicak climatit ih'ebe early
.- ,

1950s that the need folvilew instailtions for-Workers'

education emerged; it was a Yug oslav man4festatiOn.of-4sociil
r'

syitam needS,' tiodern adult td.Uction'theOty.defiii'ea eocial,

( Wystem nee4s in te'rms e7ctuar set of circumstinces

1.10'whia people'find themselyek.' 16 the?iagnostib theory,
of Professor J. McKinley Of'Indianiptinlveisity, is`a

condition-ofshuman inedequacy.
33

Q.A.scFepancipsdefitienCies,

'and inabilities were nOted betw th lieftOrmance of, the.

workers --Iihe'client system and th t whioh s desired .

f
,-

and expected of them.: In tr4 'language of-adult idudatlón
."

practice, attitudes, knowledge, skills; and valuee,Leduoatignal,
neTds) werelacking-An and required_by the cp.ent'hystem to

to'aitain a mbre desirabli.conditioh.

,

Workers' Untversitiis

It mas logical to assume

institutions for the workers

.4
S.

4.*

thit the founding of now, educatiOhal

would coincidelvith.newlegislation
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en.worker's,management in 1950. These new institutions were
Workers' Universities. Both D. Savia.evi and M. David
have explored why WU& were established. David wrote,his
evaluatio in, 1957, and Savi6eviC's book came out eleven

34years Iater, in 1968.

Wit4 regard to the YugoslaV iituation, SaVicevic wrote
about the tens of thousands of workers who-became membera
of self-managing boards and thus were in a poiition to
determine policies and means of production. For.example,
in Zagreb, the capital of Croatia, 40,000 workers were elected
-to wirkere' councils during the firnt three years of-workers'
management. Pointing to the strong and still prevailing
in:fluence of trade unions on workers' education, Savicevic
noted thatin the first two years of workers' management,

educational activities consiated of explaining to worker&
the responsibilities they had acquired with taking Over
management of induat,ries. These activities were mostly

.,initiated,-by trade unions and were political and propagandistic
in nature. 35However, SaviCev*C pointed out, quite rightly,
that. workeri needed More systematic education and required
the necessary knowledge and skills to perform morerefficiently

° .and intelligently the hiterhto unfamiliar function& of
self-management. He also' discussed briefly.the scope and
the method, of the new education for workers. Members of the,

. worker's councils had to familiariWthemselves with.the
problems of theirieriterp4se and the progress of work in the
factory.. Since tey were responsible for manageMent, they

-144- haeto make decisiOns conceFning the oiganization 'of production,
marketing, manpower training,Wand export and import procedures.
Savi6eViC failed to include other important functions of
W'orkers' councils such as distributlWof.income and creation
of employment, dismissal, and work safety policies. .He found

44,that mass forms ofeducation used by People's Universities
at that time were dnadequate and insufficient. To meet the
hew educational needs resulting from soCi'al transformation
'in the country, neT educational institutions had to be organised.
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Originally, as SaviCeviC obseiVed, the initial task of the

WUs was to give workers, and.in particular,members of ihe

counctas, the social,and economic education needed f9r their

new role in society. 3 '

Self-management oi the pr6ducers was extended beyond the

immediate workplace-by establishing for all- eepresentative

organ*, from local councils up to the Federal Assembly, a

second chamber: the Council of Producers. In 1953, the

constitution was Changed to take account of the-new social

institutions. Workers' management had become part of the ,

establishment and WUs developed simultanhusl with the

Spread of self-management.37 S. Tonkovic credits WUs.!for

spreading the educationfor self-management in non-industrial

sectord of social life, such as health services, insurance,

and education.
38

The Unesco researcher, M. David, tried to establish the

raison d'gtre of the new institutions'for the education of

workers. in Yugoslavia. The position, he- took on this issue

was that of a trade union man, pf an arbiter who judges and

dedides on somebodyls needs, and in thid!process he appe'ars \

to utilize'the "felt-Pneed theory." He was preoccupied with
%

the role of tradb unions in ,the changtng Yugoslav society.

The creation of a separate entity hdd the advantage of,

widening'the financial basis by making it possible for local

di'strict administrative bodies and,for the enterprises to

participate in workers' education.
39 David noted that Ontil

abOtit 1950 the training of workers was the excldbi\fe responsibility

of' the trade union'S and was organically integrate'd with them.

By,this, one assumes David is implying that the trade unions

provided training and education for the working class and

paid fOr .Butty 1950, the situation had almost totItly---

changed: by establishing workers.' Management,, the workers

* themselves became responsiblecfor their education'-- ia

content, method, and -So,.of Recessity, the role

of trade unions changed considerably! they becarre partners

and co-financers. David failed to,see thins, In his valuaiion

.

9

()
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he does nbt take proper account of the new role of workers
.in society. He continues to talk, with nostalgia, about the

-
diminishing role of the trade unions and insists that the
influence of-the trade,uniona,on workers' eduotition has-not
decreased, only their finandrial contribution. He also ppints
out, rightly it seems, that,it ic necessary to take-account
of the encouragement thia trade unions continue to give to

4the cultural and artistic aspects of workers' education. 40

This, of(course, has not4 been disputed; trade unions have
these npble efforts to their credit. David also talks about
the deaire to stop giving all workers education inside the
enterpriAe, as another reason for promoting the establishment
of the WUs. If the factory were tb be'the setting of

, practically all equcational activities, the workers would
be in danger of-having their horizons narrowly confined to

.-"their own homes. Apparently David sympathizes with factory
-sociologists who advocute humanizing and democratizing the
workplace, both,in capitalist and socialist societies. An

Ameridah author, I. Bluestone, writes in this cognectiOn:

In a society that prides itself ontits
democratic system of freedom for the
individual and re'ection of dictatorial
4-ule, the workp ce still stands as an
island of auth itarianism. The
organizational mold of business,
especially big business, aq the material
objective of maximising prolfts -serve
to obstruct, or at least deter, the
fulfillment of democracy in the workplace.
In fact, the workplace is probably the
most authoritariap environment in which
the adult findehimself a free society. 41

t.

The soCialist ideal of the "New Man," a free pexson and a
worker not elienated.from capital and the means of production,

2.

implies Wide exposure to scientific adVances, education,
and culture. Under worker management', factory and enterprise ,

become learning places where workers'serving on self-management
bodies gain direct experience of socialism. Howeirer, for cultural

Pactivitlies, it was thought that workeri should be removed

.t.0

a
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from the enterprise-. Holding some educational activities

at WUs seemed to have the advintage of avoiaing/the mental

saturation which might result from an existence centered

on the enterprise.
42 Additionally, it was recggnized that a

WU was. a suitable'place to facilitate the mingling of wo4-kers

from different factories And enterprises, which would help

lhem to appreciate the vrious hspects of workers', solidarity.

33

'4
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THEO DEVELOPMENT OF WORKERS UNIVERSITIES,

1952-56

-The Concept
*

After World War It, the Yugoslav working class was young
and stratified; hundreds of thousands of new workers entered'
its ranks. These were mostly peasant men and women who

. ,

brought'with them their old customs and ways of thinking.
\The working class of YUgoslavia lacked general and technical

culture, especially some strata such as constructibn workers,
loggers, and miners, many Of whom were illiterate. According
to the 1953 census statistics, &ere were 475,218 unskilled
workers in the country. 1

Clerical staff and employees were
not much better off educationally. The whole population
was quite backward. Many workers and emploides had not
had access to training and educationr as well, expectations

\

from the new Yugoslav society were gkeat, especially from
the working class. They had to be helped to get rid of their

backwardness apd become culturglly emancipated. Systematic
planning and organization were needed to tpckle this problem.

It was necessary to help workers understand social changes,
management, and econoinics. 1

Through the initiative of the Yugoslav trade unions, the
development of Workers' Universities begah in large industriak
centres. Except for a few evening schools for workers, no
other institutions for worker education existed in the
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early 19502.7 The first WU was eStabliihed.in Belgrade ii

/November 1952, T is was followed by WOs in Novi Sad, Zagreb,

Sarajeo, Tuzla, SkoPje,'Ilijeka, Zentca,' Split, Subotical

and other places.

Many isiues related to the ,eperging WUs were discussed

in this early period.' Thus, D..Pavlovic' wrote about.the

problem of inertia and physical fatigue of the workers and
dr

observed that workers' need to 'expand their,knowledge was

less in those not yet '"awakened. .2 The same phenomenon.
)

was later observed and dealt with at 'greater length by the
.

.

American author McMahon. .PavloviC talked in terms of needs,

while McMahon lookeeat the'phenoMenon from the adult

participation point 8f view.
3'

.

How could WUs help these.people best? PavloviCi Insisted

that WUs mus.deyelop flexible forms of education so that4
all kinds of workers would be-attracted to them. The flexibility

of formi would enable' workers .to enrol in those that would

best suit their needs, iqterests, educational background,
(

.

and level of culture. Most important; WUs must provide

learning ppportunities for workers regardless of educational-

<
background/ Only.dn this manner could WUS become centres

and strongholds of worker education, he said. 4

About the difficult issue of diplomas that_WUs were
, .

expected to issue to workers, Pavlovic commented in 1955:

We should try.to give as much knowledge

I
ai we can so that workers can fulfi ,

their needs for learning and findi g out
new truths. A certificate is jus an
indication that somebody wants to work
on self-education.5

4
To me, the second part of Pavlovic's statement sounds too

idealistic and naive, a kind of thinking which is not based

on knowing the psychology of the people. Maybe PavloviC.

thought that WUs could help workers rid themselves of their,

"diploma" complex: 4 shall refer to this pertinent issue

in subsequent'chapters.-

4 3 5
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WUs were thOUg4t of as the kindof institutions that
would provide tomplemedtary general education through coursei-
and seminars,,, but would not provide a position .or anything
leading.to a job. It was'thought that the economy of'the
coUntry and the system' of payments would develop in such a
waY as to alleviate the haste and need to Obtain diplomas
and qualifications, which. had been the dhly means' of obtaining
sAlary raises. The future payment systeM would require
capability above all, which was to be a foundation stone in
worker'remuneration, 6

another pertinent and perennial issue
associated with WUs.

4

Although this was just the beginning ot.WITs, anc?' there
were only ,fifteen in'the country,7 huadreds and thOusandsrof workers' were.eemipg to the WUs to-satisfy their thirst
for knowledge. There were three major areas of this thirst:
fov general education, for econOmic:educatione anil for
vocational education. S

This constitUted the basis for the
WUs' curriculum, presented-in a problem,oriented way. There
was dite thing in particular that WUs were expected to'bring
,about -- participation in worker education by the intelligentsia.
It-was anticipated that the intelligentsia would help the
working class both with the management' of the rtOnomy and
direction of .the cultural facilities.

Serious discussions began early concerning the concept
and natur% of the new institutions for worker educatton.
A. Deleon was the principle architect of the concept,'
'He defined the WU as an out-of-school institUtion for
complementary.worker education, which,is different from-a
People's University. Deleon' supported the.idea of workef
education in its entirety.. In,his view, .courses in general,
ecOnomic and vocational educilion were not enough, so he...
argued for an expanded concept. He qpit that worker educarion
hn Yugoslavia ought to bave a very broad concept:9 He
stated that worker education in the world up to this point
had beent either the.professional or labour union type, tr
pragmatic in hat it helped workers in everyday routine

36
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work. Hoivever, in a country like Yugoslavia, where socialist'

'democracy was being developed, "we have an opportuaity to

set up this kind of education in its 6roadesi

Vocational eduCation and'trainin§ ihould,be excluded from :

WUs; it was'only a temporary feature of.their programs. The

WU was an institution for complementary education; when the

educational systeM'dt the-country was reformed, which was

to,happen In the nen future, WUs Would leave the establishment

of schools for SkilleS and semi7skille workers to the School

and apprenticeship system, enterpas , and chambers of

commerce.' Under the circumstances, and because no one else
_ _

Wanted to take up this responsibility, Wiis assumed it 'in order

to'help production workers get ready for Upgrading exams.

This was usefui, no doubt, but Deleon thought it'Was. a temporary

activity and that WUS ahould not deal witt0i. He Stressed

that WUs_ought:to be more orieftted.towards general'education

and'pay more attention to workersi cUltural 'problems and

their participation in the life of their community. lr

Both S. TonkoviC and.Deleon stressed that Marxist'

education'in the WUs was unsatisfactory. 12
Deleon mentioned

apathy and stagnation. Earlier, he said, Marxism'was cherished

much more, "no matter how dogmatic we were then and how

forced it was on us." Apparently, there was no.desire for

a dogmatic approach, people wanted freedom of choice. .

And yet, "we.have very little ideological education today,"

which he saw as' One of the greatest failures of WUs.13

Among other shortcomings',. Deleon intentioned lecturing

as a method. According to Deleon, a mass lecture attracted
,

5.00 people and concentrated on A heavy topic. What was

the benefit? In his evaluation, lectures did nothing to

te

;

t how much was learned from them. It would be reported

th it 200-300 people came to a lecture because they were

interested in it. Deleon called this an illusion, because

"we know that people often cami because they were. misinforMed."

He warned that mass lectures were overestimated in WUs and ,..

to continue Aem would just promote self-content. Lecturei

3
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in WUs were akl right if they were not mass lectures.14
About the mushrooming of the WUs throughout the country,

Deleon said he would.be 'happy "if we could have tWitanty
WUs,of the kind we want, that is, the institution of worker.
education in its totality," Furthermore, he said that
because WUs did not know how to build up their own staffs,
they had a ':reduced degree of thirst' fox kdowledge as *

compared to the situation 'in the years immediately after
World War II. This was an issue of *pedagogy of adults,"

4 4

he maintained.*, .Ke stressed the,need for new methodst
"Wel.must leave classrooms and avoid school methods, we
must go to enterprises if we want to work with adults!"

1Sources o? new cadres must be sought in pedagogic associatiOns,,

Aamong students of teache'r's.colleges, teacher-training
institutes, arts students, in rder to create a nucleus
of,pedagogy for adults. These students would have to go
to industries and enterprisest, where the working class was
to be found, to make.scientific analyses:, DeleOn wai concerned
about research and .evaluation: "We have talked for five years
about econimic eaucation and.nobody has come up with an
analysi§ to show "15,.us What has been accomplished,

As to whether directors-of WUs should be volunteers or
paid, Deleon Said that'this kind of work should no longer
be considered voluntary. There was a life occupation called
education .of children. For systematic,edUcation of adult
workers: ii was necessary, Deleon thought, to rely on people
willing to do this kind of job and to pay them for it,.16

. .,
At the Second Yugoslav C7i5nference on Workers' Universities

in 1956, the' place and'role of WUs 4n the system of 'worker
education was discussed. In WUs "we have got a new,*vital
educational institution that fits in new conditions of expanded
needs for worker education" and Satisfies their increased

*'"Pedagogy of adults," which DA -a contradiction in terms,was used by Deleoh and other Yugoslav authors thrdughoutthe 1950s; only in the late.fifties anci early sixties witsthe term andragogy tntroduced.

3s
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desire for new knowledge.
17

At the conference, Deleon'

_said in part that Wyss were 'ongoing iastitutions for eom

out-of-school education, that they cotncided with the dev lopment
,

of worker self-management, not' because of soMe mechanistic

conneCtiOn between them or becauie they solved pragmatib

# problems, but &cause new educational institutiOns corresponded

to the new position and tole of the prOducer ahdthe working.

class,As a whole. Through selft-management the working
18

class was freeing itself from all restraints.

Tile conference conCluded that WUs did not bepeome popular

through inclusion of most of !the workingclapegoibecauee

large numbers of workers had already been educated_in_tAeml_

what was significant was that WUs had brought a new quality

of worker education andlajult education in general. Th

conference also pointed out t4e enthusiasm of WU leaders,

organizers, and lecturers Who courageously attacked previously

26

4'

unsolvable educational problems. Without these people it

woUld have been impossible to have such institutions.
19

Adu(14 education iniYugoslavia was.looked upon as a

voluntary and useful social activity, the conference,emphsited.

In other yords, adult education had not yet become part of ,

the educational system or of educational policy. Nevertheless,

this marginal aitivity continued to develop, often all by

itself and for itself. As time passtd, things began to

change. As Deleon observed, because the eduCatipnal-system

in a socialist country could not limit i self to educating

Children and youth, it had to include pe ple of all ages,

N in. all phases of development and social activity, because.

"it Was,their right and.their internal nee4, and there was

no.progress in socialism without this. Deleon retcusea

to see adult education as temporsry, to him it was "a permanent'

task and not a product of backwardness", an.pnavoidable compinion
,

of man in all societies, undeveloped or not.
21

Furthermore,

.he told the conference that if this was the prevailing

attitude', if people were to draw practical Conclusions for '

everyday life, then Ws as new institutions and adult educ:stion
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6.
. as a new policy Must be free of dilettantism apd iMPXpliisati6P;
he thought that only through a new orientation would adult
dUcation cease to be a marginal activity, 'and become established

'with permanent institUtions and staff. With respeCt to ,the
socialist chariCter of Yugoslav society, wOrker education

.

,was viewed, as siMply pa4 of adult education' in general,
with no basic distipctionO betweeh them. -Since ihe working
"class of Yugoslavia wa's cInsidefed its soCAty's'ieading -

force, worker education ought to comprise education f the
total person.. This implied a complex system ofeeducation in

,.

. .

ofMany different areas: general, political, ideological,

'vocational, ieChnicaL economic,. socia4, ethical., aesthetic,. .. , . 4 -and Cultural. It is for these,reasoni that Deleon.qualified
.

.

YUg.oslav concept of worker.education as "the Most oomprehensitie."22-.'

Deleon further-stated that wori*.education-did not
imply only educatiOn of. MahualAabourers; the working clan

1was.taken in ite broadest sense to mean all the employed,
from the illiterate to the intellectual. workers.

23
This-

ConMpt offered great opportunitieo,to a:prodUcer and a
working man in general-for hi's growth ahd deyelopment and'
for bridging the'gag between intellectual and mpnual labour,
be;en working and lettered men.

Two possibiiitieafor-development Of WUs were discussed,
-coke v.at the saMe conference." The first was that WUs were institutioSmr*

of continuing education with a system ofAnterrelated seMinars
or other forms for workers who wanted complementary educatiiik
in various areas, like 'some kind of schools that employed

,flexible and modern methods1 the second was that WUs were
instAtutioPls of fragmented complementary education where
every working man regar4ess of his educational background
Could meet his ipner needs in scientific, poli4cal., and
social informatbon, or new knowledge from ar4 area.

Experienceso far has shown that development of WUs,
should:go in both directiOns. There is.no need to pit one ,

concelit against an4her, and the: beet thing is to synthesize
all kinds olkneeds. In'tiftms of pfaetical implications,.

4 tl
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it was assumed that WUs might skilfully combine both kinds Of

education. In methods, there. would be no danger of hiving

lecture4 for inforting people en tasse as an absolute method,

nor WOuld seminare and courses, feaSible forms for attaining

continuous And systematic education, become "absolutistic."

was thought- that a democratV society must not disregard

the basic,principle of social activization of large numbers

of pePpls, workers in particular. It was equally important

to kiCowthat the basic rigAt of every Citizen was to education

and culture. The conferencetonsidered WUs as the most

'deVeloped adult education insiitutionb designtid to satisfy

the heeda,of ihe leadiniforce.
24

The broad concept'of these institutions was.rellilled
-

ih theit broad curribula:

.:(4) ,The WU :WAS to provide,',through different forms,

information,regarding politioal and social events,

Anternational and domestic probleme, science and .

tethnology;

(2) Through more permanent forms, cotirses and seminars

in partictilar, the WU was to fill a gap in general

(implying cultural, too) And 46cational education,

thillving workers ih.topportunity tb round off

their-eduCation'usinqtore moderntechhiques other

than those Used in- schools, and:also-to cOntinue

their edUcation-throuqh regular or part-time

schooling;
- ,

(3)' The WU would-ln time, throUghermanent lorms.
(some ocwhich can fin&t)leir way into Schools),

prOvide a.complete education on different levels

which-woad establish- a firt relatioh between WUs

,
and secondary,schobls.2.5

4 was plought that an employed person did not- fulfill his

"a4Piration for'educatioh.simply by'being employed. Ill

the WU he4ad an institution that offered continuity of

.fitauCation not:through OU dated Classical schooling bdt'

thrOugh new,,Ileaiblei easily accessible system.
. $



Finally, WUs inCluded possibilities bor training and
education of workers and other adults in the universities,
meaning that they enabled those who had not completed.

Secondary school but had tlood experience to enrol in regular
universities, and would have the opportunity'to earn technical
and.arts degrees.

The curricubem pattern of WUs required adequate methods.
It was maintained that (1) group work (coursee, clubs, and
seminars) was essential for some purposes because it guaranteed

the continuity,and qUality of education; also, group work
was considered good foi activating participants and helping

,them becoMe independent learners; (2) individual work was
the least cultivated method in WUs. At the time of the
1956 WU conference, few attempts had been made to help
individuals directly through"consultations: counselling, oi

talkwvwith experts; (3) 'popular, or "diatiked,_". ap they
Wrre sometime$ labelled in WU circles, sums forms.(lectures)
were anó taken into aCcount as heving "equal rights."

Different views.were expressed, such as that pass' forms were,

outmoded and had no place in WUs; or that group *orkArestricted
the number of participants and so did not suit tfie'character
of education in the new Yugoslavia, 26

An intelligent combination
bf the three methods in WUS would be beet, it seemed, because
eac:1 had merits. D. Filipovic discussed this problem in more- A

detail in a sepArate article referred to 1ater in this'
- 27chapter.

The question of levels of instruction in WUs.was also
discuased.at the conference. Practice had remealqd an.

unsatiefactory Situation in which'levels of teaching were '\

nOt differntiated; there was no teachihg onoall,levels,
was desired. This, was particularly evident.qn the lowest
leveL AS, mentioned' earlier, the working,class 'of Yugoslavia
Wati rather"backwaird and its general education poor or lacking.

.

.Unhappily, in practice, it seemed that WUjiwere insufficiently
low level worker:oriented. Consequently, in Most cases,

-

workers found* their teaching*and instruction'.incomp;ehensible.
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- -Irifladdition, there lias no iiieriturerootherameans ta helpI

the more backward. On the other hand, It was caption knowledge .-
- , . -. ,

that teaching worlters to manag9.induStries and'enterprises,
. . . .

increase productivity, and erdance their personal lives

qould not be accomplished unless adequerte metbods and .
. ., .

teOnniques were found to suit al/ kinds of workers.. Socia).ism

co4ld'not be buirtwith.one part of the wpricing class, a

poiitician rightly obeervedl?' DdleoWdeclared that relping
i--.%

,

.

. lacigineworkers was" serkous task, A new -kind bejob whia.
required,pessistence in - tivid1,42?

.

, . . .

.
411 this conneotien, . Filfp6v18%estredled t heiproblem- -

.
.

.

of methodi. He decjared that thers.wals: a "povdrty oi petheds"
4 ^

* fori,addias and, talked about their' predominant s thool chataCter.. i .

_Ve.rbal pressintatir ty'keschers was a domtnant method, and

-meetn'methods.designed to activate particilumwere not

used, Courses ovcirifed to help wlleets repsrelfor I/Gatti:renal
. ,

.
o p

.

-exams suffered from'Che Ilerbel, formal, school- of .

).
s '

instruction. Wha %jot-kers were dahg-inArsemibars
--.... '.'

till -
4... 1. '

on the 30rechoor level, said Filipevfc. /46xperience4has shown
. ,. J ,

--
, , . , ,

that sdult pwiticipants ciladly acCeptpd.opportunfties o
. .,

4

r.

talKwith'a,teacher, end. ceaeted negativelyikhen "a hgr

lectuies without inkroAering them In dfsairision on matteri".

they are often familiar with'as /they ,feel undeFestimated by

te ieachSir.31 In,this tonneotiOn,-in a seTat'Ste article

. FilipoviC.disclAssea"the problem Of 4ropouts.3?. In his' ,

analysii of'this urkdesirable situation, Filii;ovi"Cotaid that

weaknesses in existing methods were unavoidable and resUlted
-

from insufficient study of moderri adult education methods.
.,

Among ottwer causes,'he mentioned.not treating a student

as an adult and mature person, a striect, inflexible attitude

towards complex'contents', nonpossession and therefore .

:hon-eppktcation of-teaching aids, and, finally, difficulties--
. . ,

- Caused by participants themselves, especially tlhoee with

little'education. According to FilipoviC, an.adult person

in the teaching learning process constitutes a "baSis and

a condition" for a choice'of method." Chances were that
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31

1

many WUs took no notice of .ttie fact that instead of dealing
with 40 ren they Were dealing with adults. FilipoviC.
re-eiTasiz.d that an adult ts a`Psycho-physically formed
person w0; doer not want to be looked upon as ignorant,
.and an adult participant t.;as a socially, politically, and
'economicatp active citizen.; and as such carried on 'his
shoulders the building up of' socialism,34,

6wever, the most developed WUs in Yugoslavia had already
. applied some good methods. For instance, the WUs of Zagreb

end Hellcale requireethe writing of essays. 'mese were
1\ creative works by the'participants. The seminar-participants,

. .,p,6
---

chit!) membexa, were requested to writ* 4M particular ..
. -

to ice. Thus in the WU Of Zagreb, at the beginning of the
4

ksem riai, participants wrote anonymougly about-their,lives,
what drew them to a particular club or seminar, and so on.
Theseyr 1.1.9s., in particular those with educational value,
were lat r read iidlass by the teabher. Every year, the
WU of 6k)1grade rewarded the best wofts. There was a scarcity
of teachchg aids% and, as FilipoviC poin"tedout, lack of most

. of these.' This was considered the most important reason why
instruction in WUs at that tiMe was performed verbally,
with no practicer demonstrations.

.

Experience had shown, i-ilipoviC stressed,'that it was.
.

possible to use some'so far known methods in "adult pedagogy,"
On the xondition,that-they were adapted to adult psychology.
Re pointe0 out that practice in adult education teachei us
to seek.new, active methods; -with the further develoOment

.. of WUS demands for further practice would increase. The
. aim was clear: to turn passive students into active participants'

,35%everywhere.
.

.........

. .,
' Deleon stronTl supported .the idea that education in

WUs be scientifically founded. He feared that program '

,
emphasis was on giving vocational-technical and other specialized
knowledge. WUs were institutions where woxkers mutt be given
a scientific view of life and the world, develop a socialist
con ousness, a class.cdhsciousness, and learn Maxxist-Leninist .,

, '

4



,dOctrine. He*warned against.coming under the influence

of non-Marxist, pessimistic, or nihilistic views. 36

Regarding social bducation, B. TonkoviC.report46 that

only a few WUs could be satisfied with their accomp1ishments.
37'.

The majority were about to start systematically with thid.

kind of education. Regarding political eductation, only on

WU had a Marxist section in 1956, and only a few had orga ed
Pseminars on Marxist Oucation. Political economy,'sCienti ic

sOcialism, And the history of the labour movement were the'.

areas largely Audiad at-WUs. Exceptions were those WUs

where dialectic materialism, the history of philoslphy,

ethics; psychology, and the history of the Yugoslay revoliltion

were taught. Fewer WUs emphasized tfie di;alectie.view_of-the-

world through seminars in, general education, biology; astronomy,

or history af t,he church and religion. Some WUs organized

semtnars in social science, others orlanized.elementaty:

seminars in science. TonkoviC pessimistically abServed that

in WUs, as a rule, the attendance in foreign-language,courees

was several times larger than that of all seminars in Marxist

education. The'WU of Zagreb program cn'the influence of
. .

religion, iI particuld4,the Roman 'catholic religionfiWas

said to be a success. :Recently, the WU of Belgrade had atarted

seminars in ethics. Ethics as an issue was represented 'in

some programs in 195Canly through individual topics in

seminars in social science-and economic education. Mowever,

in economic education, much mOre was accomplished.*',Tonkovi6 I

mentioned forty WUs which had been surveyed by the t>ade

unions and continued to have Sit least age prograM in economic

education.3 8 :Mere were, first of all, seminars in the

economOof enterprise, and the orgarilzation of labour.and

* At the 1956 conference, a new terni was coined for this area,
416"3og10-ebonomic efteation." A. a concept, socio-economic
'education recognized the integrity of the,theoretical social

sciences diiciplines (dialectic materialism, scientific
socialism), categories of political and economic system
(the constitution, other basic laws), and the Contents of
the concrete practice of self-management in enterprises. gee
TeoriJa ipraksa samoupravliania (Beograd, 1972), pp, 991-42.
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management, especially frogram. for industry, agriculture,
comMerce, handicrafts, and,restaurant management. Some re
taught techniques of management (the WU of Zagreb), the
physiology and psychology of work (the WU of Belgrade),
while the majority organized seminars in remuneration, labour
laws, health care, financial and commercial dealings of ad
enterprise, and so on. The example set by the WUs oeBelgrade
ind Zagreb was expecEed to be followed bi other WUs in the
country.

Most of nkovic's criticism was about the lack of study
, of industrial psychology, mental hygiene, active resting,

human relations, workers' families, conditions of life outside
the factory, housing,. nutrition,'and to on. -TonkoviC was
to expand the'curriculum'substantially, so that programs could
reach nOt only workers- but also'ttteir families. According
'to him, social education must be based On study of thi

problems of management, not only in enterprises but.in
health, insurance, cultural, scientific, and educational
institutions.

39

While the first Yugoslav theorists of WUs T- Deleon,
FilipoviC, TonkoviC, PavloviC -:- were dealing with concepts,

.teachers in WUs were solving practicalleroblems of adult
education as beat tpey could, which was fine because theory

' without the test of practice was likely to be sterile, as
M. Knowles had observed. 40

Some teachers were eXperimenting,

especielly those who had the intellectual courige to plow
new fields., Thus I. Svarc from Celje, Slovenia, reported
to the conference:

We tried topics from dialectic materialism
but success did not come immediately. The
next year we decided to do things differently:
we took topics in biology, physics, etc.
After this,we pAssed to dialectic materialism ,

and philosophy. In this way atudents',interest
was securedo Lectures were followed by film
shows, and this contributed to better %
success.41
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I
V. Velcic of the WU of Zagreb.pointed out that there was

te tendency to underestimate workers when it came'to aesthetic

education, and.that workers could be educated aesthetically

.% by organised, Systematic effprt. If it was possible for

workers to master complicated production and the technology

ot self-management, they were capable of understanding

aesthetic ideas. Experience showed that workers were often

more sensitive toward aestheilc thing; than many intellectuals.

Velcic mentioned film as the kind of medium workers could

catch up froM. He also referred to books as a very suitable

medium for workers. On one occasion, associates of the WU

of Zagreb invited the author to talk with workers about

his book, He came and hati a friendly conversation with a

group of workeri. He did not take an int.ellectual approach

at all. The workers were excited and happy over this. A

female worker commented: "I must.admit yo u opened Up a new

world.to us." This was exactly what aesthetic eduaation

was all about. The author himsel)f saide "Comrades, nowhere
4 tit

else did,X/ talk siivincerely!"42_

On Human and Material Resources

c'r
WUs in 1956 were new institutions. They were based o

a goodland broad concept, but the issue of who they,belong ed

to, who WAS supposed to secure cadres and provide funds and

otherNraterial resources, ,certainly was ih question. .This

issue will e dealt with at greater length.in the next

. chapter. Smaller Wiis were predominant and few distinguished'

themselves in power and influence.- They did have hgman

and material resources. The WUs of Zagreb, Belgrade, and Skopje

by the yery fact that they functioned in large industrial

cntres (Zagreb is the largest industrial city in Yugoslavia),

could get good teachers and'plenty of leoturers, co-operate t

with scholarly institutions, and get funds with no problem..

Thus the WU of Zagieb was subeidized through grants b' the

-_pople's Committee of the city or-Zagreb. This university
di

'?
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already had twelve teachers, all university graduates,
working on a full-time basis. They decided to stay in the new
profession. Small WUs on the other and had only a director

asfull-time staff and were trying hard to hire part-time

teachers, complained of lack of funds, equipment, and aidit.
The WUs of Zagreb andhBelgrade had already set'up a nucleus
qf full-time staff, while at the same time they continued
to utilize the services of part...time lecturers and teachers.
In 1956, the WU of. Zagreb had been given financial means

to construct new buildings for the university. M. Krstinic,

then directress of the WU of Zagreb, suggested that WUs
should get financial resources from funds allocated for

senior staff training with chambers of commerce since WUp
0.

educated and trained producers. Her point was that it was

normal to expect enterprises to take an interest in financing
WUs. 43 .

Small WUs received grants mostly from People's committees
and trade unions. They also hoped to get subsidies from

industries and enterprises they worked for. Meanwhile, there
was much'talk about enterprises uncierstanding the difficuities*

ofpUs, but not having resources to allocate. In prevailing
conditions, teaching and lecturing was darried out largely

by part-time state.), which later became a policy. In view
of the fact that WUs were expected to experiment with new .

forms and methods of adult education, the need for Full-time
staffs who could take up this assignment was strongly emphasized.

Deleon, the leading spokesman for the trade unions,

maintained that adult education was a concern of society,

an integral part of the educational system. Therefore,

securing funds for WUs must, in principle, be settled in the

same way, through budgets, as was the case with education in

general, schools, institutes, and universities. To_seek otber
solutions, according to Deleon; would be a deviation from
the principle that worker Sducation was, an integre! part

of the educational system and educational policy and only

*
a temporary solution. 44
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Some Acdomprishments

Tonkovic wrote that the number of participants in

.educational activities ranged from 200 to 10,000 per WU. 45

Data he gathered were related to some WUs in the country.

Table 1 shows the number of participants who completed one

seminar or course;

.INABLE 1

NUMBER OF PARTICIPANTS COMPLETING
ONE SEMINAR OR COURSE

WU of 1955-56 Up to now

Belgrade 10,128 18,921 (in the 4-year period since
it was established)

Zagreb 5,719 11,352 (in 1 years)

Skopje 4,450

Rijeka 3,117 6,635 (in 3 years)

Tuzla 2,660 7,286 '(in 3 years)

Split 1,029

Source: S. TonkoviC, "RadniCki univerziteti," Jugoslovenski
pregled, 2 (1957): 95.

In 1955-56, in the eighty-three WUs in the country, 65,600

workers and,enoloyees cdmpleted seminars And cqurses.* According

to TOnkoviC, attendance at public lectures., discussions,

performances, and films exceeded several times that at

courses and seminars.
46

Table 2 shows some of the data he-

gathered.

* In an articre written in 1972, S. Tonkovia gave more
detailed dati0 related to programs in socio-econoMic oducation
at the end dif 1956. Thus he talked about a total of
thirty-five Offerent prograMs in socio-ebonomic education
which were disseminated through 884 seminars with 41,842,
participants in the eighty-three WU. in the country. , See
Teorija i praksa samouprairljanja (Seogred, 1972), p. 992.
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TABLE 2

LECTURES AND ATTENDANCE, 1955-56

WU Number Number
of lectures of participants

Sarajevo 451 90,019
Tuzla 167 43,509
Pancevo 43 8,422
Kumanovo -42 6,269

- Karlovac 60 5,000
Titov Veles 13 3,940
Leskovac 9 3,227

Source: S. TonkoviC, '"RadniCki univeziteti," Jugoslovenski
pregled, 2 (1957) : 95.

',WOrkers' Universities versus People's Universities

The subject of WUs versus PUs would require a special
study because the two adult education institutions are so
similar and yet so different.* PUs in"Yugoslavia have had
a long tradition, dating back to. before World War I.
D. SaviCeviC tried to establish some links between PUs and
the working class. He wrote about the'social democrats in
Serbia who had recoMmended in the first decade of this
century that PUs should meet the needs and interests of
the working class.47

PUs continued to function in the old Yugoslavia as'a
*dern:form of general and cultural edUcation."48 In most
cases, they were- organized symbiotically with cultural
societies, as sections of them. Scime PUs operated as workers'

'clubs whet"; discusSions were held ot ourrent socio-political

iSsues and cultural and scientific events in the country and

* Like WUs, OUs is used in this study as an abbreviation
for People's Universities.
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.abroad,

According toPetroviC, PUs played a significant Aole in

.the War of National Liberation. After liberation, they

carried on a literacy zampaign, health education, and

information centres. Later, PUs became centres for youth

education. Weekly lectures for youth evolved into youth

clubs and forums. Until 1952, PUs were the only adult educakion

institutions in the country. With industrialization and the

,change in strUcture of the work force PUs began graduaA174f
&

to change.
49

Statistics showed there were 840 PUs in 1953,

whereas the total number of WUs that year was only fifteen."

D. FilipoviC was critical of PUs. He wrote in 1958 that
/.

after liberation, most PUs eked oui a bare exiitence through

the old tradition of lecturing. 51 Deleon tried to clear up

some misconceptions regarding WUs versus PUs. Some people

thought WUs were meant for workers and PUs for the resof

the population, that because of different audiences there:-

ought to be diffsirent contents, an& so on. Deleon maintained

that it was a 4Uestion of two different methods, two ways

of approaching adult education, not a qugption of two different

contents being required. Largely, PUs were lecturing centres.

employing basically classical metilods. As such they had

their role, and were still useful. On the other hand, WUs .

developed gradually into institutions with steady addiences,

which gave systematic, continuing education and employed more

flexible, modern methods. According to Deleon, PUs could

develop along similar lines, which would be affright from

the point of view of getting more out-of-sch004 education

institutions. As some PUs were in the process of transformation,

there was no need for antagonism. Regarding the problem of

"division of responsibility," Deleon noted that WUS engaged

in vocational and economic education, thus influencing

4 formation of theworking class; .PUs dealt with general problems

and wider educational issues. The so-called "division of

audience," according to which WUs educated physical workers

and PUs dealt with the intelligentsia and youth, Deleon
52 , -evaluated as "harmfu.r talk.
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-Professor B. Samolovcev of Belgrade University claimed
that the appearance of WUs on the Yugoslav adult education
scene marked a turning point. He stressed that WUs hod shown

a "methodological path," founded aault education methodology;
that was their historical merit and an aportant contribution
to andragogy. 53

-

S. ElakoviC saw most PUs as centres of general lecture

activity without systematic forms such as courses, seminars,
.and discussions clubs. The monologue method whiCh lecturers

employed was still dominant at PUs. They lectured on pplitics,
medicine, arts, and culture, in a broader sense; on the other
hand, themes from economic, vocational, technical, natural
science, and Marxist education were little represented.
If there were a' WU and a PU in the same town, the WU was
usually more industry-oriented, whereas the PU gravitated
towards other citizens. PUs should engage much more in
adUlt education in the country because the prospect tor building
secialism among the peasantry was good, ElakoviC concluded. 5 ,4

ln 1961,.D.. FilipoviC qualified PUs As weak incipoorly

organized; he.wrote that they lagged behind WUs in many
respects. Their program policy was unclear; their organizational
framework was inadequate as were their cadres, and their

material resources were poor. He gave statistics showing
the depreaSe in the number of PUs over the years: in 1953

.

there were: 840 PUs, in 1957, 714; in 1959, 599; and in 1960,
,:

*32. -.. He also Stressed that they could engage more in helping
d

/rural people. In1969, FilipoviC called PUS "the oldest
/specialized institutions for'adult'educition," which along

i

with ducational centres in businesa'.Organizations "most
, reiemble" Workers'. universities. The number of lectures and
attendance An WUs and PUs was apOroximately the game, but
the number of tho,e attending regular forms of education-

(seminars,.coUrses, schools) was.on the average three times ,

56bigger at WUs.

In:1968, trade unionW contended that "the activities
of WUs and POs were the same: by their social function,

i

C
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content, and methods and that they should be equally tiOated.

They admitted that "certain differences exist," but only

regarding the orientation toward certain social structures.
57

In 1972, S. TonktoviC explained that "un4er the

influence of the WUs, PUs were gradually changing their

program-orientation.
.58

It should be noted that communal

PUs, such as those functioning in Belgrade and Zagreb, are

different. M.,t4 ItroviC wrote about them as institutions

dealing with so io-economic education and mass culture. 59

Perhaps it was hese that trade unions thought equally important.

A comprehènsivtI 1976 report by the town committee of Belgrade9 .

however, state that "there was much more collision, disloyal

scompetition a d doubling of activities between WUs and PU_s

in the city o Belgrade than co-operation and co-ordination

of programt.'
60

The fact that in Yugoslav andragogical literature WUs and

PUs have been dealt with concurrently in most cases indicates

that these two institUtions continued to co-exist. This was

naturalcas needs for both were so great, and adult eduCation

facilities Were not prolific. Both PUs arid WUs were needed,

especially in industrial centres and Jarge cities.

PUs, which once were the "expression of the inherited

enlightenment-type'of conception in adult education," as

S. TonkoviC'observed, have adapted to'the s'ocialigt structure

of the new Yugoslavia and accepted the new ideas and ideology

of the working class. 61
It is, also true that WUp have served

as models for them, eipecially with respect to.methods used

in dIaling wilth adults. If trade unions assert that PUs.

were equally important, it does not mean that they have

contributed equally towards development Of andragogical

theory. and practice in Yugoslavia. I therefore believe that

testing the hypothesis that ma have contributed, m re than

PUs would be worthwhile.

53
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WORKERS! UNIVERSITIES, 1957-44

-OrganizatiOn-4ind Forma'

A numb6r of conferences and meetings have been held

to discuss activities of 4C1s)in Yugoeolavhi since their

establishment. Two conferences were particularly,significants
, 4

the First and the Second Yugoslav Conference'of the representatives
of WUs, in June* 1954 and May 1956, respectfvelyo Among the .

.issues discussed was the organizatlon of Ms, It was said

that the organization was adtusted,to the needs and possibilities
of learners. Learners were expected to enrol in any form of-
instruction or any level of a course, with no-obliqatioh to
[Ass the preceding lower level. However, learners were tO
progress from a lower to a higher level. In tlis manner;

they could study an area-of education systematically. A
vertical system was'introduced to enable learners to progiess

. gradually. Ii was meant to be a bridge for learners to

enable them to ptogrese to the higheet levels of learning
smd education .1

- /

Seminars,,courses, and clubs were typos of learning groups
in WUs. They wear adapted to epecific requirements of workers

t
terms of durition, Scheduling (ondi or twice a week),

location (courses were held bo1411 in the WUs and in ntergriSes
and lIctories),, and methods.(that take into account learners'
experience and wotk practice). In addition to so-called

intensi4e forms of instruction.(courses, clubs, seminars),
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which requited a )ermanent teaeher, though not necessOrily
_ .

_ _-
,a full-time staff member.:NUe engaged in extensive forms of

,

,

mass education -- lectures, publi:c discussions., performances,

LIAO evenings dedicated to an even,L Most lectures dealt Uith

Distqe in foreign affairs'and-policy. .These sessions were. ,

,

alwags intexesting and drew-the largest crowds- In less-
,

develope4 WUs..t.public lecturei were less frequent,

As Tonkovic reported, the basic principles On which Wys

were fotinded had not been applied everywhere uly,to then.
2

For instance, lIck o#fundt and shortage of Staff seriously

Affected the:activities of a WO;"alSO, specific iota./ condttions

y were mentioned as a reason why some wus used pUbliOeciuring

As.the only form of activity. A remarkable statement, almost

'prophetic, was made by k..ColakOvic Concerning specific local0

conditions and their impact.on WJs lie said thatthe Meaning

° and significanee,o! a`NiLl. in a certain locality Was deterMined

by'the degkee Of concern And, Understanding all thOse responsible

held fOr the new educational institution. Bocause%of a latk

of,concernland understanding in some places, the in stitution.
ft,,

barely exiited, etlother plates it w.is engaged'in doing

everything, and in others, WUs had become known as yeti?,

appropriate forms of ;JorXer education.

At larger, more develOpeawUs, activities were carried

out through centres. :Frqm the edutational point 'of view,

centres were considered-the.moat developed, self-contained

units. In this periodthe more.developedWUS.already had .

centres ofgeneral education,of socio=eeonomit education, .

and of votatfonal edutition; dome WUs.had-oentres for senior

staff tiAining for the economy (such-adthe WUs of Belgfade

and Sarajevo), for metalworkers (suth as the WU Of Zagreb) ;

and for wokk,-productivity (such as the:WU of-Sarajevo);

Centres were administered by prOfessional coundifs arid hearls

of centres whOjjere full-tiMe:Staff
. -

Centres were Composed of eedtions;'s0a1,1ir uni.ts,that
.

covered One subjeot 9r a graup:Of. sukijad!ta.d114Usiad and

taught within thecoilteX% of alqtrticular cent*eA there
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would be a section for political economy or artlstib education).
At.less developed WUs which had no centres, sections were the
only educational units.

*Basic teaching-learning occurred in pre-semknars, seminars,
course . laboratories, study groups, and clubs. Methodologically,
thse form"' were differentiated according tg the le.arner's
previous knowledge as well as the level and,contents of
the program. Thus, for .instance, pre-seminars gave workers

-7and employees basic inowl'edge from all areas in preparation
for a seminar. Seminars were of higher standard. They_were
organized on three-leirels: elementary, intermediate, and
advanced. -Seminars and courses were considered the mijor
educational activities at WUs. Seminars and courses differed
in size and duration of program...

Laboratories were used for workers to experiment and
-develop practical skills in particular lor the study of
science, and for vocational and technical,training.

Study groups were bifieally autonomous learning teams,
though they were assis6d by a teacher. They studied.bertain,
problems and drew their own conclusions.

Clubs hid current, changing edUCational programs of the
highest leyel. Basic to clubs was free-wheeling'diicussion
and ihe exchange of views. '%ome fine'arts clubsdlad studios7
film.clubs had their own studios, too.

According to TonkoliiC, the administration and management
of VU4 which should not be regarded as tile same thing,
was riot unitorm. Usually, WU* were direbted (administered)
sby boards, called secretariat* or professional councils.

Management of WUs was in the hands of,councirs, elected
bodies of representatives, which were grgans of social
management. 5

programs

'A Survey of pregrams of WUs during 1957-64 show a,great
diversity.' They were designed to meet differepthe604'W

.

5
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adult workers and so usually had different levels. They were m

practical,'.flexible, and adapted to both personal and

-,socid-economic system needs.-

. Programs of general education included: basic general

education; social sciences: scientific socialism, Marxist

philosophy, ethics, histoiyof the labour movement, political

ecOnomy, religion, psydhology,,health education; science

and technical education: biology, physics, chemistry,

mathematics, geography, astronomy, technology, industry,

nuclear'physibs; aesthetic education: literature, Music,

theatye, fine arts, film,'Serbo-Croation langpage, rheapric,

industrial aesthetics.

PrOgrams of socio-economic education included:. basic

economic education; economit branches: political economy, the

economy of FNRJ (Federal People's Republic of Yugoslavia),

economic geography, enterprise economics; Social management

and worker self-management: seminars for membersof workers'

councils, for the economiC educailon of workers, for administrators

and.managers in enterprlses, for social management, on the

communal system, on work relations, and on leadership training.

Special programs were organized in the following areas:

work organization with a special' emphasis on the proble s

of productivity, the psycho-physiology of work, work-sa ety,

and occupational-health.

Programs of vocational-technical education include :

professional upgrading'for semi-skilled, skilled, and_

highly-skilled jobs in accordance with state regulations;

technical eduCation programs aimed at raising workers'

general-technical level. These were in sPeCialized fields

and advanced technoldgies.
6 Table 3 shows the number and

diversity of programs at some Yugoslav WUs. Table 3 does

not include foreign language courses, club programs, lecture

series, public discussions, or filmd.
7

Table 3 shows that the WU of-Zagreb led in the total

- number of educational programs; the same university was also

strong r vocational and soci6-ecOnomic education. It was

';
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followd by the Wtli of Belgrade, Subotica, Rijeka, and Sombor.
Int,stingly, it seems.that only one WU gave programs in

health education in' 1956-5:1, Apparently that aboVe data are

not very specific; for example, it is not clear wtiether

the seventeen programs in general eduCation qat WU Skopje
means seventeen ferent courses or seminars in this are",

or seventeen progralia with the,same content.
N.

A
TABLE 3

NUMBEYAND OIVERSITY OP PROGRAMS, 956-57

Place Gen. Health Soc-econ.

Skopje 17
a

16

Splke 6 5 10

Tuzla 12 12

Sombor. 7 4

Rijeka 10 7

Subotiqa 19 25

Zagreb 22. 26

Beograd 20 20

Tech. ,Vocational Total

. 13 '48

, e 29

- 31

16 28

20 37

8 60

33 81

22 62

Lurce:. S. Tcinkovi6, "RadniCki univerziteti," Jugoslove ski
pregled, 2 (1957) , 94.

Duration of Programs, Age 'and Participants' Level
of Education

4

Depending on the scope of the program, courses lasted
three to six months%, Cotgses in . vocational training and
education took nine to tweniyfour months. Attendance was
voluntary and free. _Courses began on October 1 and.lasted
until May 31. In some WUs the teaching-learnin§ system

was organizid by semOter. On the average, a participant.

-was a worker or employee witil lower education 1 a semi-skilled
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worker).* His average age was twenty-4ive to thirty-five

years.

Major difficulties encountered in the courses and seminars

during this period were the heterogeneous composition of classes,

the.lack of Learning habits on the part of the participants,

and some objective Circumstances such as the distance of

classes from participants ind-the need to organize Classes

lifter work.

More developed WUs in this period had their own professional

staffs consisting usually of young teachers, instructors.,

engineers, and economists. There was a tendency to bUild

-up full-time specialist associate staffs, people who chose

adult education as their professional field. However,

because of' the broad scope of activities, the territorial

-.diffusion of centres, and the large number of participants,

most teaching staff were part-time experts in various fields,

public figure!, and cultural and political workers.
8

In 190% the Workers' Councils' Congress was held,

which stressed the need toAsFrengthen and advance WUs.

Workers took the floor and tiaked about,tileir education,

asserilhg that they liked to learn. The workers, being

practical people, recognized the benefit of this kind of

institution, from 4the point of view of thPiepersonal development,

professional upgrading, and affirmation in their collectives, .

according to R. ColakoviC.9

Early Experiments

Yeats of opeatitm and experiment haVe helped WUs to

crystalize certain practical principles of adult education.

Aror example, the WU of Skopje found out that respecting what

they called "the possibilities of. participants" Was an

important principle fot organizing educational activities

* In Yugoslavia the term "workers" is used'in different "ways:

to differentiate those who do physical jobs'from white,collar
vorkerst to refer to all employees, including top personnel,
'and in a still wider sense, all ciVil servants are also -
included-in the.term.'
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which guaranteed success. This WU was the first to arrange
for participants in'seminars, particularly the seminars in
general education and socio-economic education seminars, to .

have shorter hours of work. The assumption was that they would
progress better in classes if they were not,exhausted by work.

Als6, the WUs of Mostar and Skopje, almost simultaneously,
found out that it was best to engage one instructor, or at
most two, in a seyinar, instead of having one instr4Ftor
per topic. tx1476-riments showed that this arrangement brought
about a better quality of learning. Later, as knowledge of
adult psychology grew, WUs began to call this relationship -

of the participants to the instructor "emotional binding,"
to indicate their respect for thi* aspect of the

teaching-tearning situation. Further experiences at these
universities indicated that shorter seminars were preferable
and that a nine-month seminar was too long and became dull.

Polls condected on course completion indicated that workers
were interested in and wished to attepd seecial courses, such

.-

as ones dealing with modetn work organization, finances,
and industrial psychology.

WUs ought to study the-problems and needs of every work
organization, J. Sinadinovski pointed out.

10
He also insisted

that the development of each participant be followedlp by
the respective WU, and that help Should be extended to them .

all after completion of seminars and. courses: This had not,
been done ye60-, Sinadinovski.maintained. According to him,
workers' councils in ,Skopje did not keep xecords on how many
workers finished and what kinds of seminars had-been completed,

nor aid they have any idea of whdt kind of benefit enterprises
and work organizations received from the newl acquired
knowledge and *kills of their workers. This kind of thinking
marked the beginning of recogniti8n of the need for.,evaluation

hosof WUs.

. While Sinadinovski, an able thinker, was simply signalling,

the need for evaluation and special courses, bis colleagues
of the WU of Mostar came up with programs of special seminars

6 I")
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and the basics o8 evaluation. S. Markovic, a very capable

dirdctresi of the WU of Mostar, explained how they had come

up with spicial.seMinars in economic education.
11 MeMbers

of workere' councils came.and took five or sijithich they-

*qualified as elementary in economic siducation7Wey Wanted
w

more serious seminari.- The.WU of Mostar staff were faced

with a dilemma: should participants be made specialists?

The answer was no. It was not necessary for a Member of the

workers' council to become a specialist; what he\needed was,

the knowledge that would enable him to understand and toll&

iv effectively the investment policy.of the egterprise he

worked for.

How were these seminars made functional, adapted to the

needs of a particular enterprise? The following research

procedures were employed: 'first, the instructors were asked

to visit the ehterprise or factóry betore the commencement

of the seminar; instructqrs then gathered data concernlng

he dealings of the Mine over a period of time and this 4;

information they built into the seminar. Lectaires were

followed by discussions with the participants. Their

teaching-learning principlemas that the seminar ust deal'

with the functionalit%, of the particular work organ tion.

That making a seminar functional provided stronger'moti lon,

for the participants was one finding of the. WU of Mostar.

The participants were then required to present wf,...ten reporte

It was easier to get them to write aboet the concette problems

of their businesses than to deal with theoretical coniiderationi,

according to S. MarkoviL . I .

The WU of M'ostar applied evaluation techniquep, thdy

referred to as "analysis of educatiOnal fesults." Anonymous

polls were taken among the participants. However, "we carylot

be happy with an appraisal which sayP that a seminar was'

a supcess, if things in the enterprise continue to be in

bad shape," 65ncluded the directress of the WU of Mostar;
12 .

In view of the fact that socio-political education in

, that period was politically fashionable and in.great demand, .

6
1
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groups of'workers; they also began to *specialize. As well,
itwas thought that positive experiences and practices at

more devOoped universities ought to be shared. Regarding

"specialization," M. KrstiniC. made's strong demand.13 She
supported the idea of setting up a "whole series of specialized

institutions and schools" to speed up the process of educating

self-managing workers, emphasizing that training and education
of workers for-self-management required, at that hisioriF

movent, institutions and schools of the highest standard,

which implied top-quality teachers 'and programs As well as
the involvement of society, In otherNords, "specialized

institutions of out-of-schooI-education," As she defined

WUs, should have no place for the "mopt backward workers."

According to KrstIniC, WUs 'Must beopreserved for workers

already actively involved in self-management, or worker's

about to be trained for these functions through recommendations

49

since it was thought that socio-economic education represented

a happy combination of individual and social needs, the

design, construction, and carrying out of special seminars
in this area were highly desirable.. The way the Woofer team
reacted to these needs so promptly and studiously was admirable,

and their efforts with respect to evaluation and research

were equally remarkable for the late 1950s.

New Trends

In this era, new trends began to be evident in adult

worker education. Some WUs such as thoise of Zagreb, Mostar,

and Skopje began to survey the needs and interests of some

from workers' councils.. Under existing conditions in Yugoslavia
then, with large numbers of illiterate and.semi-literate

workers, her argument sounded very unilleal,' tb say the least!
&

1953 census statistics showed that of the population over
ten years old, 3,404,429Teople Were illiterate. 14

Krstinic
teAded to overemphasize the "specialized" feature Of WUs:
ahd o ver stressed professionalism. Her attitudes were not in
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harmony with the broad concept of WUs that guaranteed

flexibility of admission) the principle Deleon had so clearly

described.
15 Fortunately, it seems, KrstiniC's views did not

- gain acceptance.

The Workers' Univprsity Of Zagreb

The prevailing situation in 190 was that a'great number of

WUs in Yugoslavia were far from well off. They were still in

the first stage of development. More developed WUs were busy-

building their systems of education and internal structures..

Thus, in 1957 the WU of Zagreb (since 1957, this WU has had a

new name, the Workers' University, "Moga Fiji:We") began to

support two systems of worker education in the belief'that.that

gave workers a fair choice. The syptems were the free seminar

system and the permanent system of education.

The bree system of seminars aimed to enable wiery worker

to enrol in a course or seminar he found most suitable to his

level of onderstanding. The assumption was that this avaiiability

wouXd correspond to different workers' intetests. Seminars

included sOcio-political seminars on three levels -- elementary,

intermediate, and advanced -- plus cliubs for discussion; natural

science seminars On three levels, plus clubs; aesthetic education

seminars, on three levels, including clubs; a foreign language

school with elementarp, intermediate, and advaheed courses;

these first fOur types of seminars were called general

education within the context of the free system. Seminars in

socio-economic education, on three levels, plus clubs, conferencela
-

and consultations on current aocio-economic problems were

also included.

It is worthwhile to gite topics discussed in aesthetic

education eeminars (literature, music, film): modern. iiction,

contemporary fine arts, how to listen tO a piece of,music,

twenty-four grpat film directors, music of ,the nineteenth.

and twentieth centuries. Also, there were discusiions about

movies, such es East of Eden and Fanfane la tuliPe, about
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Chaplin and about movies seen at the Cannes festival, and so on.

Discussions were organized about the beginnings of TV in

Yugoslavia, radio drama, and modern theatre. These data

show how avant-garde the clubs were at the time.

Duration of the seminars of the free system was three
and a half to four months. What were its major features?

Pirst of all, wbrkers were free to choose and decide on

seminars; enrolment was also free -- a worker Fould choose

the level he thought best. Moving within the ystem was his

free choice, too; finally, he "cOuld drop out at any time,

or leave the system When he thought he had met his needs,

interests, or wishes. Data given by the director of the

WU of Zagreb showed that in one four-year period the system

inclUded 14,187,students in 707 different seminags ba'sed

on fOurty-two programs. (This figure does not include

4,476 participants in 211 seminars in vocational education.) 16

Among other features of the free system: it did not

require a heavy commitmen on the part of workers, nor tie.'

them down to a longer period of tims. It did not aim at

higher educational objeCtives; it assumed that workers were

sufficientry motivated to enrol in seminars in their free
time. A comradely and collaborative atmosphere existed in

the seminars and clubs. Working in small groups of dight

to fifteen people where workers could feel free and close

to each other was an additional asset. The system included

possibilities fOr organizing special seminars or courses

on request; for example, if workers needed further education

in regular schools,,seminars could be organized for them

to study euch subjects as math, physics, speech, and writing.
.

. .

Byltheir nature, seminars and courses of the free system

could be ipterrelated or completely independent, each being

complete in itself.

The permanent system of education aimed at higher and

more complex educational objectives than the free seminar

system, and therefore it involved the student in acquiring
,

solid knowledge and skills. The system wee best represented

64
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by Workers's College. 'In 2956, one of the most dynamic WUs,

the WU 4 Zaigeb, set up its own, advanced school for workers

within the university. The full course comprised four

semesters. The methods and curriculum of the Workers'

College are of, great interest.

The curriculum included courses in the following areas:

study of the factory (enterprise): economy of the factory

(enterprise) ; industrial psychology; labour law; economic

geography; the economy and structure of/Yugoslavial social

and political sciensr: nineteenth-. and twentieth-century

history; the Yugoslav Revolution; current politiCal issues:4

the theory and practice of socialism: the mechanism of
4

socialist democracy: the position of the social movement

in the world; ethics and philosophy: Marxist philosophy; .

natural sciences and mathematics: mathematics; physics;

chemistry; biology; geography; the mother tongue: speech

and writing; aesthetic education:.in literature;,fine dtts;

filming; designing.
17

Interestingly, the course in speech

and -wxiting was spread over three semesters. It is teyond,

doubt that this particular training was designed to 'enhance

atudents' linguistic abilities.

This system is far from the classical school type of

curriculum. It is more a problem-oriented curriculum design,

an andragogical design. One can see that much of the workers'

education was'based on the study of actual practices of

factories or enterprises, and students had to write research

papers relating to the problems of their awn factories. This

pitactical expei4enpe, combined with theory, enabled the,

worker to learn about the nature of his factory, human

relations and material factors,_the basics of the economic

process, and general conditions affecting factories. 18

As the Workere' College was intended for experienced

members of,seif-management bodies, candidates had to meet

certain requirements for admission. Their socio-political

activity in the factory had to haVe been demonstrated, the

factory had to agree to their shortened work 'hours (diming
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training they were expected to work only four hours), they
had to be skilled workers,.which ipplies they had acquired
the basics of math, reading and comprehension.

Workers attending the College continued to receive full
pay, although they worked only half-time. The school enroled
about eighty new students every year and hoped to raise this

. figure to 250 when new buildings were completed, M. David
reported. 19

The promoters of the College aimed to widen their
, worker-students' knowledge in the socio7economic field in'

order to make them more effective meMbers of management
bodies.in the factory and sive socially and politically
active in their community as,well as to help them qualify
later for ordinary higher education. Their concern was to
develop the worker's personality through introduction to a

diversity of education and constant testing of theory against
practice. In their view, as David observed, integration of
this.school with.the wp rathet-than with the academic university
had the advantage of not cutting off, worker-students from
tileir comrades. David was struck by the enthusiasm of

V. VelLC, director of the first Workers' College. VelaC'
talked of the new renaissance and the humanization of the
individual that this training and educatiOn mu t bring about. 20

WUs and Vocational Training and Education

Most WUs in Yugoslavia", including that of Zagreb, continued
to prepare workers who wished to take qualifying examinations.

Yugoslav industries lacked specialized workers, and-there

were few institutions to help with`the problem. Courses had
been given at evening classes, lasting sig to eighteen -

months, by WU vocational centres. Some WUs also set up
iGcational centres specializing'in training of Managerial

staff for the economy (managers and organizers of production
in industries and enterprises).

In androgogi6011 circles, ()Pinions differed on this issue.
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Some thought WUs were. incapable of creating a system.of

vOcational education for workers.* M. KrstiniC said that

even the most developed WUs in the country Could not meet

the needs of vocational education and tr$ining unless they

had facilities such as workshops, experimental classes,

adequate programs, and staff, to work with adult workers in

industries and enturprises.
21

Two basic suggestions were.made. One was that this

area of worker education should be left to regular vocational

schools, where apprenticeship training traditionally wai

required, as is the case in many industrial countries. In

principle, this was acceptable, &tit there was'a basic

contradiction: to implement this idea would imply having

classes in re

staff tlait

which s hoo

a

Olar Professional schools with a teaching

specialized in dealing with adult workers,

did not have.-

A s cond suggesiion was that this kind of education should .

be carr ed out by industries and enterprises. Efforts were

made at some places to put this idea more or less into

practice. WUs were willinu to tackle this problem in

conjunction with industries: Where co-operation was already
,

established, the industry secured facilities and specialist

teaching staff. For their part, WUs provided the andragogical

component, a new experience for them. According to Krstini6,

WUs were the only institutions which dealt with vocational

education seriously.
22

As time went on, irocational education in WUs became very

wide, though with,many contradictions.; and it was also a

big source of revenue. However, V. CekliC blamed WU$ for

shortcomings in the vocational edUcastion of workers.23 He

thought it was positive to help workers get better qualifications,

* "Vocational'education" is the preferred term by Yugoslav
authors.because of their sociaaiat concern with CoMplete
self-realization of workers; in their opinion, Lt could
be harmful to concentrate on training bnly for economic
output.
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but that qualification was often a mere formality. His
major criticism was that courses in vocational education
deilt seriously with thik theoretical aspect only, and in
most cases neg.liACted the more important'vocational
the practical aspect. .6eklie stressed that there was a

need for.solid analysis to reveal the.reeWimpact that
the new qualifications had on workers jobs.

24

Reseaech Efforts of the WU of Zagreb

.Now that,the WU'of Zagreb had developed'a solid system of
aiult workers' education, it decided ta go A step fuether in'
co-operating with industries. It had defined itself 44
"part of the enterprise" and hypothesized that "in- Modem
industry, worker education becomes an integral part of

0 produation:" To test this-hypothesis, he WU of Zagreb
conducted research into educational needs of Zagreb area
indUstries. Teams of'researchers went to factories and
observed workers perfotming. They talked witp them, asked
questions,' and listened. jtesearch imeluded questions suCh
as how long does it take a worker to mahter the operation
of a machine? Is that training enough, or sheauld the worker
look upon it aa a part of a permanent ongoing process? How
important is a particular work.pdst?, Slat is the relation
Otween.the factors and the communityT

The research conducted in 142 factorief of the Zagreb
.

area showed two things: that it was unclear to workers and
their supervisors that they ought to beStrainad in neW
technologies, and that there Was no evidence of the commenceMenC,
of systematic training and education forthe new era of
automatimtion of industry to come. Itther very important
finding of the research' was that.the work plaCe-itself and

a-Particular manufacturing process could be ihe mostoOractical
school fox workers. Furthermore, workers' councils were

tolpe the most valuable schools of aelf-management.
. ... conclusion was obvious: special seminars and study courses
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iierd needed to train workers for a particular work place

azwell as seminars and courses lor managers and organizers

of prodUctiOn. ,Again, the need for special. Seminars for

members of workers' councils was stressech;
=4

The WU of Zagreb adMitted it coula not resolve these

orobleMs alone.. It insisted that'industry and enterprises

shoulld assumethe major'load. .However, they responded slow4.

tO thA challenge, though theii.iesponse was positiVe lg.
) ,

sending workers, to the WU to prepare for professional exame..

The WU itself was aare of a serious drawback: nO matter how

Strong it was on4he theory of Vodational education, it,did

not hlie the faAilitiegfor practical training.

Soon; however, Ladustries began to organize specializelt
,

seminars on their preMizes;,.and asked for the aSsistanCe of'.

'the wu of Zagreb. ,They needed belp-with teaching-methods
. 4

and curricula, and the WU bad those skills This was .4ter-

'beginning ora new role 'as instructor,for the MU.Or8A4r;1151

ond later of the bther WUs in ihe country. This rolt.beCame

particularly'important in the sdbsequent periodi.n. which'
= u

Industry and enterprises set up their ownkvocational training

centres.
25

-With equal enthusias the WU of Zagreb plunged'into

' research related to worke s''\NItural needs, whi0 included

research ,on onditions required fO a more cultured life

for workers in the factoriesCfree time,; organizing the work

day; the family; culturil habits; interests; hobbies; material

co9ditionsl and so on. Without Aolabt, the WU of Zagreb

pioneered in this area, to6.7

,* 58, ttie WU of Zagreb came up with a'neW concept

Of eclosed procesi," later called ihe "andragogiCal

cxcle. Actually, it was a procedure of designing and,

conduCting,an eddcational program, and had five-, phasess

sureving educational needs, dosignin4 ef program(s); irain
,

I.:

s,

':.

- 4 .
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of ,teachers and istructprs, 'conducting the program(s)
and:analysis of results 4eva1uati0n). .Sach phase will
be discUssed briefly'belem.

1

Surveying of educational, needs took ,place in the 4'

manufacturing uait oi ? factOry or. nterprise, -A team ofis

specialists studied certain kirids'Of.wofk s deterMined
the related needs and deficiendies. ,Specialiste from the
factory.played an.important-roll in this phaseG They were.'
engineertc, economists, toschnicians,.and members of *Crkers°--

,

management. ThisIsind.of expertise required thorough
AServation. of the problems that had to be.translated into
educational.needi. ,The whole,cycle depended M thia phase,.r

-simply4because only after,needs are deteT4.ned can educational
programs be &Aped to meet them.

Designing of programs: When basic data had been, gathered
.during phase l'as to whlo the workers were.that needed
'training and educatiOn, phiir eaucational level,10hat kind
of job training was needed for, where, ahd the meins to
be.maed.' they.served as a foundation for the program the
WU planned in conjunction with experts frbm the factory
or enterprise.

...;,firaining of teachers: Withlrespect to the fact that
. .

-many teachers.were 'ftscruited from it was logical
to assume,that these people needed special training ln
methods,a4d procedures of adult education so they could

4'1.

handle aduAt win-kers in the teaching-learning proems's.
4.

Phals'ea 1.05 3 were preparationJoi the moit,important

phasephase 4.:realization oi the'program itself.
Program realization, or, ozvahfzation of the teaching

plan as it was slimetimes called, too k place in a group
or seminar of eight to twenty people. Thtseminar was
organized by the vocationalAcentre Under Arect supervision
by the h4ad Of the centre. ASech aeminar had an instructor
and a leader. both of whom assumed responsibility for the

a.

4\ ,

1"

b/ a.4
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seminar.*

Analysis of-results (evaluation): By definition, this

activity meant the summing up ot experience. It also

indicated further needs and pointed to weaknesses of the

seminar program. The analysis, as the last phase in the

. cycle, led to the next.program. In this m4nner, the

andragogical cycle was closed. C-

In desiring this mithOd, the WU of Zagreb took tile

enterprise'itself as-a model.
26

Though the, method,assumed

f inal form in 4,958, its application by WUs thrdughout

Yugosl'avia took longer. More advanced WUs started applying

the method in part, or fully1 only in the 1960s.

The Staff

The basiC principle of the,WU ,of Zagreb was to have a

nucleui-bf\full-time apecialist.staff who assumed key positions

in the uniersity: director, heads of centres, and several

full-time'associates. The rest df the staff, the seminar

leaders, instructors, and most teaching staff, were.all

hired part-time, the so-called part-time associates. In

'principle,"they applied practice to test the theory from.

industry.

In her report, KrstiniC emphasized the strong support

theWU of Zagreb had had'during.the later-19501 fltom"the
4

Ilsop1e's Committee of Zagreb in terms of funds and responsibilities '

assumed by the Committee regarding constr4ction of the new

WU building. 27
In the monograph on the ic Of Zagieb, the

income for 1957 was listed as-071,528,000 dinars and the
.

proportion of grants to receipts was hixtp-five per cent
1",

* The leader of the educatioila1 group.has become a part of
educational Practice in the WU of Zagreb, and in othde;
more advanced Ws sinCe early seminars. Jie had ti; cope

' withsall Of theproblems of educationalgrOupf-("1iving
'organiaairt) stich as getting along', integration bf participants,
group CoheSion, different.leulsj4 education; different

:\and.conflicts.
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fo thirtr-five per cent. 28
The figures are impressive.

Compared to 1956, the grants seemlless, but their stint'

amounted to a large sum.

Taking everything into consideration, one is apt to

conclude that in 1957 the WU of ZiSgreb was already a

well-establiehed ).nstitution of worker education with major

features of the curriculum pattern well deyetoped in three

basic areas of educations socio-economic, vocational, and.

cultural, and with a solid budget. Though it was not

Uefinite or complete in terms of internal oyanization and <4,

curriculumb it certainly had succeeded, in a five-year period

'in establishing a system.of adult education, building up /
4 teaching staff, becominig research-oriented, and serving

as 'a model institution in the country.

The Workers' University of Belgrade

Like its counterpart in Zagreb, the WU of Belgrade

-. 'worked under maze favourable condifions than other WUs,
,according to G. _Jovanic: 29
Belgrade, the capital of

,

' Yugoslavia and a political,,economic, and cultural ceptrs,'

offered great opportunities for. educatoion, culture, ahd

entertainment. With its network of schools, Institutions,

the university, scientific associations, andmany bultural

institutioes, Belgrade was an inexhaustible sWrehouse of

opportunity. The Belgrade esanomy was very etrongl'the

city accounted for twebty-three per cent of the economy of
f

' the People's Republic of Serbia. 'About 160000 industriaa.

.workers with good qualitications were employed in the city's

industries. All. leae7facilitija ought tobe explOited

for worker education. With thliniroduction of selanagement,
sorklor education had ecome a primary Political task, Jovanic,

stresied.

Large prOects to reconstruct induitries iNd intkoducok

Modern tSchnOlogiet and organization were under wayi) New

woskertit neeaod to be'trained and old,workers.rptrainid ad

vo.,

.k )
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. con'clude that enterprises in Belgrade did not pay attention

. ,

,
-' to personnel needs. 30

JO.;,ani& observed a changing situation:

60

that they could take up new jobs; all needed new knowledge'.

and skills. Also, more than 14,000 workers, many of them

young'adults, were elected to workers' touncili in 1958.

They neededself-management know-how.

There was no instittion in Belgrade to deal with the'

4ystematic e mic training and education2of management

Staff. Fcdlcteen different organizations tackled this problem

.in,an uncoordinated and partial voy, leading JovaniC to

A couple of years back we went to enterprises
to qiye lengthy.briefings and expla tions
on tbe need for their workers, for
and managers to enrol in.our semina
and courses (on general,-economic, and
vocational education). AlOo, we were
ready to organize the same kind of
courses in'their enterprises without--
any remuneration. ,We were not met with _0
good reception everywhere. We continued 7
to talk to them persistently. Today, ,

the situation has:cheihges1 greatly;.the
relationship.has changed, and they.haVO.
more confidence An us. Earlier, weA demanded more from the , today-they 2
demand more and more om uS. ,We cirnot

respond,to all of thelir reguests....31

Jovani..6's account is characteristic add interesting for two

' reasons: it,indicates One attitude to adult education; and

' it'also indicates.the\tough m'ethods WUs applced to convince

the enterprises and 'their workers.

Joxiani& talked about'oiher aspects of the,changedysituation:

before, the entfaErises had leen hippy leith the lecturers

and instructors from the WU of Belgradl no matter ho0.11
A -

.trained, poorly prepared and.inexperieAed they kere. But

by the 1 te 1950s,.their Criteria had changed; muc 'more

was1xpec\ed d,from,the:,inStructors!.now.- Workers tuld empldfees-
.

cted io fmprovisatione and weaknosses' km the prOgrams,
-

nstead of Just 44 information doilivered monotonously
. .

. .

from .A distant platform, studepts expected 4.1ively, clear,

- . 3
.

-

II
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well-Orepared talk, and an atmosphere for free speech and
discussion.

The general trend, s strongly manifested in the Belgrade'
area, was for enterprise , workers' councils, socio-political

organizations, and trade tnions in particular, to organize

different kinds of systematic forms of worker education.*
Also, they were expeCted to set up special services and

centres, iskt in co-operation with WUs and other institutions
ffor training "cadres for the tconomy".** Edupating and

training cadres fqt the economy subsegtrently became very
popular!

It was assumed that industries and enterprises were

committed and economically interested in providing better

conditions for systematic'upgrading of vocational and other
skills of their cadreh. The other as umption was that

enterprises themselves were the host chools for cadres.

In reality, the situation was differ t. In entetprises'
hddgets and financilal plans one coul 'rarely find allowance

!or worker education or training'offcadres.32

'Like the WU of Zagreb, the WU of Belgrade supported

the idea.of setting up well organized, personnel departments

in industries which would have andiagogues, psychologists
insttuctors, and specialists-to take care of adMission,

Wining, and edication of workers and managers. Theetime
had come for thesetowbecomi.part%of the system of adult
education in theocountry. While the. WU of Zagreb emphasized

more the specializarion of the institaioe, the WU of Belgrade.

"Socio-politIcal organizatioris" refers to political
organizationwof working people with a socialist program
(the League of Communistd of Yugoslavia, The'Socialist

%/Alliance of the,Woiking People of Yugoslavia, the trade
unions, the Veterans Association, Ybuth Leaguer. See

'glOseary in Socialest-Thought and Practice, 1 (Beograd, 1974).

. ** In the late 0950s, a new term was introduced by the
Yugoslav authors -- cadre' for the economy -- an a substitute
for "workers and employeea."

a
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stressed more the commitments of enterprised.

JovaniC admitted that ehe'WU of Belgrade did not Manage

to evaluate eddcational results from JO program. It appears

to have operated with too large a scope of activities and

to haveJleglected measurements and evaluation almost completely.

Nevereheless, they did make surveys and consulted with the

participalls to discover whether they had done gOod job.
33

Introd ction of a free system of seminars and"e.uxQs, .

similat to that of the WU of Zagreb, was under consideration.

Considering the fact that the °turn-over of the WU of Belgrade

was 8,000 people per year with prospects in the future.for

a larger number ot participetts, something ought to have

been done to ensure that "quality education" was given.

One thing was certain; the number of full-time staff needed

to be increased. Their training was nO less significant:

they needed, it was thought, to go 411broad eo specialize

in adult education methods,and techniques.

Althoygh e activities of the WU of Belgrade were

flourishing, JovaniC thought that administration and management

did not follow the same rate of growth. .Improvements were

needed, especially elaboration of the instruments of internal

organization.
34 Although JovaniC did not ellporate, he

-

meaat regulations related to the social unagement of the

institution were eded.

Less Advanced Workers' rsities

The WUs of Zagreb and belgrade were thri ng by 1957.

11

However, smaller, less developed WUs were no
1:

. S. EfakoviC,

J. Sinadinovski, and V. &kliC deseibeil the r difficurties.

Sinadinovski,,flthough he was-from one of th larger

'universities, the WU of Skopje, seems to hav underialtd ..

the problems that burdened smaller.WUs. Again he raised the

question of cadres and finances in WUs, and icited the

Resolution of the First Congreis of the Wor ers' Councils

of Yugoslavia to.strengthen WUs. How coiild they do a better/ 1

r

/ r
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job if cadres and finances were not' provided, he asked.
Wail it possible to work witb one or two full-time staff
members, who, in most cases, hadIno-adequate qualifications

:and training,on systematic education ot workers? Was it_not
unbecoming to have an institution of workei- education that

'attracted thousands of adult learners but employed only
one full-time professional? 30

Ceklic analyzed some factors infthcncing policy, decisions
with respect to WUs. He supported CoLordination Committee's
pOsition that WUs could be frnanced in MOre than one way '.

depending on individual commune's conditions, podsibilities,
and nee4s, and listed ,the following sources of finance:
grants from"Peoples Committees of comMunes and districte,
subsidies from'trade unions,- subsidies from ttie Socialist
Allrance, contributions from enterprises, receipts from
WUs, and funds for senior staff.37 CekliC produced data,

on the financial situation for twelve WUs in Croatia in
1957 (Slavoneki Brod, Vinkov4, Rijeka, Sibenik, 6akovec,

... ,

Marazdin, Nova' Gratiskapi Sisaft, Pula, ViroVItica, Osijek,
Vukovar). 'The suA of financial resou;ces'for these WUs,
exclusive of contributions from enteurises, amoucted to
32,175,400din, which was aln;oet 15 atlionllestirthan the

. 1 .
. budget of the WUs of Za4reb or\Belgrade, or, only 5 million .

'.din Larger than-the budget of ihe WU of Subotica. akliC
iremarked with logic and humOure: "Taking into consideration

that Rijekii, which is a more.developed inAustrial centre
.

than Subotica, hag a,budget almost four timessmalter,'we
can see that the situation regarding the financedNis not
particularly gOod.".38- '61

r.

Since finances for WUs
#
to 1957, from different sources,N

were unrelkable in'most casei, it wpa .necessary for',coMMunes
..

to seoure fuandsfor'worer educati , Sinadinovski declared.39
Th'ils wai-the pledge of the social communiiy anyway, AS Deleon
had pointed out.

, .

E1akoV15, himself-probably unhappy over this.kind
of status of WUC, suggestell a new VOlkcy, or rather "orienbation,"

. .
, k

t-
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, .

as he called it. ,He said that WUs must provide part of their

financial means,..themselves.
40

,

CekliC restricted his analyses to the situetion in Croatia,

with some comparisons to financial situations elsewhere.

A criticized those WUs that relied mostly on trade union

support and pointed out that trade union councils in

communes and districts provided the most support to Ais,

but that the trade unions in enterprises remained passive.

Some wUs did get strong financial support f m enterprises

such as the WUs of Zagreb, Osijek,-and Spli . Financiai .
,

arrangements seemed besi organized where WUs had support from

sources such as People's Committees, district trade unions,
..

and the League of Communists, as was the case in Zagreb,

Split, Slavonski Brod, VaraIdin, and Rijeka.41

Educating Women in Workers''Universities

According to the repoft to the Parliament of Croatia

presented by eekliC'in DeceMber 1,51c7, there was no specialized

education for employed women. Neither were existihg progremi

adapted to women's needs.. Women er4olled in seminars and

coyrses were treated like other workers, end were a minority.

Their enrolment was strongest in economics seminars ,. in

particular,those for the metbers of workers' councils and,

management boards. In 1956-,57, in Zagreb, these seminars

were attended by 728 women, which was only thirty-five per

cent of the total number of students.
42 6eklic uses 'the same

statistics to indicate women's participation in workers'

5ouncils.*

The WU oi Split held seminars in health education for

* The 1953 data shows that 2,506,475 females, as7compared to
897,954' males, in the population group older than ten,
.were illiterate (Savezni Zavod 28 Statistiku, Beograd
1960, Knjiga 9, p. 2) , thus indicating the heavy bUrden
from the pait when femalechildren NO been kept but of

pchool. Now, women in Yugoslavia are significantly
represented at all levelioof the labour force.
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workers; a relatively large number of women participated
(five seminars with ninety students). The same university
organized seminars in health-education for yOung female
workers. Women's interest in these seminars induced
organizers to set up a centre for health education With the.
WU of Spliot. The WU of Labin also held lectures and some
seminars for woMen..

Some of the Workers' Universities Problems

S. TonkoviC of the Central Council of the Yugoslav
Trade Unions give ar-overview of Yugoslav WUs. 43

. His data
were shocking: only 250 professional people (directors,
associates, teachers._organizers) were employed during this
period in 100 WUs;* only a few in the entire country had their
own buildings; total resources aMounted to 300 Million dinars,
one-third of which were used by the three most developed
universities -- Zagreb, Bel'grade,. and Sarajevo. Most WUs
had one or two full-time people; ene-guarter were operated
by volunteers; grants from people's committees to some WUs
sometimes amounted to only a mere token of 30,000-100,000

dinars whidM'often was their only source of revenue. It is

easy to understand the moral pointed out by TonkoviC: most'

WUs worked under very unfavourable conditions. With respect
to the number of specialist start and grants they received,
the WUs stood lowest on.the scale of educational institutions\
By way of Comparison, TonkoviC stated that in 1957 and 1958
all WUs together were granted only,2.5 per cent of available

,
.funds whereas regular schools received 91.6 per cent;
practical training and apprenticeship schoOls received grants
of 2.5 billion that year, while WUs got only 300 million.44

* In fadt the total number of WUs in the whole of
Yugoslavia was 97 ie 1958 according to the Statistical
Bulletin of the Federal Institute of Statistics,
No. 20C (BeIgradi 1961), p. 73.'.

ao
4
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TonkOViC tried to go deepen into the cauges of such a

situation. Indisputably, cde ol:thelcauses could have been.the

process and the phenomenon ot growth and Ovelopment of the WUs
1 .4.

4 as new institutions. Basica14g, they'were set up to counteract

improvised, propagandistieridisjointed'ipstitutions; yet they

could not iuddeniy rid thjemselves of the same kinds of

, weakness. Furthermore, the consehnt growth of educational

peeds, slow development-of other educatiNalrinstitutions, And
,

certain degree of de-engageMent owthe part of the socio-political

organizations pushed WUs.into a wiae field which absorbed

all their ettargli andheldthemflback.

Among other factdse w'flich affected Ole growth of WUs were

the scarcity of material'resources in communea and districts
%

that could be used to;help WUs either thiough grants, in

cOnstruction of buildings,or in qiring staff. As well, the 7

general lack of specialists and the nonwexistence of an

instgtution t4 train specfalists, held back growth. The

Faculty'of Phifosophy and: Teachers' Coklege did not have

departments for adult educaeion at this time,.

People's perception of the role and,,tasks of WUs was a

calcial factor. 'in their growth, which explains why some

industrial centres and communes which had imilar resources

approached WUs in different ways? If they considered WUs

and adult,edueation to be,temporary phenomena which functioned

only because there were not enough schools, nobody included

in a commie or district development plan.items such as

construction of a WOrkers' hall, adult education classrooms,

or fellowships. That WUs were not established by decree --

"education can'be attained in schools only," so it was

thought -- and that their role.and tasks were not defined by

law gi'ye rise to this misconception.

4everthe1essi.Tonkov4,6 at least was not pessimistic;.

''.he was future-bkiented. With the eConoirtic and social development,

of the country,'adult.education could Only grow, for various

' reasons.
.

First, recruitment Of.a. labour force from among
. 1
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the peasantry was continuing -- vocational schools supplied
only one,thiid of the skilled workers -- they entared .

industries With minimum education or no education, which
normally slows dowh the progress of thb working class;
second, ongoing modernisation of industry and the economy
in general required modern training and education for workers
in contrast to training in traditional crafts; third, worker
responsibilities under self-manigement greW 4aily, and so
did their rights. This was best reflected in We part of the
budget they handled at the time: Worker's councils handled A

twenty-five per cent, while 26.7 per cent was handled by
communes and districts. The new.(1957) regulation of the
Federal Executi cil, enabled every worker, regardlées.
of education , to enrol,ip the ordinaey university,
on the condit at he pass entrance.examination. This was,
a great step fo rd; and it promi.,,aed new opporiUnitifes for

' the working class.

TonkoviS hoped that the attitude towaeds adult education
and WUs had begun to'change. Today it is the relationship 4.
between enterprises and WUCthat is important. TohkoviC
tried to put this relationship into a historical perspective.'
Three stages of developmenecould be distinguishea: in the
period of yugoslav reconptruction, the industrial principle
was applied to Oducation; educational,activities predominantly.'

took place in the .enterprise. In other words, worker educatton
was in the hands of.trade unions. Liter, in orider to avoid
one-sided education, ft was removed from enterprise"and
put on a territorial base -- WUs and other educational

institutions were sot up. As b'consequence, enterprisss
became very passive!'"Now, Yugoslavia is in a position to

carry cat educational activities both within the enterprise
and outside it.

What is gained by combinikthe industrial and territorial
'principle? With respect to the vcarepune,,ncit Qnlytwes it
committed to worker edutation,.it was also economically

interested in raising.the workers' edwilatiOnal standard and
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upgrading their Skills and qualifications. An enterpr4se,

on the other hand, was interested in advancing the woriers'

vocational know-how, in training and educating members. of

workers' councils, informing andeducating the entire work'

force, and in the commune itself, in particular,'its cultural

and educational institutions.

Until recently, enterprises have engaged relatively littke

in worker education, andPhave not shown much interest in-
'WU services. However, recently, the situatidh has changed

considerably. First, the effects of WUs' effotte in vocational

knd socio-economic educeition were being felt more and more

in enterprises; second, action had been taken to set up

vocational training centres in enterprises; third, thirty

to fourtV per cent of the funds for senior staff,came from

enterprises whereby the financial.resources.for. educatiOn-'

- of cadres were provided. .Entefprises had taken a new role;

they had become permanently involved in edvation. Their

role in vocetional education and training had becoMe

specific: they specialized in training and'advancefent for t

a-particular work place. The fcrther exclusively school-type'

of vocatioiTal- training was being dUpplethented by 'out-of-school
't

trainine.
4$

Workers' Universities vi. Enterprises

What was the relation of WUs anti enterprises? Basically,

they were .not and could not be strictly-separate factors;

they coura act only as complementary forces, "carriers"

of educatien for the same yorkers. In this preparatory stage,

it was understandable.that more advancgd Wils would be able

to help set up yocational centres in large enterprises or

industries. Ckose co-operatioh between the centres and

WUs was anticipated. With smaller enterprises, the

relationihip would be somewhat different, as these would be

unable to orianize vocational training. .The Federal Excutive

Council's regulation provided for enterprises to utilise
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the services of other institutions, in the prat place those.,
of WUn and vocational schools. Sy the earmayegulation,
WUs could set up centres of their own. In telation to
enterprise, WUs assumed an instructor or andragogical role /

by assisting enterprises to develop programs and set up
centres. Considering that, out of .the 26,000 enterprises
that existed in 1957, only a few'hundred could afford to
set up vocational training centres the role of WUs had
become and was going to be very important.

Of course, wU actil;lties cannot be reduced to vocationtl
education only. There was a whole series.of educational needs,
which perhaps could only be met by organized efforts by 4

large enterprises, but not by all of them. Thit first need
was for managerial staff: foremen, chiefs, section managers,
presidents of workers' councils, work safety officers, and
so on. Second, there were mealy areas of socio-economic,

ideological, and general education to be dealt with by WUs.
Worker education,throughout Yugoslavia had many complexities;
there could be no favouring of some educational areas over

.
1 others. Neglecting any would cause undesirable consequences.

Over and over again, TonkoviC'stressed that education '
for workers' self-management was needed; it was common
knowledge that WUs did not include all members of

self-management organs; And thlt education must be expanded
to include a 'large number of workers regardless of whether
they, were self-Management or not. WUs were also expepted
to specialize in educating members of various commissions 4.

of workeri' couricils. Further, their greater involvement

was anticipated in education for members of social mana4ement
organs, Above all in social insurance, health care, and
vocational schools, where dedentralizatialPhad be n considerably
slower.*

* In 1959, the WU'of Sarajevo came uOwith.interesting
programer such as "Self-Managemento in Social Insurance,"
and "SOcial ManageMent.in Health Service and Schools". See
Teorida i praksa samoupravliania (Belgrade; 1972), ip. 994% .
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Ih ideological education, the role/of WUs was large,
too. Fulfilment of these tasks began only when WUErmos*

into this field along with People's Universttiep (PUs)

and political acho ols, which can be included with WUs.

'WW1 had to'demonstrate their Professional and andragogical

ikills to adapt program2 to adults and also to reflect in

them the,problems of work cfallectives and the territory
which they-functioned. In'addition, WUs were eXpected to

go beyond the'ba sic prograMs about society; they were to

study the thevy'and'praCtice Of socialiim4themechanism-

of social democracy- in Yugoslavia, and the hietory of the
labOpr moVement.

So far,'one category of workers or employees had.been.
. .

negiiicted the gtechniaal intelligentsia; employees,

managets, experts. perteption of the Sociopolitical.
-

probleMs in the yoUntry.was hdt something to whichNOs
be indifferent. oftten,the fu.nctionihg of the whole mis,em

of self-management-,depended on the viewp and perceptions
of .thegapeople. With further differentiation Of edycatipnal.

,prAgrams,-opportunitieS:.hpd td be Oovided,to include this
group in them, It was.ap.6pPortunq moment for WU:3 tO take

an interest in helping workers prepre for highereducation,

esRectallit because-the uhivitips themselves.did not ShoW'
,muah initiative,in this respect.

' 4

With regar4,to helping adult workerS with the organization

of their 4ree time, views had ndttyet been cryatallizeg
,

4' k

and the problem not-dealt with scientifically.' 'But the

tulture*Cntre pf the WU of.Zagreb made,notable efforts
,

to understand 'the factors affecting workert' happiness.

- TonkoviC believed that socio-political organizations still
.. did not untie-n:40k thjessence and,ihe'Ajoals of WUs. He

( - ,

4 tdlked about the need to'make.Wils,more,respectabli6(edUcational
,

'institutions and 'Stressed a radic l need for stabilizatfon-

h

'igh - , guidelines and internal%regulations, arbitiaryif

of Wat th

h
ugoslaV experience had already provtded.

Throt lt

interpretations, and subje5tive influence and viewpoin s

7 ..# .
..

,..,
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could be avoided. Instead, minimum,security, perseective
,#and freedom oduld be guaranteed.to thocie working in'this

field. Administration-and managemel ot. WWI needed tobe
diffik0tiated: Thil did not mean thPt WUs Were,to.become

. a 6losed.systeM.- .0n,the oontrarys:.Was were to become mpre
open inititutions, 4ndividUalistic,:flexible centies'foc
allkinds of professionals, expeihs,' and ativfstP..46

P CWorkers' Universities and'Other Educational Inititutions

TonkOVic touched upon other.delicate issues, such 'as the
relationship of WUs to other eddcational institutions',

o

particularly Veople's'Unive'rsities. WUs and PUB should
complement ePbh other iri meeting local educational need!.
The relatiponship bets:men WUis and tormal'institutiOns was,'

*, somewhat different. This tias,so especially in relationshii) to
,universttles. to far they had'co-operated only through

'..-individUals,* in that 'university.iteacherei had tuf hired
as pagt-time associates py WUs or participated-% their

) management organs. However, the aspiration to unity the ,

0
'entire educational_system (sch601 and out-of-pchool) regUired*
far more co-operation, Actually, WIls-had already cO-Operated
withunive.ksities thiough study courses organizeein
preParation for entrance !Ica Ton1rovi6, was dOttolutely
right in:his assertia that t,e elcperiences of WUs in deeling
with addlt lefrnbrs Would probably, help tile Univerti.tiek
a lot. :ItWas:impei.rt4nt that the relationShipt,etween:kps
and obber edocationAtinstitutions iv, between institution:3 ;

ivhich had the dame objectiyeS but drlfrent specific f,incion
TonkoviS urgedIthat the7tasks of WUs should be looked'at
dialectically becausillthey1Wefe Constantly developing°4
adapting, being integrated iii,to,new,situatioriS: and:were ,

san'ti-sichemaEic, infOrmell,'fleible,y'and:dynaMic.-4-

V )

,

.

S.'
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. In 1951 And 195p e a 1 vely disctiSsion was ,going' onpn.

conferences were held in elgrade, Zagreb, end Sarajevo

to.diaquaS the .flboom" period of some Ws. Agafn, the concept

and nature of these institutions was discussed, partvicularly

.the impact of the Sevea-year-existence- of these relatively'
, \ 4

/new institutions:c Theoretically, VILIO.appeared. to have "

establislaed themseiveS4n the; Yugoslav eduCational system
4 r

in general and th.e adulducaiion systenLin particular .

and, tcy have ralisea.the standard of,-ecWcatrten. TonkoVi6

thought it esucial. that Ws hatl evoived as. instAtutions

for the systeWatie ouE.-ofschool eddcation of'WorkerS:. /It
. .

was, also crucial that Wiis had been established asAin,f, /

indispeniabiepat Ot. t,ZibicoaC,1, mbdern alratem..of edncation

'in'general, and,significant that ill's had'constantly 120;en

. e),(panding, above, all,V adapting upemielves to the needs of
,

Society and ti, econeMiC, life-. Thay had provided a new type

.
.

IP

cif educatioq Which 'wai dynamic aqd fleicible:
... , \

.'
- To'ipus.trate this Pdink,,, Tankovi."6 pointed out 'in 19.54's.. . 1R

V

for "exampte, i..1ghti-four Wils had a total attendance of
-,

.

:4

86,859; of this total, 41,,842'stUdentia6art1cq.pat;d_in .

socio-economic seminars, and 2p,9e0. in vocational seminars;

in ,,.1958, ninetv-seven 4Us offered Sogio7econoTic' seminars

to' 50,317 students and vocatiopal seminatt to 31,120, the
. a ,

total attendance bekng v15i048.48. The .development and growth

of W08 in this .ppriod is: best relected, ino the .prov sion;,9f

socio-ecen!amic educatlon, Miknageriai. itaWt aine economics,
., , . .

vOcationa414eChnical,edncat4on, preparation for 'higher

ichools , and 'in general culture.
. .

The mest developed WUs ,had up to' ei4htt- fAvel. dirtfprent1/4

'programs in 1958, and deserved special credit,Itir their,
,

dbntribution over the 1aSt. few:. yeart tO illa edlimmenient .,

of worker elanagenieneed development of sodial relaticins 6.

general, and tO .tpe lessenilg pf the didproporticp,betwe'en

.Specialist, trainiOT for-workers.and,the needs,of the
4
wopk

, . .

t
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place. In 1957, 35,429 work,ers wet* enrolled 4n courses
for skilled and highly skilidd wOrkers. Since ninety,

4,-
per cent pawsed the exams, WUS provi4ed two-thirds ef the

,oualified cadreS, luid the vocational wchools one-third.
WUs had also introduced thsa7 scientlific method to solve the
theotetical.problems of,adult education.

The relatively rapid growth Of,WUs had created.a series
. of contradictions. Aspirations and possibilities., reality.
and Cdealis conflicted. Theid institutione'did not have
the hWMan or material resources to assume ever mbce difficult
and more complex tasks. Different WUs found, different -

solutions for different Conditions, It was'not surprising
that some WUs reached a crisis* Cl(ring the boom period.
It 4id not result only from rapid internal growth.or from

:Ahe fact that the adult eacation systemmas not developed.
Other factors were the low-level of interest in education
by, workers, eapecially in,some areaa, poor learning habits,
motivation, and inability to profit from free,.timi,.ank.
pbor attendilice. TonkOvi6 remarks that these problems
were a very clear indiCaZIon that. WUs havefMoVed into a new' ,

phase which oan be chlled the "phase of constitUtion"

(constitutionalizing). the prectitlig period cduld be caped
the "affirMation phase."49

The' Uniqueness of Workers yniversities

The noveltyAof.WUs in educational pr tice was their
-'naturel integration into the local situation; the4.r.re;lestion.
Of the needs of the territory in Which they worked gave'them.

unique.character: In apite ea their dis tamilaOty,'WUs
had some common featmres and -.functions. 4hese'werer to

- sMrVey edu atidnhl needs, to implement'proirdiast to eddceie
workers*, laelp the economy.and trade jundon'organizatibnir.

'..mmwSV
,

, a
,

t* From available evidence, it is unclear 'Which WUs were
affeCted by theocrisis Tonkovie.referred to..

,
a
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Th first function desei-ves to be an)klyzed in detail. Some

thought that even if there were a specialized oryanization

tO supeY eduCational needs, expectatiOns'could not be
. .

fulfiled bedause needs were so great. Others thought that

part of the program could be abandardized so that there

Was not a greab need tO survey educationtl needs. However',

if the uniqueness of the Wils,is thought to be their meeiincj

of concrete needs 4esultinrfrom social, ,economit, and

teChnologidal tievelopment, then this survey function must be

developed.

'The social system in Yugoslavia
(i

oday, with its communal:

organization, requires a. local coMmunal education policy.

The vertical system of establishingteducational needs must

be supplemented'by local efforts to\dentify, specific needs.

The 'function Of'direct edueat'ien was not'in.Oispute, By

interpreeing.the role of WUs ih terms of direct education'e

an a:ttempt was made to redefine Ole framework of activities,

the coptent, organization staff, and naterinl-resoprces.

This mast be done., it wasthouyht, in order to chiinge the

image of WUs 6A0the minds of the,people, so that they could

develop more radically and aitain eduCational resulte that
n.-

would establish quality ai 0.1e basic Criterion for "edu&ttional
,

activity 'in contrast to qUhnti'ty, tne fOritter criterion.

dinerally, speaking, WUs were etill at as.relatively.low level

develdpment in quality. .WUs were al:0 just in the stage
P. A

of finding the most approptiate solutions to educational,

problems, tO avoid tendencfes towai-ds classical kiniformity

'and exelusiveness. 50

Considerations Relatel to Program Areas and Content

A
',The backboneof

which, again, Was to

people and SoFiety.

sucoessturlY.be p,ra

establIshad,ip pri

thiWU system was the cOntent of

ref1Icti6n of the.concrete needs

Very detailed course of'eudfes

sdr4bed from aboyi. Whatimeede'dto'be
t .

nciple, were that WOs were 6nique instktutlion*
. 0

1"

eN

education,

of the .

cannot_

4.

4
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foz systematic ana CoMplex Out7of-school educatfOn, and
.that WUs were institdtions ektablished for the oak of
learning and not for the stke of Ahe functionaries (za
funkcije, ne za funkciohere). HereoTonkovic Was- elaying
With words to stress the socialist non-elitidt character

)

of the institution, ,in that peograms,and forms 6/ere to be
available tr, every worker. Furthermore,.the Mori significant
areas or eaucation had to be establiihed which would help

f

develop mink dimensions of WUs' activities; and Make the notion
of "coMplex education" more concrete! SO far, Yugcslair

ekperienee and;genetal needs had:shown that the tollowing
basic areas of education could be cowered by WUsl-

- - genet.4l education, to enitgle workers to
.get bAtic knowledge peliminary to.iocio-economic,
vocational, Aesthetic, health, family,
technical educ4tion, and perional cuatuke;

geCio-economic education, which compriSed-
,basic socio-economic education.for workers,'
--self-managemen$, and sodill manogement,
for commun .crother s'ocial.fUlictions;

- soCio-715oll cal or ideologicaT-education
socialist theory and practiee, the history
crf the workers' movement, contemporary'
problems of the4workers' movement, international
'relations, dialectic materialism, ethics, tlie'

state and religion,' and so on;
,

education.gf the manage'riii staff for the economy,
intended for directors, plant.manaTors,' and
SQ on;

- wctcational edUcation: accelerated voCational
,education and. %raining in corijAction\with
' enterprises, adkanced train4,ng, and tethnical
qnformatiori, pr6paratihns for the.eXama of
skilled #nd higghly skilled workprs, and
preparatory courses for workers taking entrance
Axons in the univeesitiii.

.

The gttempt to defin,e,these as is nOt alio an atteMpt to
deftne the eddcationdl content bf the s ystem. The system

= needed tw,adjust its:content to meet.long-term neede
.0

(continliity) ahd action needi (howtneeds-resulting froin
0

certain conditions and priority tasks)1 and to-meet the
,

,
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pripciples of.vertiCal gradation an horizontal complexity.

'That is,'the system had to enable s udy and educatiOnal

advancement relative to positions d responsibilities of

working people.5 1

a

'-

On the New Function.of WUs

The instructional role or fun ion of the WUs had not*

bee\developed by 1957; it was co ditioned and rest i ted

by the levels of develofment. Th s new function Was emphasized
, because society'S immediate task as to provide the ejrrtire

socio-economic,* and vocational

tained close kies with

economy ind trade unions,

to initiate co-operation

concentrate staff and

r preva ling conditions, WUs

f éduca on and culture in entlprprisee,

help th with their teaching methods

ze traini g.00urses for technicians

enterpri es.

um.

working class with basic gekeral,

educatiOn and because WUs had mai

loc territorial organizations

so were in a favourable position

between institutions, as well, as

'material resources. U4d

organized-Narious forms.

scuthat later they cOul

, and curricula, and organ
_

-who-acted as teachers i
. . .

. e

Workers' Univ rsities n Slovenia

Pubaications in 1910 for the f rst time mention WUs in

Slovenia. Sefore0l95 there had be n no specialized

irptitutions there fo socio-econom c Worker education.

/There had been-a netw rk of People's Universities, though,

In 1958, no less than1/44 PUs were fu ctioning." There

is evidence, also, eh't some.PUs had b en enqWied in educating

for self-management:.' One may,well inquire why suah an

io4usteially develop d republic had wafted since 1952 tr"---

set up WUs.
7

I.

I. Tavar of Lj mljana wrdte that: "It seeed useful

:to call 40me of our nstitutions for.adUlt eduiCation Workers'

becauae in the past many People's Universities 7

s9
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in Slovenia p4d too little attention to"the education of -

producer-managers." Does this mean that they decided
arbitrarily.to give PUs a new name and function? TavCar
further comments that: "The experience of others and our
own practice have convinced us that in adult education also
we must esiablish special institutions.with4Professional

staffs...r
53

He mentions sixty-three WUs and PUs in Slovenia
at the end of 1959. Of these, forty-eight were,WUs.

In 1969, D. Filipovi6 wrote about "a switch in policy"
when PUB in Slovenia in 1959 began tdpay increasing attention
to the education of industrial staff and changed their
name to Workers' Universities." he provided*data"on the
decreasing number of PUs, indicating that qone Was left by
1963/64.

Apparently evidence is insufficient in.available literature
to permit any conclusions why WUs in Slovenia were not

,established in 1952 or 1953. It is true that both %in Slovenia
and Croatia, Peoples' Universities had been long established.
gowever. in Croatia, PUs existed along with WUs, while in

Slovenia, PUs ceased to exist in 1963. It is also true
that Slovenia had hpd a long industrial tradition. There
had long been an iostitute at Kranj specializing in vocational
education for workers. Perhaps the Slovenes did not like
to experiment with new institutions and therefore took a

cautious. approach. "A special study is needed to explore
the reasons for this difference.

0 TavCar surveyed.the situation in Sly/Ernie: WU. and PUs
together had.41,37-2,000 dinars at their disposal in 1959.5
Ofthii, the WU of LjubljanaAthe largest) received 17,475,000
which means that each,other university received an average
of. less than half a million. With respect to the st'aff,
all of the universities together had seventy-seven full-time
People.(twenty-one of these working at the wq of' Wiibljana);

twelve universities did ni;tyet,have a single full-time
staff member. tTavCar recommended that WUs 4se reyenues
,from their own aCtivitieu and insisted that rich resources

9(1
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could be materialPzed through services that WUs could extend

to enterprises. He provided interesting statistics related

to the compbsition of management boards in WUs, and explored

the partecipation of productive workers in these bodies.

In tAndlifty-nine WUs surveyed there were 684 citizens

serving as board members. Of these, there were 106 production

workers, 121 employees, 194 teachers, 6 farmers, and 57 others.
56

Tavear commented that these statistics were unsatisfactory

because the influence of workers ought to be stronger in
57

manageheetbodies.

The Situation of Workers Universities Improves

The years 1958-60 were ones in which WUs received increased

recognition from society. They were establishing themselves

and generally enjoyed increased support. The 1958 General

Law on Education recognized.WUs as part of the system of

education it Yugoslavia.
58 As well, the 1960 Regulation of

the Federal Executive Council authorized WUs to set up,

vocational training and education centres.
59 Thus the scope

of activities expanded considerably. At the turn of the

decade, WU 'btudents included other citizens besides workers,

such as yogth and farmers. 'With the creation of a network

of training centres in enterprises, WUs were acquiring an

additional role as instrUcters and organizers by helping

*industries and enterprises to form'centres for large-scale

vocational training. Som'e 140s improved their financial

and material resourc6s considefably-land increased their

_professional staffs. In 1959, with the inclusion of the

WUs in Slovenia, the Yugoslav netWork covered all the

republics and the total number of Us. reached 173.
4

In relation to wage-earners, it was in Montenegro that
0

the concentration of WUW was Most dense, with one WU for

5,300 wage-earners; next came Slovenia with one for 7,100;

then Macedonia, one for 8,000; Bosnia and 'Herzegovina, one

'for 11,300; Serbia ene for 20,000; and Croatia, one for
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26,700.
60

The differences in numbers.of WUs in different republics
were due to differences in the size of the service areas'.
Some WUs served a whole'district, whereas others, in Slovenia,
for example, limited their sphere of action to the commune.

'In districts or cities, both WUslind PUs were found.
Advanced schools for workers -- the Workers' Colleges --

were now run by four WUs in Croatia. As pointed out earlier,
in 1956 the WU of Zagreb was the first to undertake this
task, and was followed in 1959 by Rijeka, Split, and Osijek.
The total number of worker-students at the four, advanced
schools in 1959-60 was 500. 61%

In Slovenia (at Ljubljana., Celje, Maribor, Roper),,
boarding schools for workers were opened wAth.study courses
which lasted from one to three weeks and dealt with problems
of social managmenet. Some WUs organized secondary level
eVening,claises at the.School of Economics to help workeis
prepare for. the exams there.

Ideological-political education began to take on a'more
ilortant role. In 1957-58, there were 8,694 participants
in ideological'political seminars at fourty-three WUs,'
d in^1958-59 there were 40,524. 62

Forums became regular,

of'providing collective information and education.
'For example, there was the "Political Forum",at the Workers'
9niversity of Zagreb,"the "Monday Night" at the Workers'
.University of Sarajtivo, and the "Wednesday Talks" at the°
Workers' University.of Belgrade. At thirty-nine WUs, political
evening school's were-opened. The courses were six to nine
months long. In 1957-584 these schools were attended by
846 Students, and in 1958-59, by 3.,552.63 The C,y,trioculum
of the political.evenint schools comprised the Basics of
Marxist Philosophy, Political Economy, Sociology, System
of Socialist Democracy, Economic System, and Economic Geography.

Special training co ses trade union activApts were
organized at thirty-nine Us in 1958-9. Programs included
topics for economics, eco omic policy, and different aspects
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of trade union socio-political and cultural activities.

About eighty WUs gave vocational training tn varioui

forms: 643 seminars were given td 26,369 participants in

1957-58; and 897'seminars were given io 41,650 participants

.in 1958-59.
64

With continuing emphasig,on centres in factgries and u

businesses, WUs helped perfect their teaching methods and

curricula. 1n.particular, they'provided study coursei for

technicians who acted as teachers in enterprises. More
---N

advanced WUs,.stich as that of,Zagreb, set up their own centTes'

.to educate vocational training instrtictors at enterprises

and industries. The WU of Zagreb set up a,school for
,

personnel officers. The WUs of Zagreb, Subotica,, Sarajevo,

Mostar, Split, and Rijeka, in conjunction with enterprises

and industries, conducted research on personnel problems

and vocational training requirements. At some places,.
,

,Zagreb and Belgrade in particular, WUs engaged forcefully

in a new activity, the training of managerial staff for the

economy. The Federal Centre at Zagreb was the Most specialized

institution for thistype of training. A managerial section

,of-tr4ining was also formed in the WU of Belqradln 1959

lk

which gave courses and seminars for anagers of industrial

...and coMmercial enterprises dealing,w rt management problems

and the determination of production norms.
65

.

f. TonkoviC distinguishes two types of general education:

(a) basic general education with literacy courses for

workers, courses for workers lacking knowledge normally

acquired in el,ementary school, coutses to.prepare_tandidates
t)

for examinations, courses preliminary to examinati9ns..in

gymnasium (the European eguival.ent of the high school), .

foreign language coursea, and so Cm; ,and (b).courses

supplementary general education for workers,needing.to

increase 'their knowledge though not preparing for any

particular examinat on'.
66 The'iatter were in such sub3ects

as mathematics, physics, chemistry; geography, electronics.,

educatipn (seminara or schooll for'Parents), health
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education, aesthetic education (literature, fine arts,
4 .music, film); also clubs, such as Friends of Mus4c, Friends

,

of Film, and Friends of Rooks; meetings and. talks with
scholars, politicians, and activists; lectures in culture

,

and the arts; and, finally, teaching courses in preparation
for university entrance. In big cities, WS supported ,

theatre perforMances and.concerts and organizegi Visits to
,

galterkes, expositions, museums, and the like. Some WUs
hod their Own movie theatres where selected movies were.'
shown with commentary'and discUssion afterwards.

Remarkable efforts were mhde by ,the WU of Tuzla in
...Bosnia. For example, it sponsored a series of.public lectures

with topics such as the crisis and collapse of.colonisaism,
'the appearance of neW independent states, citizens an the- I
commune, different routes to sociallsm, and policy in rrol
areaS. The current issues diipusied could hold the interest
of he audiences. In additiOn to programs in vocational
education for the minersiof the TUzla basin, the "What do
you think" fOium becamea:Meeting place for people,.mostly
intellectuals-,'who wereeager to exchange NATO! and ideas on....

current problems in cultUre, Ate, and sCience-.. There were
.

no lectures; after a brie(introduction to the problem, discussion
,occurred. In preparation for this discussion the.forum staff

woul&deliver hand-outs to interested members. During two..
.

years of work, the forumpresented such topics:as the Role and
Significance-of Theatre for the Social Environment, the Modern_

Yugoslav Novel, the Petit Bourgeois Today, Min and TeChnologY,
-and SnobbishnesS 67

p
:Cultural centres of the WU of_Belgrade, Zagreb, and

Sa jevo, were very active. Ina.9_59, WUs for the kirst

4ti surveyed the need. Tor culture in a nuMbei of woik
collvtives. The findings of the survey provided the
foundation on which programs-were based. The cultural
centre of the WU of Zagreb was the first to organize seminars

r for thS instructors of,culture and recreation in enterprises.
Behind these endeavours there was the humanistic; idea to

4.
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enable maases of workers tophave accesi; to all cultural

facilities; nbt to wait for them to come, but to go to them,.

% meet them' in factory halls, workers' settlements and

cafeterias, parks, *Id plazas, and to get the workers to

understand that aesthetic education is serious. Serious

things uspally do not attract large crowds. The workers

had to be "conquered," but care hd to be taken concerning

how and with what they.were conquered, as was pointed out

,by an associate Of the WU of Sarajevo. 68

,Participants in courses and-seminars at WUs were

predomiAantly workers, ranging from semi-skilled to.highly

skilled, and white collar employees, kth a considerable

number of members of workers' couricils andwanagement boards.

The number of female participants, especially among the workers,

was considerably smaller compared to the number of male

participants. With regard to the staff, there were some

indications that the situation was'improving. Teaching

staffs were expanding fairly rap'idly, their main job.being

teaching although occasionally they also dealt with

oryanizational problems. The key people were the specialist

staff, including heads of centres, Ileads"of sections, and

-associates, who studied andragogical problems. Their number

was itill inadequate. Thus In 1959 there, were about 6,0,00

people employed at WUs, full-time and part-time. Almost

half the full-time staff weere administrators and technical

people. Most staff,worked at the ten largest WUs.69

According to Tonkovi6, during'the previous two years

t.here had been a rapid iMprovement.id the.material and

financial situation, yet the,survey ofninety-thrae wUs

at the end of 1959 showed that only ten of them had their

own buiidings$ these had.ninety-three roome thirty-six

of which were classrooms. In addition, fitty,six classrooms

were permanently used in other buildings, andA.811 other'

classrooda were_used occasionally. The other eighty-three

WUs used 445 rooms in.their centre, and 758 outside it.

Xn,1958, several WUs constructed new buildings or kemodelled



..-eicisting'Ohea. In 1959.there weierttiirteen. Such prbjecte
in progiess ruitds for these1puirdings 'Were seCured by,

voluntary serVices-cif the'workerS, contributions froCenterpriseS,

of

grants from peoples committees in dishricti and execstLye
coUnqiis of republics, and subsidies from funds allocated.

-

for senior staff training. _
. _ .

Financial means appear to)have increased consititently.
'._ Data given'by:'TonkOvi6,show thatin 1957-58,. WU. resdurCes'

iotalled-42,672,000 dipars; in 1958.59, a total.of ', ).
. .

1

. 701,248,000 dinars shows a.more theusfifty per cent iperease.
RecelPts to MUs 'and grantsiMhde:to themby people4; corinittees

. . f .

, . .

are the most subitantial' itareof the resources. However,
.

..

these means were not equalty distributed an4 varied- '
40, .

considerably, depending on:lithe scope of a Wils' activities

(from 0,000 to 90,.904,5a0-0inart).:The.four_WUs of ,,agreb,

Belgrade, Sarajevo, and Skopje a1olnad269 Million Oinars
at their disposa1.7° . 4111P '.

A

Instittftional Siructyre

,

WUs' institutional_structiire continued o devbrop slowly.
0,-

The following three'typeS-ol-WUS Can be dif erentiated

°according to4their'dligree of development: W Is Which%had

'established-themselves as "complete institut\ions" that

gaVe all.kinds of systematic adult educption WUs whiWhad
some staple features but because 9f their.un tea4y financial

. base and staff shortagp could not,offer all k\inds of sylematic

adult education; and amateur, Ws.which-had le ture.contres
with limited piiograms and activities.

As regards the f6rms or qpproaches to lettrnlng, it seems
.

that the repertoire of the WUs had increased: in addition-'
to seminars, courses, clubs,,etc., there were Itow residential

SeMinars and workers.' Colleges.
A

*910
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Management of Workers' Universqities

/
, /,

In the early yearse,WUs were directed by man,p(genkilt

boards. -The.executive body of the institution .1a0 composed"
of the administnators and the professional covhci' or
(yolleyium. This body included the director and- his full-time
immediate ptafts o were,particularlS, conctned with.various
WU activitiet the heads of centres and,Settions./ Centres -
could have their own professional councils:Made up/Of the'
associates s(specialist'fulltimespaff).

/

However, with the development-Of 0(41-menagemen,t in
industries an.1 social management n -indust4Ol sectors,

,councils became the supreme p9licy'-m4ing bodies,in WUs.
/ .Bevause of the significance qf a ww.to- the economy in i !given

area (the WU was defined as pa.it of the enterprise) and to
adult worker education as wfill it was logical to have workei
representat in the covAc , the Organ of social management,
from all par f uch a8 people from enterprises .

and factories, trade 96i ; the League of Communists,
-professional associi s, and the Minietry Of Educa en.

There were also repr entativesifrom participant n courses
and seminars hel4 WUs, leadei rs, and prote onal staff.t

It was thoulht Ch itonly a body made up these representativee
. could,be .'cluly.reSponSible for- the po ies and decisioy of:-

. the institution/.. Basically, the -.uncil approved annuan,.-
, 4 . .,

reports.,d yroposals relate Q the introduction of new
educatio aljactivities..-

.

Up o/1960 it ;Jas intained.that Wbs were'the institutions,

of th ttade unio i hich inflPuenced theieprOgramping,
._

app4nt4d the a *rotor, and confirmedthethoiee'of management
board .thembe /aWdcouncila. WUs did not Yet have uniform., '.

, 6
StAtkft5i y omt were. ".finandially....autohomoas," some' were

.7' _ .depe ent finanpially and received grants, and some were
72.é 'Bocial organizationa:

):- .,

,--

'It IA
j

not clear what TonkoYie meant by "financially.
..--

utonoMoUs.". Was ahy- WU indePendent of grants in 1960?
4--

'
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r

There is insufficient evidence to support his stat Ai: y
..r

r
On the contrary, there ii_strong evidence that t jilt t

developed WU in the country,.the WU of Zagreb, agiAvea.
grAts amounttng.to,fifty-eight per Cent of 4 budger,-in
the same year, 1960, when the statement by T Aitovit wets'

written.
73 11

4
The large number of WUs (173 in 1959) eede,d an organization'

to bind them togtther, so republic federa ions Of Wqs and
PUs were set, up for the purpose of co-ordin4ing their
efforts, exchanging experiences, and giVing mutuaa help.

The Quality of Work

Throughout YUgoil,Via, dissosSio and meetings continuedg'
to be held-during the later 1.9t0s an .early 1060s,on the
:'quality of work,". meaning the gival ty of adult education
and financing of programs, In' his urvey of the situation
in Slovenia/ TavCar critAlized the 'founders," thinking'-

.probahly of,trade unionsf, because if their insufficient
cOncern fot WUs and.PUt." Their indifference was especial/1y
reflectedin the.functyoning ore e manageMent boards;
7.ehey'did not.show ,6ncern for fun amental things such as

,

funds and premisee. 4iav6ar warne of the danger of 1CoMPlete
commerciYalization."1 With financ l pressure end a shortage
6f fundpr the found rs wished to rtd themselves oi worry
and would' say, "ma e moneyyours 1ires!"75 Tel4ar's point
was that, to have he basic acti ities of the wps, a regulari

.

continuous flow o funds must be secured. 1
The discilssio was taken up ey S. klakoviC of:the Federation,

1of WUs of 76.Bosnia nd Herzegovina The grants WUs had been
receiving so farlhad not been st ady, which.caused \insecurity,

.

he said. In thenew-system of f nancing., he thought WUs
should be told sOecifically.what funds they could get from

, the social sourCes, along With s hools, and what funds.they, ,

ought to secure themaelves. Ela ovi6 modified Tav6ar'8
formula: the baiic' activities of Ws ought to 'be fihanced,
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from social sources; non:beeic activities ought to be charged

as services rendered to illistries, enterprises and

individuals. What basic and no ic activities were should

be deCided by social-management un ts in WUs. A sicial'

management unit in conjunolion with specialist staff and in

agreement witb WU'founders should define and dete0Ine which

oltmemwma.m.,..salu ift400000(in of Operation,

were conts del**, ib the plan has a broader

meaning, it ought to be financed from social sources. In

view of the fact that WUs ought not to limit themselves to

basLc activitieA, they could, Eldkovil thought, expand their 1

activities and extend their services to enterprises and

indiyiduals: Through expanded activities WUs should be

able to materialize funds as revenues !or non-basic activities.,

The next question was how to define criteria for granting

funds for basic activities. Which criterion to use --'-' costs

pe; participant or costs per hour of instruction? OakoviC
maintained ihat costs per hour of instruction woul.'d be mor:e

realistic, frit would ensure more variety of prograhls in

*terms Of content, leyel, and method, as well as in terms

of duration of programs. If this criterion were accepted,

ft would be more stimulating for WUs to organize'more seminars,

courseV'and'other activities; also, in this manner WUs.could

hove more participants. Elakovi6 supported'the idea that
4

salaries and expenditures, in addition to the basic activities,

be financed from social sources., He also added that revenues."

ought to be equally substantial. For this purpose, he felt

.that WUs ihould'make contracts with enterprises, social
71organizations,' and individuals.

,In June 1960., as mentionectearlier, the Federal People's %

Assembly passed a resolytion to train professiodal cadres.
A

As a consequence, an array bf new institutions emer4ed:,

voCational training centres in enterpfises, pe'rsonnel

departments, school.centrest even education by correspoRdence.

UndoUbtedly, training centres in industry were satisfying

the heeds of -the).r workers so their popularitY grew,'especially

99
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through.radio, TV, press, and film. WUs were in an awkward
position. Two things were certain, though: that suddenly
adult education institutions had greatly expanded and that
the resolution adopted by the Assembly had given vocational
centres in industry a powerful stimulus.

The new five-year plan provided for the doubling of
production and an increase in national income. The deve ent
of modern industrial agriculture was emphasized. A new
system of remuneration was introduced'according to which

an individual's earnidngs were directly depemdent on the

success (output) of his economiC unit and economic organization
(enterprise) . All this was reflected in the new need for
adult edpcation. Socio-economic education broke the record
in 19611 there were 200,000 studentS in WUs ahd PUs. 78

1958 law on financing schpols was expected to help
Wtito come legally aild financially autonomous../They were
eb become an integral, part of the school system. Also, in

accordance with the principle 9f self-management in the

economy, WUs had to change from being "budgetary institutions"

to being financially autonomous, responsible for generating
income to make theiroexpenditures. In this connection,
T. Blaha of Ljubljana (Slovenia) stressed that the relationship
bewteen WUs and those who expected their services was changing.
A new principlr was introduced: that educational needs,
like any other social need, reflect the realization of
citizens that for their political, social, and professional

activieies, they needed certain kinds of education. Since
a good education is expensive, some financial means must be
provided for by the people Most interested.in it, such as
founders Of WUs, political, social, economic orginizatirms,
and individuals. 79

Blaha also talked about a new strategy.

Some rnJs applied. Often'they were compelled to coMmercialize

0 more profitable educational activity that was'in greatest
L. 'demand: In some Cases, for evmpIe, the price for Vocational

-

's,training covered .in thim ihe cost of political education, or
psvular technical educption. Until now, thia.strategy had

"14, ./I

el
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- been )ustified as a "eolution in time of need," but,would
4 80

be impossible in.the future, WUs would now have to compete

with other'educAional institutions. However, the new

situation, did contribute to WUs becoming more autonomoys.

. With the development of the social-management systemi the

founder could not interfere with the internal organization

of the WU4,.nor with the admission of the neW staff. These

became matters tonthe management boards Arid work collectivef.

A9 WUs no longer ponopolized adult'education they were

compelled to maintainthei-r reputation solelY by giving

good quality edecation., Jristead or relying 6n the good will

of some political leaders or the personal reltiOns of a

director, there was nOw an entirely new situati0A, naha

concluded. 81

This is how A. Deleón saw this situation:

Dynamic development of the Society and
technolpgy wh.i3Oh set new rights and
give neW duties to every individual for
Which he coulpl not prepare during his
regelar school dayg no matter how Long
they lasted has an effect on the
affirmation of the principles of
permanent education and turns adult
education into an irreplaceable, ,

unseparable and functional component
/ of thd entire system'-of edUcation. This

is the framework-iii- which WUs assUMe
broader functions ahd get more favourable
conditions to understand and meet V

(according to thein abilities) the real
needs, consolidate their position, enjoy
society's recognitIon, and obtain the

, means. Condition, Are being Created
in, which Che attitude and'recognition
Of-the user become abasis for the
form.tion of material means to each
institution including WUs.82

-

Deleon saw WUs again Ckn a broad, comprehensive, but qualitatively

new context. The laws of the market economy began to be

felt inYtiqpslavia.

FrOM soCiety's voint of vili4w it wag profitable to lnvegt

money in institutions such as WUs, in the conitruction

1Di .

e
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modern classrooms and the like. Worker education'and adult
education in general deserved to be specialized institutions
with special staffs.' Seen in this light, the task of selecting
and teaining of.specialist staff became extremely important.

Anew profession requires people with new competencies and
abilities.

83

The 'Workers' Univectities Of Zagreb,And Belgrade .

N

The two most advanced and largeit WUs in thecountry
were at Zagreb and Belgrade. The WU of Zagreb has emphasized
its loyalty to the principles embodied in complex (the
worker as the producer and the socio-pokitical factoe) and
permanent education (education as a continuous process so
long as the worker is employed)." Yet the development of

thisuniversity continued its strong emphasig on vocational
education. The best indication of this is its-number of

vocational centres, Which increased to seven, and the plan
of the university for 1961-62, which provided for training
and education for 2,00()oworkers.to be carried out in 122
seminars. 85

Smpecial seminars'in on-the-job training and

professional specialization of workers were expanded; new
seminars for memberi .of management boards and workers' councils

.

in different sections were opened; special'seminars in economic
education were developed On distribution of income, remuneration

according to work output; and in the area of culture, programs
in_fine arts and industrial design were expanded./ As pointed
out earlier, the WU of Zagreb had definled itself as a :part
or industry," and its role as "meeting the needs of industry

research on the training requirements of lower.'and addle-levi1---

in the Zagreb area" above all. It now planned extensive

.
superIisoiy staff, a job whidh,so 'gar had' teen approached-
without the WU86

V. Ve1ci6 referred to the procirams as,sUbjpct to Continuous/

-,

modification And Adaptation:" This-changsability wae'nOt--
. .

in COntradiction with their permanence, 4 assertedt,it was.

102
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their positive feature. S. Aralica gave statistics related

to the number and category.of staff: there were sixty-five

fuIL-time and up to 800 part-time educators and 150 group

leaders employed by'the WU of Zagreb in 1940-61. 88
-In

Nip

the prevailing conditions of the country, this proportion

was excellent. Staff size ceitainly made the WU'of Zagreb

the strongest,adult.educatkon institution in the country.

Aralica al,.po,provicied data' related to participants'

Compositiqn and activities and the.budget of the tame

WU, as shown in ables 4, 5, arid 6 respectively..

TABLE 4
. -

PARTICIPANTS BY PROFESSION AND FUNCTION
AT THE WU OF ZAGREB

am*

Profession FunctiOn

skilled workers

highly skilled workers

.foremen

work-group membert

section man'agers

svi-skilied workers

unskillediworkers

personnel officers

eduCation officers

instruCtors

heads of education centres'

membet's of workersL cqpncils
.marogement boards, (4

,k
councils of producers

trade union members

S. Aralica, "RadniCko sveuCiligte 'Moga Pi ade'h
Kulturni eivots No. 3-4. (19-6,1):; p. 299.,

,

!BabAe 5 shCle'that,'3 ,724 peopde partipipated

eminara organi'zed by the WiLof Zagrbblover the

seven-yeat period. The figures also indicate a constant
*

gx.owth in the number of seminars and parcipants. The

proportion of men vs. women's partictpation is 68% 32%.
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TABLE 5

SEMINARS AND ATTENDANCE ;yr THE WU OF ZAGREB,
1953-60

Year. Seminars
held

Hours of
instruction

Seminars completed by
men women total

x S.

1953-54 139 16,056 1,891 723 2,614
1954-55 188 18,626 2,313 1,645 3,958
1955-56 262 26,242 3,846 1,873, '5,719
1956-57 387 34,892 4.639 2,101 6,740
1957-58

%
274 41,996 3,060 1,545 *' 'Ilt,605

1958-59 161 44,8,50 4,663 1,706 6,369
1959-60 522 71,454 5,473 2,246- 7,719

Totals 2,135 254,116 25,885 11,839, 37724
(68%) (32%)

Source: S. Aralica, "RadniCko sveuCiliite'Mo'ia Pijade'"
kulturni zivot, No..3-4 (1961),ID. 303.

As had KrstiniC, Aralica admitted that the.WU of Zagxeb-
had always had full support frown. business Organizations,

from the community and all of the political factors, in
parti'cvilar those of the city of Zagreb. Thus'the WU of Zagreb
"could'actumulate great experience and accomplish a lot especi4ly
in some areas of education,"'she pointed out. 89

fn 1964, the WO of Zagreb published a monograph which

3.8 a comprehenSiye report on this inst4ption and has

convincing data'related to the income dV the WU of Zagreb
Ifor.the.ten-year. period 195?-63. In 1960, the grants made
to the,WU of Zagreb were fifty-eight per cent of tts income
and receipts only fourty-two per cent. The WU of Zagreb
obviously still had generous grants from social sources,

which were "intended for the advancement of the entire
activity of the university, in the first plve for the
training of'the specialist staff and the development of

1 4
4
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research.
.90 Therefore it is not surprising that the WU

of Zagreb was much more research oriented than any other in

lc, the country. It was also the strongest in staff. There

ie little research without adequate money andexpertise..
4

Table 6 lists the financial resourcesof the WU of

. Zagreb for 195S-6'J.

. .

TABLE 6

RESOURCES OF THE WU OF ZAGREB, 1953-63
(in 000 din)

Year Grants Receipts (8)
Total
,Income

1953

,1954

3,000

7,960

100.0

100.0

sit
3,000

1955 17,350 ' 94.5 1,030 5.5 18,350

196. \, , 37,200 92.5
4

'3,018 7.5 40,21§1.,

1957 46,654 65.0 24,874 35.0 71,528

1958.7 48,605 64.0 27,177 36.0 75,782

1959 73,720 64.0 41,348 36.0 115,068

1960 101,500 58.0 73,373 42.0 167,873

I, 14961 99;500 43.0" ' 131,665 57.0 - 24,165

1962 155,500 50.0 154,983° 50.0 310,483

1963 155,000 49.0 160,153 51.0 315,153

Sourcq: Radni6ko sveuciliste u obrazovanju kadrova iz
privreae -(Zagreb 1964), p. i61.

Op close examination, Table 6 shows that for tWo years in
.

:the catly period 1001,grahts were made to the WU of Zagreb

t

:and that was its only income; yer the years the percentage

of grants detr.eased;'in 1963, fter ten years, this university

_Stijl received almost fifty per dent of its income from

-grants; total intoMe COntinued,to increase; in ten years

it had:increased 100 times; receipts rose slowly; a sudden
.. .

jump of-thirty-iive per cent was made only in-1157 with %

t

regard to receipts; in 1963, the percent'age of receipts

was slightly:stronger than that of grants. -
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Table 7 shows the financial resources of the WU of
Belgrade for 1959-60.

TABLE 7
, .

RESOURCES or THE WU'OF 13GRADE, 1959-60

Receipts

from industry, enterprises,
and.private individuals 60%

Gr4nts

from the People's. CoMmittp '04elgrade 37%
4

' City CoUnqii of.T.cade.Unions '3%s
Misciilianeous 0

Total 100%

Source: Jugoslovenski pregled, 4 (1961) , p. 176. .

Unfortunately, no further particulars related to the incothe
of the WU of Belgrade Were, m ade available to this writer.
However, Table 7 shows,that sixty cent of the income
was realized in 1959-60 through educational services to
industry, enterprises, and private individuals. A little

.mre than one-third of its income was from grants. The
trade unions' percentage was token. The article,in
Jugoslovenski pregled of 1961 indicates that sixty per cent
of the income was from payments made'by enterprises on behalf. .

.of cogrses in vocational, economic, and general education. 91
Because of economic output, businesses were generous in
paying for vocational training. Grants covered the'costs
of the political, school, seTinars in Marxist education, ,

cultural and 'arts activitiel, and part of the socio-4tonomic
education.92 -

in 1959-60, WU of Belgrade had 10,917 students. fable 8
lists its staff, in 1960.
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NUMBER AND tATEGOR/ OF STAFF AT THE WU OF BELGRADE, 1960
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TABLE 8

Staff Full-time

Teachers-

Economists

Engineers

Jurists

Writeri

Technicians

o

Experts from industry and
busihess

Experts from institutes and
social organizations

University teachers

Public'speakers

1.0

14

8

3

2

1

-

Total 29,

."

Part-time
k,

106

107

28

160

TotaL 341

Source: Julovenski pregled, 4 (1961), 1)-,: .176.

It is regrettable that nO hard data.cOncerning income Staff,

participants, and so on of the WU-of Sarajevo for.this

period was made available to tps writer. Researchron

Yugoslav.andragogical lité'rature has shown thAestatistics for

this WU did not apPear th.roughout the fif es and early

sixties.

Workers' Universities' Progress

In 1962 inttresting cbnferences were held. In February

there wasthe fourth meeting of representatives of WUs '

.10
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A.

throughOut,Yugoslavia,, organized by the_Central Council
of Trade Unions in Belgrade. An analysis WasTwsented

T v .related to the structure of WUs' Adult education programs.-
, .

The analysis strowed that soció-ecbnomic education* accounted
for twefhtY-six per cent and ideological-political

educhAt.

onI
accounted for fourty-six per cent a 'adult education pi's rams0" :,
It waS reported that under the.new circumstances the primary

.task was education for the new economic measures such as
:income, enterprise economy,'work,relations,

** and ad/if-management in education and
.,issues were_no0 of greatest therest to,

distribution,of
. economic units,

heafth. These

,

produce, s and 'the development of gociety,
,

and WUs became
. . ,

,

interpzØters of new economic mehsures. Programs eor memters's °

' of management organs were now deen.as theft secondary task.
.,.The WU.of Mostar repqrted On an original experiment. 4N.-

they had m4le: how to determine the cOntents'ot education
0

in economic units.. ,iirstthey Surveyed "eaucational needmp.:,.
in two economic units (a coal mine and a metal-Arndusti#)
and determined the level'o'f-education.of workers and hew
much knowledge they had.' The analysis of Cheirkpowled,e's

,r

and motphtion from the perspective Of desirea leyel of
.

,
pAductivity'and ,Self-managing reiationi helped the authers.

. ,
. .' determinevsn edusational progr .

...
(3 .

Articipants in the Belgrade'Cetiferen,ce thobgfit.thia
;method was 'toe slow"-and required engagdment, that oiU.* °I

.

di!ci not have the cadres or' means fo-r'auch an "undertaking

.

,

..

and ot.ori. It.was plain that the WU of Mostaedid not.have
''' ..' ' . , I '/

I ,

VT. .

,

Up to 1960, there was a-separation in educatidn between
ideological-political education, which was directed and
otten.orqpnized by the League ofsCOmmUnists, and .

. socio-economic education,:whichfhad'been directed bytrade unions. ParticiPants at this conference, however, .
-concluded that the difference betWeen the two was gradually
diminishing. 'See'Teorija pploalagotyralr4iallja .7

(Beograd, 19,72), p. 994-.
.

** An economic unit vies defined as a basic manufacturing
and educational unit.

%Pk

r,11,
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.tha cadres or means either. 'What they did have were a few

entbusiasts'and expexts, reSearch-oriented peopfb headed

by 4n abe director./Their. research'+effortS were too

''-far-ietched. in the eyes of other,,less- developed WUs. While

the msist.cri-Leloped WUs in the country followed the andragogical

'cycle in carrying-out their eduCational teaks (first they

sufveyed neds and then 1came up with programs), most of

them dtill used the deductive MethOd.

The WU of 1j4ljjana reported On their experience in

educating school boards, teachers, and parents (education
11.1

for.life):,.,an area n which this uni'vrrsity, was successful.
,

They 1lso'discpssed.their,requirem4ntt for part-time associates:
`

, NA part-time teacher was reWested to participate in talks with '

the fu-time,teachers cinpe a week. :He as contracted to stud(

bdsiness problems, read current literature, and submit reports:

The WO of Skopje surveyed teachers in thatcity. Fortyeight
,O
-per cent didnot know about the expanded rights of sChools

provided by the new law on schools; sixty-eight per cent olt

' *them did not knoW abput the regulation.concerning income

distribution. These findinga served,ad'a basis of a seminar

owogram worked out by'the-WU and the teachers' branch of the.

.S.,rade unions. ,The topics of the Semisi r included income and

distribution, the financing of schOols, nd, tile planning of

ticomes., ,

The WU of Nig (Serbia),ventured into a déticate field.

hetlth. They investigated the willingness Of health Workers

to learn something new and found conservStism and fear.

* Health worars were trying eb kee6 old relations in'an

atmosphere,of talks and discussions-concerning the free choice

of' doctors and free selection of medicalentresi and the

morals and liumanism of-medical doctors. It was reported

that the aub,ject was,extremely delicate and that extreme'

t.flexibility was needed in 'Selection of educatibnal methods
-and.oapproaches lor these audiences.

94

At.the same,meeting,_Yugoslav TV showed interest in

co-qperating With WUs. The meiting stressed two,things in

<

V'
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.. A
paSticulari that-the WU of Mostar had 'provided a model of
programming in adult education as applied tb socio-economic, . .

eduCation in economic units based on research; and that
1 .surveying of educat.onaI. needs had, been accepted as an

effiCient method in dult education. In other words, the .

..meeting stressed that rograms in socio-economic education
should not be based ohl on generally aCcepted;directions,
prihciples, and notOs se up in accord with the progres of
the socio-political or an ations, law, and the regulation of

-...,assemblies and executiv councils,ibui on the analysis of
., .

concrete° cases and facts1 thai is, on the practices of workers'
councils and the diagnosis 81 production'needs and deficiencies
in certain catetories .. of ataffs. 95.

,

In the earfy 1960a, income and income distribution in WUs. ,

was a complex issue, .the analysii of-which would require spe i
:- studye Attempts were made by WUs to introddce'some standar&

r

measures which Could be applied to intellectual wbrk. The
model of incoMe distribution presented at the conference of
WUs and PUs in t greb in 1962 was considered a success. Its
author was S. Sal oViC, director of the WU of. Mostar.* Tor
the-purpode of de onsirating Practoke applications of this
MO0i1,, I will giVe a brief account of my oWn experience with
Sal ovi.C. . In the \fall of 1962,. the Confederation of the WUs,..

of Bosnia and Herzegovina asked the director Of the WU of M tar\...

to discuss Ke-f-mOdeI with the participants of an adult education
seminar held at Jahorina, near Sarajevo. Mrs. Salahovi6

. explained that according to a principle she had applied to
the model, it was possible tor a director of a WU to receive
less money than the asaociates h'e orshe worked with --
remuneration accdtding to work output, a prinCipleadApted ,

97

in the economic policies,. All participants were Impressed_ .

by'the model's novelty, 6ut moat pafticipants had the
traditional view that a d'irector must always receiVe the most
pay. It had occurred sev4ral times', Mrs. Salahovi6 said,
that.thedireCtor of *he Wti of Mostar received less than (

* The same author appears,in this study' under tao names:
,S..Markovi6 and S. SalahOvic.

14
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801110 0 f heAtaff members. Ske insisted that the model,be

!fully applied. She was not jut,formulating tOdth.e9eS;

, , as M. Knawles has said, the best teZthing i dOne0)y itheo
.

A

4

example of your own behaviour.
96

. ,

\

poth Ethkovil and TavC;ar were conceriled aboUt the future

,of WUs rn the new economic situatibn. ElakoviC talked about

,4.he tan-year road that WUs had walked to.becciiie infiLtution,

/with ."stays," make their oWn money,.and be equal to regula

01,0ools. He.pointed out that WUs in Bosnia and Herzegovi

t' 4 realized ,over fifty per cent of their financial means

t rough reiripts and that, reliance on their own strengths

,
was/the "healthiest and most 'realistic orientation WUs can

take.." There were serious problems in'financing regular

schoOls, considering the limited funds available. *To the
1

questlon "Will there be enough work to do for the WUs in

the future?" ElakOviC responded that-what made wUs vktal

was tt+ieir,"outstanding orientation iow,;rd socio-ecoAomic

and cOttural eventsand Problems and their quick reaction

to the60 problems. :90

The taw on flhancing schools offered a chance to regular

schools tO make stronger claims to reach working adults.

Thus, reglilar schools opened adult education classes.

HOwever, Tav6ar said, they applied pedagogical methods that

discouraged adult students. He did not see any.reason for

the fear that schools and centres in enterprises.wou,lcf,

endanger the existence and functionkhg of Wus. On the

contrary; h'e was optimistic, since, for example, WUs ih

Slovenia had increased their incomes from 131 to 203 million

dinars, whereby payments by adult students grew from_sixty

to ninety-nine million. According to TavCar,' it would be'.

ridiculous to confront the "three forms" of adult edivation,

as he called them, in the new situation -- WUs, centres, and

adult classes/in schools -- because actually they complemented

each other.
9,9' The same attitude was taken in Sarajevo

e
by D. Petrovi"C and Elakovic.

100 Although the number of

factors and adult education institutions was increasing,

ILL
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the rate of.inerciase in-Ehe nee'd for !ducatldn was incomparable,
pakoviC stressed. -t

.

Alth ugh only sporadic news came from Montenegro, the
.

report d livered at ti(le,Second Conference of the Confederation
t

of WUs altd PUS Of-Montenegro was alarming: in--this republic,
4 . -.

basic ad It eilitation was neglected, as was education and
ttaining. of ayri'cultUral producers. In. the:pry, educafion

g
,for illi erate and,semi-literate populations WAS an impcir.tant.

obj,tscti vf both WUs and Plls.101 With a twenty-foar per cent
.

, .

illitefakrate, "Why is our literacy action.delayed?"
, -,

.Sahovic 4p,ked. TI?ere was some good news though: the financial
situation of.h4Us in Montene9ro had.changeddrastically.
1958, their funds-tod.totalled four million dinarR, but in
1962-the 'amount had increpsed by six. times. In the same
period, the'number of full-fime staff had increased ten

, times'.
102 .

In 1962 and 1963 almost fiftir per cent of WUs'
programs was dedicated to income distribution and the working

10J, ortt of the statutes of work organizations and ecOnomic unibs.

Workers' Universities and Permanent Education

At the European Opnffrence on Adult Education, held.ins .

Hamburg in 1962, Deleon talked about the'contradictiOns between -

general culture'and vocational education. Some people in adult
.

education separate themselves from vocational education'ana /

iestrict themselves to humanistic or liberal
.
education.

According to Deleon, this separation has deep roots. So long
as there is the inner contradiction between the producer-function
and the_sori.al-function of man, so long as the two- functions --

of manufacturiapg and of managing -- remain disintegrated,
%there will be the contrarfiction between the two areas of

1 nhers
and his role is restr.icted to economic output, his

ucation. So long as the worker just (treys the orders of .

terests and needs will, inevitably be limited to vocational'

t

training and education.-, Under these conditions, there will be
no "complete individual," and the "full inagration.of Man"
Will not be possib1e.1"
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In the socifty in which the working man mak

regeirding_the economy, economic education bec
A

.cjinvonent of hls.general education; the more

peativipates .d..trectly in public affairs, t

Qf p91itics and political educption bec

general culture., ,As lAfe requires more

and professional know-how, adult educ

culture and without permanent spread

is ineffCcient.

'Deleon talked dbOut Ws in,t

and the integration of learning

Ws located in all,the industri

yavb the.working population t

vocational education needed
105

worg functions.
4

Taycar's Criticism

In 1964, I. Tave'ar

of'professionalpeop

average, and 1.4 th

feeri9g insignific

was pOli,tical: ho

- role and, how th

assOmblies cou

true.meaning

the trainih

had to inv

have thi

new 'co

in po

in anagembnt,organs affiTMe

no/one could hold office f

e accepted ai a constitu

furthermore, TavCar

r
I .,,

?t ,

de:4181one. e

es an indisPene4014)

the worklng man

more kpOwledge

elements of his

technical, vocational,

ion w1tWout Othnical:

g of Vocational know1edge,,4

h context. of' permanent educati4

ri

nd work. More -.0an 250

1 centres of Yugalaviai
. ,

general, economic, and

or individdal, social, and

wrote about the shockingly";o0,numb'er
p

in the Wis, 3.3 beAng the Yugoslav

averatje. for Slovenik. WUs must stop

nt, hi stressed. To himithe 173r,oblem

poiitIcal organizations conceived of their

policy. of WorkersC councils and CommUne
i

d be directed. The person who give self-minagenient

ould be the subject of pol,itics, plot its object;1

of workers and citizens for self-Minagement $*

lve the building up of institutions which would

as ttle'r perrOanent task. At that time, after the

titution of 1903 had been adopted:deprofessionalizatio

itics began to take place; al80, t 'concept of rotation

X
f

in'the con,. itution.; in that
-

More than lo terms, began to

ional princip f

awned of sOme-: ethodological problems 1

,.
. .,

WUs. In working wiih adults, he slid, "we do more explanatio4 '
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of principles than analysis of circumstances in which workers
and citizens live."* He favoured research into true peedsk
for knowledge add problems of work organizations aha-communis.
He;'.talked about seminars which used concepts workers were
unfaitiliar with and about VW "we care little to adapt
lhings to the participants' level; we have Our 4eneral platform
t;ut we do not get into the opinions and standpoints of the
people. We should induce people to thlnk and analyze their
own circumstances so that theycan 'change them" 106 What
P. Freire has said in the seventies, Tavar had said in the'
sixties.

Basically, Tavcar talked about matters if; Slovenia, and

..7; his criticism could have been clOuded by the specific
'situation of WUs in that republic. liOwever, fUrther developments

r
affecting the WUs in .Yugoslavia show that hil judgments'
regarding the problems of worket,education and' his ccitlicism.,
particularly of WUs' mettmdologies,, were justified.

'The Fifth Congress and other ConleFebces-t10 7

to,

,
Up to the betginninq of.stale second decade of sei management,

there had been a strict division between vocationaijducation
clealt witti by enterprises, votiational schools, and and
socio-economic education, whi4.had been organized by*NUs ,

and trade unions. A federaf conference Belgrade irt 1963,
however, showed that Rartic$pants in socio-economic eduCation
made,up thirty-five per cent of the total number of workers
-trained in vocational Centres*in work organizations in 1961..1°7

By the end of the Central Cbuncil of Yugoslav
trade unions and"t e WUs undertook a comparative-study
at six work organizations in Zagreb, Belgrade, Sarajevo,
and Maribor. They combined five reseaech techniques: A '

questionnaire, a 'test, an analysis of the minutes of workers'
1

councils, group interviews, and an analysis of basic data
concerAing work organizations.0The study.showed that an
average knowledge of self-management, reached fifty.per cent
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among the workers at worker organiz..ations, and up to 70 per cent

among the membess of the workers' counCils. Before this study,

it was known that-the level of knowledge in socio-economic

education depende0 on the fevel of general and vocational

education of wOrkeiga as well as the length. of their service.(

-However, study hap shown that the knowledge in socio-economic

education of workers is.almost eqyally affected by other factors

such as the level of deifelopment of self-management and

remuneration according to the output of work in a particular

organization. 108

The Fifth Congress of the Yugoslav Trade Unions of 1964

produced evidence that the.,reAllta qf socio,7economic education

lagged behind the need for development of self-management;

only.twenty per cent of the members of self-management organs

were included in socio-economic education, which was

(unsatisfactory. 109
The Fifth Congress developed some fundamental

projaositions, such as that the system of education had to

be changed and ilnproved so that the working class coUld be

trained more speedily for the every greater complexity of

self-management. A,phase had been reached in the process

of social develOpment when decision-making regarding

socio-economic education had to be assumed by wOrkers themielves.

It was to-he part of their right,and duty, an integral part

of the developMnt policy and remuneration, and of personal

and educational\ policy. The Congress also defined the plate

of socio-economic education% It became "the third sphere

of education" -- general education being the first, and

vocational education second ----the self-management component

in the program for education of youth and adults. In other

words, it was to be integrated ih the total system of educatioh,

from the elementary to university level. 110

MOdels of programming were also threshed-out at the

Congress: The model based on social directives, ideologiCal

anda political postulates, law, and so on, whiFh provided

for the so-called "bringing.in of knowledge from-outside"

and which identified individual needs and interests

'V 5
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.

with those of the stipciety and so made social consciousness

an absolute, was to be,abandoned. 111.
Statements by leading

politi.cal activists concerning the.coptent of education

still were a basis Tor socio-econoMic ptucation Programming.

However, a new model was emerginy and hpcoming dominant,

one based.on inveitigat_ed objective problems and self-management

needs, needs of Articiparrts themselves as revealed in actual

situations and *here the level of participantS' education
WAS a particular consideration. As the Congress stressed,

this model would be more difficult and require new cadres

of program officers,- sociolvgists, and such, as well as more
substantial funds. But it also promised.a far greater

involvement of the participant_s.,1 12
The Congress had made

a solid contribiltion to the 'process of democratiation of

(worker education, freeing it from political dogmas, and_

had given a new push towatds making norker educatioon_at WUs

more scientifically- founded.

Illiterate Workers Visit Art Galleries

Marx said that if a person wanted to.enjoy art, he must

be artisticallr educated. 113
. V. Deleon of the WU of Belgrade

ws enthuwiastic about having illiterate and semi-literate

workers visit expositions bnd art Talleries Workera

..who had retehtly been PendinAE7, 7she wrote, .experience a

painting as a fascinating novelty,x111.4h,theY huSt often reject

because of knowing nothing about it. However, when the

difficulties of the first contact have been overcome through

education, working with these people brings.about the purest
1

results, as they possess "virginity for a painting" and have

no preconceived artistic biases. 114

11:b
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WORKERS' UNIVERSITIES, .1965-69

Economit: ReforM andworkers' Universities

In June 1965, the Federal AssenelY pasSed twenty-five,

laws, two decisions, and ewo recommendatiOns initiating
4

economic.and social reform. .Thia punpose of reform was to

create the necessary conditions tor the faster growth of

.ptoductivity and for the rational divksion of labour,

modernization .of the economy, co-operation, integratioh,

more purposeful involvement in the international division

of labour, and the improveMent of living starldards'of workers.

The'reform also imttoduced iMportant changes in the management,'

and disposal of sdcial resources and strengthened the position

and rights of throrkers on the basis'of the principles of

self-Management.

The growing needs of the economy demanded expertworker0,

'good managers, and able leaders. With economic reform,

.

the society expected WUs to pay increasin4 attention to

, broadly organized permanent education, thel,further edupation

and retraining 0? cadrSs of all kinds and at all levels of

skills, and training for self-managem ent. cluality:stusiency,

.and cOntemporarity,of'education, strong emphasis on culture,

and intensified action in rural areas became major characteristics

of WUs In this peiod. Launching of economic reform caused

tendencies towards.intAvratien of cultural and adult education
,

4s t'itutions. WUs and Pys, Culture hal-brand librariea,i 1

and-Cinemas, were integrated. The Yugoslav economy and',_ j
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the withering away df the state; self-management organs and

state management; self-Management and thefdistribution of

income acording to work output; self-management and the

principle of rotation; causes and forms of deterioration

in self-manegement organs. 2
No data on the length of the

seminar are given.

Another'seminar, No. 14 on "Human Relations," offered ttet

following topics; work organizations as soael groups of ftee4

. associated producers; factors influencing the development of
,

human, relations in prodUction; workers self-management as a

factor in building up socialist relations among people;

relations created by the participation of producers in income

distribution; contradictions between personal, group% and

Social interests; the socio-economic and political importance

of building socialist relations among people; and suggestions

by students. 3
It was considered good practice to leave room

and time for suggestions by students.

In June 066, the centre for training and education of
.\

the manageriil staff of the WU-of Sarajevo celebrated its

-tenth annicIersary. This centre was set up in 1956 and played

' a pioneering role in setting up and helping training centirea

in worker organizat11n7ThroUghout the Republic of Bosnia

ind Hertegovina. Thus the associates of the centre participated
4
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Andestry stressed the need for professional assistance in

diagnosis Of need, program development an4 realization,

and evaluation. Modern industrial organization demanded

that managerial staff from foreMen to directors, acquire

Anowledge and skills so they ccUld successfully apply new

technoiogiesz

Thus, in the 1965 pxogram of the WU of Sarajevo,

functionality, contemporarity, and adaptability to the

.,needs of4Oditer organizations and the interests of individuals

were offered. Here, for example, is the program of Seminar 11

from the series "Our Social Development." It is titled

"Social Self-Management in SFRY" (Socialist Federal Republic

bf Yugoslavia,. Theloseminar discussed-self-management and

0
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directlydan the formaticin of traininv centres in the steel

and iron wdeks at Zeffica, d coal mine at. Ballovi6i, the
..

iron works,:at Ilijas, and mahy other Places'. In ten years'

' time the*PAre had carried out 1,079 actimjties through

.its vocatignal, self-management, adult technical school *

programs with a total of-34,859 particip The major -..

objectives of the centre, as defined by di tor K. Ljuhar,

had been to train and educate,managerial Affs where
i .

complementary education for managers had been conceived of

as a permanent task. -With respect to methods used, the

centre had focussed on seminars and courses and less on mass

activities.
4

From 1956 to 1966, cen4s for vocational training in

factories were a novelty; so it was necessary, as mentioned

by I. Bakovi, a former associate of the centre, to fight

prejudices in the fact ry and to cdnvince people that investing

cifunds in education di not mean a sacrifice for the work

tollective. The centre not only gave seminars on the basics

of andragogy -- the pontenth- of education n factories,

selection, of teaching aids and techniques, determination of

sources of funds for education -- but alsoorganized special-

seminars such as those on educational neeelS', on-the-job

training, leadership,training, conducting meetings, 4nd case

studies.
5 This centre made a fine contribution to the

practice and theory of adult education in factory centres.

A conference jointly organized by trade unions and the

1266 Conference of PUs and WUs in,Belgrade stressed that. -

education for self-management could not be identified as

political work, and therefore could nct be the reskonsibilify

of trade unicins only. fi was seen as a professiOnal activity

needing scientific back-up andits own science. It was

stressed that self-management could not.be learned at school

or in courses because it is a production relation, and,

depending on this relation, or eather on the degree of its

development, a Arker could haVe more or less' information,

experience, 'and knowledge about it. Furthermore, it:was
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said that.the "theory qf leatning through erroren of learning
. /

only through practice, should not be accepted, because it

was irrational and slOWed dawn the pecess of freeing labour.

In other words, workers needed broader economic, technical, .
,,

ahd vocational knowledge po they could develpp a perspective

on the technological revolution, modernization, integration,

and long-term development. ,The conference emphasized that the

major objective, of socio-eCOnomic education was animatirtg

workeri to their own position and th'e factors that cOnditioned

it, to diagnose probiems and the.ir causes, and to qhange this

position. Also the hierarchical and bcholarly attitudes

which throttled-creative initiative by' self-managers were

pointed oUt.6-

More on the WU of Sarajér

"Educationand culture are Integral parts of production

and management, complex conditions in'which deMocratization

of relations is taking place...income distribution; and

modern production in work Organizatiopsqlemand an educated

This broad statement Contai.717 sic'assumptions

incorporated into the doctrine of the WU o Sa4ajevo. The

7hOuro Vakovi6" of Sarajevó (i4ts full name)

,institution jan. Sarajevo and the Republic of Bosnia an&

Herzegovina for perManent and complex education of adults,
4
A "happy amalgaMation" of cniture and education. As the directot

pf the university.commented, lOne learns only through practical

altivities thatA.t is difficult to separate these two sphere8."8

Economic reform Pointed 'out some facts xel&ted to the

unsay.sfactofy situation of workers.: over fifty per cent of

workers employed in Bosnia andjlerzegovina had not completed

elementay (eight yeari) education;. a little less than fifty

pe-i cent had no qualificationsiv.. iiith these facts in mind,

the WU of Serajevci could have fully occuPied itself with basic .

andvocational educatiob. However, it.instead engaged

equally in cultural activities; spreading cultural facilities

111 4 °I
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to-work organizations, factorY halls, and cafeterias.because

that was.a "precondition tor workers' fuller and happier

personal life.

This WU also dese.res attention from-the point of view

of governance and finance and how thes%,two systemS were

developed within the framework of an adult education

institution.0 There were no dilemmas for the WU of Saraievo
1 ,

concerning whether financial resources should be secured

through grants or self-financing. In 1968, ninety pex cent

of the total income was earned(throUgh educational and,

Cultural services; only ten per cent was financed by the

coMmunity, by contract. .As stated in the

director's report, the facts have shown that it is possible

to survive financially from educational and cultural-activities,

buC "only if the needs and opinions of those to whom they

were intended were respected." More could have been done if-

socio-political members of worker organizations and assemblies

had paid more attention to these tasks, and if "workers 2 /
4. .10were given a chance to express these kinds of,needs themselves.

Thls criticism is refreshing and Ansibie. Chances were

that some activities-of the WU of,Sarajevo, such as aesthetic

education, general culture, and education for self-management,

were often curbed simply because fdnds from the sodio-'political

community were smaller every year. Somebody on city council

would decide that an activity was "not socially justified,"

:not of interest to the city, therefore, it sbould not be
llfinanced...."

By 1968, the WU of Sarajevo had applied for five' years

the principle of operating on its.income. It was said'this'

had gradually stimulated an improvement in the standard of

li; ving of its workers through improved housing, buying of

teaching aids and AV technologies, and so on. However,

workerd were not'well off in salaries; for example; aesthetic

education and mobile libraries continued to be carried out

as important programs, although financial assistance from

the socio-political community was lacking.

1 21
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However, the system of income, creatiolvstxengthened even

more-the self-managing relations within the university.

Direct self-management as a policy Was realized in'all vital

Matters such asodaling- with job applicants, 'internal income

distribution, securing funds for vacation, allocating funds
. for.the education of the employees, hOusing. It functioned *

well because care.was taken, as the director stressed in her

report, that all workers were well informed about current

problems and that their op,inions and views were expressed
in meetings and decision-making. 12

The ways in which

self-management was manifested were the assembly of work

community; 'the council of work community, the council, and the

management boara. Also:through the council, which.acted aS

a bridge between society and the worK collective, ft was

,possible for the socio-economic community to have an impact
on he WU of Sarajevo. Of course, there were.problemS ando

misunderstandings, simply.because self-management 4as an'

on-going, evolving process.

The situation of the WU of.Sarajevo regarathg governance'

and finanA.was almost identical to that in industry and

'business organizations: income was Made in,the same manner,

personal incomedo were earned according to work output.

The WU of Sarajevo has been i characteristic institUtion -

in many ways. First, a$ explained earlier, it develOped.

Systems of finance and governance early and well. Second,

it became one.of the'Major means of culture in Sarajevo.

An overview of clubs of painters, wiltere6 and sculptori

.whiCh attracted young and-talented workers and citizens

Hand encouraged them to create the.ir_own art, shows that dome

known artistssin the city were and in some cases still are.

members of such clubs as Popovac, Eipek, Lubardi6, Cokfi.6,

and LjuboviC. Only someone who has been directly involved

in spre4ding oulure in worker organizations could write

such a beautiful and Meaninqcul story as ICulture," by

* In contrast to fixed salaties, personal incomes'vary,
which is in line with the principle that work is the basic
criterion of income.

.1
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,Jovan Lubardi8. MuCibabic and SlijepZeviC'completethe list.'

Third, the attitude of the socio-political community

toward the,perennial problem of this university the problem

- of the_building had been contempIated,and planned, but

regrettably, to thiS day, the project has not been materialized.

hard to understand why Sarajevo, which is such a large

centre of workers, and the capital of the Republic of Bosnia

and Herzegovina, has not improved the basic conditions for:

worker education at the wU.

Yusoslav Situation

4

WUs during the late,1960s earne, d an 'international reputatiOn

as a nevi type of adult education institution. Thus J.A. Simpson

wrote in Today and Tomorrow in European Adult Education that

WUs ih Yugoslavia. had come into their own, run by workers

themSeivea and having a curriculum that dealt with the major

fdatures and problems of productivity and fife.
13

0. FilipoviC provideclevidenCe on the material growth of .

WUs. .bata he supplied cover thle period 1959-67, dtiring which

Akhe revenue and expenditure "Of WUs inCreased almost tenfold.'

'With respect to the revenue,in that period, the proportion

Of reeeipts from thei4 own activities rose steadily, while the

share of allocations .from budgets and

In 1967, receipts fsom their own work

per( cent'of the total' revenue of WU,s,,

social'funds decreased.

contributed eighty-nine

as against 35'.7 per cent

The principal sources of-Such receipts Were charges

paid,bxenterprises and individuals,concerned and recdipts,

(from the sale of tickets for various performances. There was
,

increasing tendency,to charge those benefiting from

educat nal services.
14

"Th material'costs of WUs more Dr less matched their outlays

on wages and salaries- Investment in new buidlings.and

.reconstruction and redecoration was nejligible. Investors

were mainly socio7political communities and trade unions.

Investment in equipment was dlso negligible,.Filipovid

stressed. .(See Table 9)
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TABLE 9 6

REVENUES AND EXPENDITURE OF WUs, 1950-67
(in million dinars)

1959 1961 1963: 1967

Revenue 11.90 29.45 48.2-k 111.61
Subsidies 7.22 12.73 20.34\ 12.29
Own activities 4.25 14.85 25.15 109.32
Balance from
previous year 1.68 2.74

Expen4ture 10.51 24.60 42.56 112.16
Wages and salaries 3.93 13.77 22.61 53.66
aterial costs 6.58 10.83 19.96, 45.66

Investment. 2.66 . 2.0 2.75

Data: Statisti6ki bilten, 233, 282, and 371, Federal
Statistical Office, And Kompleksni godisnj/ Vtvestaji
Tadnih organizacija neprivrednrh deIatfiblitt za 1168,
godinu (Aggregate Annual Reports of NonTEbodomic
Organizations, L968) , Feditral Statistical Office.

Source:. D. Fi1ipovi6, "Workers' Universities, 1959-1968,"
in Yugoslav Survey, Vol. 10, No. 4 (1969), p, 127.

Faciliiiei

From 1959 to 1968, accommodation facilities in

'improved considerkbly. The number of roT, with enough,,

sels:constanily used increased twofold. The number or %

classrooms nearly quadrupled, and thb number of.other rooms% *
L5.trebled (see Table 10).

.FilipoviC 'pointed out that between 1959 anc11968, many

WEla had obtained modern buildings (for,example, those at

Zagreb, Skopje, Sarajevo, Novi Sad, Ni, Kragujevac, Mostar,
Pristina, and Velenje). He, included the WU of Sarajevo,

but in fact, it was given'in 1966 a reconstxucted Jewish

temple to serve as a culture ha11 with Wstage and.seating
arrangement for 900 people. po doubt this improved the

Oultural facilieles of this uniVersity for expositions,
*haws, and films, lint no building .for'educational activities
-*Uch as.seminars, courses, and Schools has ever been given (

d"

rt
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,tilipovi& further commented quite justly that in spite of

improvements, the construction of new premises and redecoration

'of existing ones, and provision of equlpment and other

facilities had not been contistent with expansion of activities

and growing adult edtpation'requirements.

41.

TABLE 10

PREMISES OF WUs, 1959-60 to 19 7-611

1259-60 1963-64 1967-68

p,temises in permanent use
Rooms
Number of Seats '

124
' 24,675

216
51,931

230
54,878

Classrooms 289 834 1,242
.0ther premises 479 1,094 1,226

oocasionally usedPremises
Rooms 323 411 282
Number of seats 71,328 72,578 63,567

Classrooms 1,357 1,263 877
Other Oremises 328 132 120

Data: ,StsOisti6ti biiten, 233, 371, and fo'r 1967-68 preliminary
d a, Federal Statistical Office.

,Soiirce: D. Filipovi6, in Yugoslav Stirvey, Vol. 10 No. 4. (1969)
.p. 127.

In instruction,given at WUs, cOnsiderable use is made
n .

of tape.recOrders, film projectors, and slides while other

technical instructional aids are4used much less, Significant.

rmprovements had been made in WUs' equipment. Nevertheless.

WUs were still insufficiently equipped, FilipoviC concluded.16,

NuMber and CoMposition of StAff

According to,FilipoviC, in 1967-68 WUs employed a total

staff of 15,806,(2,508 permanent and 13,298 part-time), as

to 5,228 in 1959-60 (969 permanent and 4,259 part-time).17

,M st staff at WUs had permanent jobs in other educational

inStitutions as well -- they were university teachers and a
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lecturers and- teachers at colleges and advanced vocational
schools, enterprises, and industry. Akso, public figures, 7
artiiis, andAirectors were all engaged as part-time teachers.

filipovi6 failed to explain the reasons for this practice. (

In principle, full-time employment of teachers,had been
avoideS4* mainly because when workers were taught by teachers
who had come from all walks of life, there wasAt high degree

of variety of programs; and because this also made'possible ,

an integration of learn,ng and work, practice and theory,

one of the basic princi les of wotker education. In regular
schools with extended instructiop., which functioned in
association with WUs, full=time teachers could be employed.

Raising the'Educational and Cultural Level

I I.

A paper issued in 1968 by the Central, Cobncil of Yugoslav

trade unions in,Be4grade stressed that the social significance
of WUs was reflected particularly through,their efforts at .

developing.self-management and.raising Citizens' educational

and cultural lever, that of workers in particular, 18 as

iLlystrated by the.data Presented in Tables 11, anct 12 as

.provided by the Yugoslav Survey (Educatton, Science and Culture).
The impact of,WUs on,building up the overall sysem of

education in YUgoslavia was as imPortant as their iMpact on .

.the educat4onal and cultural lievel,of citizens. WUs mere
qualigied carriers of revolutionary efforts to change the ,

system of, education from within, a revolution which is still'
going on. They have struggled to relate to the interests

of the working class, not those, of state socialism,or some
abstrict society. It is not surprising,°the trade unions

asserteil, that ViCs above all other educational institutions
pioneered in becoming self-managing'organizations operating
on .the principle of creating and distributing income according

to work output, And thus established themselves in the
sOgial cOmmUnity.19

.
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NUMBER or It,i.NDATTENDANCE AT WU PUBLIC LECTURES,'
1961-64 to 1-'967-68

Year Number c,f Attendance
lecture

Indices
No. of Attendance

_tin thousands) lectures
Ct

0

1963.-64 17,21.61 920 100 100

1964-65 17,852 1,487 104 77.

1965-66 17,881 1050 100' 102

,1966-67 16,771 1,419 94 94.

1967-68 20,465 2,019 142

Data: StatistiCki godiinjak JugOslaVije 19691 (Yugoslav
Statistical Yearbook 069) and Saopenje (Communication).
NO. 285, Federal Statistical Office.

Source: Yugoslav Surm, Vol. 10'',.No. 4 (November 1969),, p. 125.

In all these aceivities intended to help workers get

basic education, Vocational professional' upgrading,
4

keep abreast Of advanced technoloe:ies, At socio-economic

and political education, and (2epera1 culture, WU8 carried on,

without taking.wOrkers away from production. In additiod
0

to the educational function in-this period, research and

.instructor's role of the WUs became more Rignificant, Research
\

me4thods were Used ter investigate educational needs in wor.ker

orgalizations, and to decide on the most aPpr'opriate forms

and celontent of adult education programs for parPlAO.ar

organizations.

In 1961, the Summer School of Yugoslav AndragogUes at Pores

was set up to bedome a training centre for adUlt'educators

across the country. In 1966, a Useful book, Osnovi andpgogije,

*was published for all those who-had been practAting andragogy

for years and had had no andragogical theory. Textbooks on

basic adult education began,to appear at WUs and some were

published by,them; these have all contributed to the growth

and development of activities and programs at WUs.

4r .
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TABLE 12,

CULTURAL EVENTS AND ATTENDANCE AT WUs,
1950-60 to 1967-68

Year Events Attendance

1959-60 , 11,455 2,374,75'1e
1961-62 10,125 2,216,438
1963-64 9,994 2,931,927
196566 7,727

, .
. -2,130,967

1967-68 7,345
I 2,095,000

Data: Same as for Table'll.

The-Ialgesg audiences were-fog film,performances,
although theIr nUbber his,been ett4aily declining
(in 1959-60--8,918 films'were seen b9 1,448,000;
in 1961762-7,0126 and 1,140,000; 1963-64--4,419
and 418,000; 1965-66--2,611 and 414,000; andr
.1967-68--3,013 and 342,000).

The n3mber of theatrical perforwtnces is much
smaller but has remained constant (588 to 8?7
performances a year with an audience ol 241,000
ta 280,000.

.

WUs also arrange concerts, which are steadily
increasing in.number. In 1967-68, they organized
790 concerts attended by over 340,000, cpmpared
to 240 cOncerts and an:Audience of about 95,000
in 1959760. ,

The number of art exhibitions staled by WUe is
growing steadily: in 1959-60 there were 231 such
exhibitions seen by 167,000 persons, compared to
104 and 357,000 respective).rin 1967-68.
The 'number of discussion meetings has fluctuatecU
but steadily increased.

4 Source: Yugoslav Survey,,Voi, 10, No. 4 (1969), p. 125.

I.
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Adult educatiod at Work*); organizations was becoming

more popular. There was also Increased degree of adaptability

by some MUs to meet the needs df worker organizations more

fully. This trend was reflect(ed in a definiton pf WUs

given-by D. FilipoviC: ,"WoAceral Universities are independent

self-managing organizations whose principal aim is to' meet

:eaucatiOnal requireMents of enterprises.(myltalics) ,-

, communes, and individuals.20.

The network of WUs (and RUB) covered the whole cpuntry.

As a rule, there was a WO or P,U in every commune in Yugoslavia;
A

in larger, more developed centres there were several. Tracij

unions reported 476 as the total, in'thetcountry, of which

240 were WUs.21 The same report pointed out that the number

was oscillating, ihdicating a decrease which showed thatthe

. process- of "simbilization of these institutions was,not

finished.
.22

According to FilipoviC, Counsellor in the

Federal Assembly's Chamber cif EducEktimi and Culture, the process

of stabilization (If ,WUs had "in the main been termihated"

and ti.leir number was'not expected to rise, since they already

existed in every industrially,develeped.town.23 The nuMber

of WUs by constituent republic is shown in Table 13,:,

Fi1ipóvi8 and the trade unions were right in predicting .

that the number of WUs would Stabilize. Data provided in the
,

trade union's 1976 report showed 231 WUs in 1969, which deClined

to 209 in 1973. 24
Some negative observations have been made

about WUsthe 'trade union conference stressed'. For example,

one-ithird of them remained:kinderdeveolOped. With their modest

material and personal resources and the reducedisize of their

programs, it wait said that the WUs were incapable of making

any serious iMpact ii raising the educational and cultural

' level of workers and other citizens. Also, co-operation among

WUs was poor, in particular:between small and advancedNUs.*

-------
* In this respect,perhaps the WO of Sarajevo was an exception
because it had been actively helping smaller WUs throughout
Hosnie and Herzegovina; in the 'late sixties this university
began to develop good relations with foreign partner,. to
further develop this relationship into an extensi01,of the WU
of Sarajevo ip West Germany in the early seventies.

\ 129
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TABLE O

NUMBER OF WUs BY CONSTITUENT 4EPUBLICJ
1959,-60 to 196748 '

Constituent
Republic 1959-60 4961-62 '1963-64 196566.

Yugoslavia 212
,

246 .247 251
1

Bosnia and
Herzegov4ina 35 43 40 42

Croatia, 26 . 31 . 26 21
Macedonia, 17 . 21 = 24 27

_Montenegro 7
. .

8 ' 8 9

Serbia #8 87 93 92

Serbia proper 36 51 57 56

,KoPovo 7 7 7 7

Vojvodina 25 29 29 29
Slovenia 59 56 61 .66

1967-68'

,236

40

. 20
..

25

8

90

54

7

29

53

Data: Statimti6ki.bilten (Statistical Bulletin) , 234%
282, 371, 431, ind 494; for 1967-68*preliminary
data, Federal Statistical Office,

Source: Yugoslav Survey, Vol. 10, No. 4 (1969), p. 121.

Further, some tendencies tow rds deviating from meeting
the.needs of wCrker organizatio and adult Workers in
petrticu.lar began to be felt, eskecially aftir 1965: Actually,'
quite a few WUs turned their a tention to so-called "Ahool
fo;ms" and youthactivities whi h were immediately marketable,
thus losing their basic feature. Thepe WUs became extensions
of formal secondary and post-secon ary schoolp. They opened
their Own certified and unCertifie sc'hools and organized

course* and,schools for professions and trades which wire
unacceptabl%in the economic system &çthe country.

The major reasons.for this conunerCi%4Lziorimo.t 'frequently
expressed were the WUs' ."struggle for,baie existence," beavy
'demands and pressures On the part of citizens for that.

kinds qf activities, and the prevailing principle of
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self-financing and the necesslity to secure :revenues in

"marketable" ways in order to finance basic activtties.

There May have been something rational in this negative trend

if it were brief, a forcOd measure done for the workers'.

benefft in the tinal analysis. But expansion of this

phenomenon could not be justified and cohld only intenstfy

coniadictions in the society such as the spread of education.

Without a basis in society's needs, duplfcating ordinary

schools' work and thus damaging the.prestige of WUs.

Further, problems-related to the financing of basic WU

activities, misunderstandings and misconcepttons,'such as

considerfng financing from old, state socialist positions

and demanding thitt "society,ought to secure the means" thus

'supporting the notion of centralized nds and grants, also

contributed tiq this negative trend.

On the other hand, the consi'stentj orientation of WUs

to work organization -- the factory ducatign, providing

complex, functional, And permanent education .1-2,did not

go smoothly either. "The process ought to have gone much

faster, bet did not because there were misunderstantlingS
/

and resistance in worker organizations themselves. Actually,

' they werejiot ready to accept this chal;enge, particularly

by forming'cadres to work 'in them who Would realize tho-',

importance and encourage learning in worker organizations. 25

Cadres at Workers' Universities

i(We must get back to the issue of cadres at WUs, a problem

as old as WUs themsellies. Although the situation of cadres

had been considerably improved, as illusbtated earlier, -

it was still far from satisfactory. At the trade unione

conference in Belgrade in 1968 it was stressed that filling

Wlis with professional cadres was poorly planned and unsystematic.

There was an unfavourable prOpOrtion of associates and teachers

to technical and administrative,staff. Though the conference

did not provide hard data on this proportion, it was implied

131
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that the administrative staff at WUs were getting much larger.
.

FuPthermore, the excessive fluctuations of professional
people were pointed out, also that advanced traintng and
permanent education for professional staff were inadebtate.
In addition, for years there had been a tendency to Plate
in Wps those cadres for whom it was hard to find a more
suitable position im the commune. It was also admitted
at'the conference' that,this practice had been accomplished
through "vrious influences'from.outside. .26

'To the malady of fluctuating cadres in WUs, I wRuld add
that of fluctuating directors. For exampre, it is known

\

that the WU of Zagreb had 'only two directors in its .history
*

(M. Krstinip and S. Areaica), whereas the WU of Sarajevo,
ahd to some degree the WU of Belgrade, has ha0-many directors.
Frequent changes of the top administrators affect the life
of the institution. -Im my expeiiende in working With two
directors 'during a ten-year period, each director takes
years to penetrate the problems of worker education. A,1110,
it is bad practice to oppoint a director of a WU for political
reasons. It is even worse if somebody is appointed director
of a WU only until another, more appropriate position can
be found for him'Or her. As suggested by.M: VeliCtovi6 of
the Confederation.of PUs and WUs bf Serbiajn Belgrade,
thirl policy has harmed WUs. Regarding part-time associates
at WUs, there was a serious handicap in.that they did riot have
enough andragogicai skills, and because of their large number
ahd'their busyness, it was almost impossible to approach
them with iny klnd Of systemaeic adult education training
and education.

On oUnequal Status

1

The 1968 trade unioni' conference produced ample evidence
that addlt education had had unequal treatment in relation
to eduAtion of children and youth in the regular school
system. This was reflected in the irregular fingfcirk of

32
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basic adult education and also in the absence of a more

favourable climate for massive inclusion of working

people in various forms of vocational, socio-ecOnomic,

and political education.. Social and pojitical facters

were far more concerned with theeducation Of youth, and

adult education was reduced more or less.to the "private

concern" of an individual who had to make self-badrifices

to satisfy his "passion." It was forgotten that,adult

education was permanent education. Trade unions stressed

that private contributions towards the costs for vocational

and basic education of adults far exceeded centridutions by

the worker organizations and socio-Political comMunities.

I.egrettably, trade unions did not give any-,hard data on this

proportion.

There was a discrepancy between the theoretical acceptance

of adult eduCation as an,integral,phrt of the system of
,

education.and u0bringing* and willingness to provide a

sound financial basis. This was evaluated by thl trade

144ens' conference as the major characteristic and essential
rcause for the decline in WUs. 27 ,

The law,on financing education did not produce nearly

as many effective resultd in adult education as intended.

(Its major conce n was financing of children's and youth's

In the Yugoslav literature on education, the terms education
and upbringing are concurrent. This is explained as follows:
upbringing and education are two sides of one unique pro6ess
in which education shows itself as the carrier and the subject
of the process, whereas upbringing is a dominant leader
and the objective of the process. It is thought that
education without a dose of upbringing is insufficient,
without an end. Also, to accept upbringing because of its
meaning and keep it in the herbarium of educational practice
would hot be a way towards desired effects. See Drugi
Kongres Andragoga Jugoslavije, Budva 1973, by Saves Andragolikih
dratava Jugoslavije, p. 194.
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education. Communities'of education* became headquarters
- 5specializing in the techniques of Aistribution of financial

means secured by law. 28
The composition of communities

of education at that time was:such that any serious influence
from outside On distribution ef financial resoAces was
iMpoSsible,,especially on people who.contributed to funds
for education ,by allocating part of their inCome'to it. There
was no difference in the character of the comMunity from the
earlier State budgetary waYs Of financi'hg educatiqp.. In.
addition, WUs had beere,exCluded Irom the financial system
operated by communities of education.

It was wrong and unfortuante4not to take adult education
int9 account in estblishing education needs. Only childten
and youth were Considered to have educational needs; those
,who did not get..a chance'tO enrol qr who dropped out or
workers already employed were left out.

Furthermore, a'serious drawbacic in further develapMent
of WUs were the prevalent views that the role of WUs was
basically fulfilled in providing 'the kind of education that
made up for missed opportunities in regular education. Some..
facts should not be overlooked. They speak for themselves:
only one-third of the generation fifteen to eighteen years
,of age in regular schoolS:qUalified for their job. One
conclusion is. that'adult,education.for a long time will
continue tg be seen as a compens%ting function in spite Of
al l attempts to change this and to have adult education

* Communities of education were set up in late sixties as ..,self-managedbodies comprising representative's of worker
organizatiens, educational institutions, and territorial
administrative organs. People from wqrker organizations,
it was thought, penetrate hot)only the' general asseisment
of the importance of education for success in their work,but also the concretization of the type of,knowledge
required and the kind of cadres anticipated from the
education41 system.. See S. Salahovi6, International
Seminar on Scientiftc, Technical end TechnOIRgical
DeVelopnent and Tendencies in.Women'S EdUcation fn Yugoslaviik 4(Beograd, 1971), pp...21-30.

1 3 4
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recognized as a system.that helps in4refeasApnal'.4,0dvi* cement

and also in socio-economierel.ations
,

'Certainly, At was not possible.atr,at lit0 to sacurta

financial means for all equcationneed841from_f4nrds'avai1a
f-

from dompulsory fees. Yeyt onedou40)aye Oked.,i4hy,fundt

adult educatia were not provided througegpeationow

Trade unions thought that only,vjeMe'tadule educettien * A

needs co41d be met through funds teCked ftiorm 'Oe.'hudgerh,

they did not advocate. funds to cOve0delfe4pcatr'ef-ins.04iutions °;'

in totality. This- situation is reminiscent, of1DeleOn't
4.

position in the 1950s on the same ie white4-advod416414;',

that financing WUs and adult educatiOn be Aomeficolli te same.
3, 4 70. AL-44

sources as regular schools. If thie,hAd beenA5pe manle pf

-

the negative things in pie WUs thaCtlad 4pcurred in

... period after 1965 may haVe bekn ,avoided..
- .:r A 11', itiA .

This *as a delicate situapion, *i.thislone:RaOrthefre

was a stiparation of wOrk ana.4dudg4idn '.almdst complete
-

indifference by regur,ar schools tge-cOnc4A:c needs and'the

other hand, therewere WUs whic were vitglodynamic,' and

destiny tf their studente after they left sbhools;* On the

- h
, A ,

problem-oriented institutions sensltive t4 the needs of

worker organizations. With the best intentiOs Ms zealously

organized some school methods including'Cqurses.for the

students w"ho failed, and often 'carried 100 tO0 far. 11;(

. ,
then it was too late:to realize that they° h#d becomtinvolved

in soMething that basically was nOt theit,bustneis, ,

Trade unions stressed_the need to differehtiate schools

and WUs. Documents issued by the Central:Committee of tile

LC? (League of Communists of Yugbslavia), iphe Socialist

Alliance of the Working People.of yugos/avia, and the Central

Council of the Yugbslav Trade Unions haa underlined the

importance of adult edixcation,.education by work in particAar.

* In the 1970s there has- beed a strong tendency within thb
context of.on-going reform of the educational system_in
yugoslavia to straighten this out.

#
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It was expected that the future congresses of trade unions and
the LCY, along with the efforts ot,adult edocators. might
rectify things, tt Wis thought that WUs ought to preserve
the nature and function that had been plenned,for them when
they were set up in the early fifties. However, because of
'changed social conditions and more ,complex,tasks're8ultin9
lrom these Changes, .it was dogicalto.expect that Wlis'
function would be different from that originally-planned.
The trade_unions' conference.stressedsthat Wps ought to
remain adult education Institutions dealing with basic aduit
educatidn and Vocatival, socio-economic, and, political
education and culture loc workers,,direct producers in
particular.

29

In otherwerds, it seemed necessary,to fight tendencies
41.

to turn WUs 'into schools or dervices or to meddle in managerial

businesses, do,ing all kinds of services that would have ab
immediate effect but in reality, have nothing to'do with education
and culture. was necessary to sa0e something that waS

once a good educational concept but began to, be explpited
in a non-educational manner. Social action was the ohly
way for them to keep their specific nature and.stay as a
OvolUtiOnary component in the system of.education'in the
cctuntry. Unfortunately, some deviations in the concept of

'WUs contlnued into the seventies.

<,

4
, Financing of Workers' Universities

, I

This is not only thorvital but also the most complicated '(

for WUs.' It is complicated because all the contradictions,
search for new methods, and dilemmas concerning the financing

of-education, Science, and culture in a.self-managing society
have been reflected in WUs. Since they deviatectfurthest
from the old state-budgeted system of finance, the dilemmas

and coretradictiOns/have bein more stronVy reflected:in them.
In theory, the prdgram of a WU is financed: not the institution

al such, service(s) rendered by a WU is determined by the
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system-of Ancome creatiOn, and realization of the service

is based on the contract signed between two parties -- the

user and the provider of the service. AS a rule, the- users

are organs of bhe socio-political commuhity (the commune),
. .

socio-political organizations, worker organizations,' communities

of education, or individuals. Some of.these work-organizations

and Socio-politica4 communities can and should help finance

all,spherep of eftcation, while, others should contribute to

only some. This solution was.tho'ught the most,appropriate

in tbis phaseW' the development of the society (in the -

ongoin4 process of social and economic reform) and all of

the universities were "eicpected to support it.v.115 insist on

centralization of funds and financing of the total 1t
education program from one source Would mean going bask pp

the old practice.-- Howevdr, i.n actual practide, as the

conference.stressed,this.solution had great difficulties,

and WUs could not be blamed for this kind of situation,

although-sOme.didislow down this prbeess through their

polickes, una4aptability, 'and,the-immaturkty of their cadres.3°

--UnfOrturiatelY, worker orgenitation# were still insufficiently

interested'in ttie education of their worecere.and showed

,no keenées for financing it; 41 'particular,'their interest

:was lacking in'eftcation'for self-manageqent, as D. Filipovi6

, bas illuStrated. Aii,shown in:liable 14, :attendance at courses

and seminare.4n socio-eConomic education markedly dpclined,

While that of seMinareand courses providing general and.

VoCational educatiodincreased.slOftly,
31 FilipoviC pointed

out that cqmparable *data for geheral, vocational, and .

socio-economic education_in*Us had been collected only since

.4963-64: He further stated that the,humber of,studente

completing'vocational education seminars and cOurees had

been fairly even, while.thenumber cbMpleting courses in

Socio-economic and general educatioh had.fluctuatecten He

-also provided date on the composition of students comRleting

courses, in aclut edUcation.at,Ws,'as .ehown in Table 15.

$
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TABLE 14 ,

NUMBER OF AND ATTENDANCE AT SEMINARS AND COURSES
BY KIND OF EDUCATION,_1963-64 TO 1967-68

1463-64 1964-65 1965-66 1966-67 1967-60

Seminars and Courses

Gener'al education 3,122 3,712 3,799 "4,119 4,116
Vocational education 2,524 2,614 2,451 2,382 2,635
Socio-economic

education 2,486 .4 518 '2,912 3,023 .2,571.

-

Studenti Completing Seminars and Courses

General education 95,368 '102,437 120,3i0 108,554 108,775
VocatiOnal education 75,162 75,984 76,441 71,546 78;143.,
Socio-economic

education 157,973 134,792. 108,171 121,435 c91,344

Data: Statisti6ki bitten, 540;`for 1967-68 preliminary
data, Federal Statistical Office.

Source: Workers' Universities 1959-68, in Yugoslav Survey,
Vol. 10, No.. 4(1969), p. 123.

Ai can be seen in Table 15, the interest of'various
categories of adUlts'in particular kinds of education varied
considerably: Bluer and whits-collar workers were most
interested in socio-economic educetiOnfollowed by vocational
and general education, and farmers were interedted in

.vbcational and general, education.'

'Communities of education were not-too willing to accept
funding of basic adult education and sometimes vocational
education. .The conference stressed that sobio-politiCal
organizattons allocated funds in ark unorganiied way, to

some extent, with the.exCeption of the LCY hnd the trade
33unions. "It was thought that synchronizedefforts-from

thk Federation down-to worker organisation would help
finance WU activities:
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TABLE 15

PERCENTAGE COMPOSITION OF, THOSE COMPLETING SEMINARS
AND COURSES AT WUs pif KIND OF EDUCATION,

1963-64 TO 1967-68

General
bducation-

Vocational
education

Socio-economic
, education

1963-64
a

Blue- and white-collar
workers '

55.2 p 69.4 82.3

Farmers, 11.0 21.140 8.8

Others 33.8 9.5 8.9

1965-66

Blue- and white-collar 47.8 63.1 79.6
workers

w

Farmers .10.1 27.8 8.4

Others 42.1 9.1 12.0

1967-68

Blue-and whitp-collar
workers

50.8 64.3 71.7

Farmers 14.1 26.6 J11.6

Others 35.1 9.1 16.7

Data: Statistiaki hilten, 371 and 494, dnd for 1967-68
'preliminary data, Federal Statistical Office.

Source: Workers' Universities 1959-1968, p. 124.

This situation was bound up with the general attitude

towards adult education.ln Yugoslavia, which was unsatisfactory

to say thp least. The then Secreted of Culture and Education,

.Of the Republic of Bosnia and Herzegoyina thought that:.

In our system of eaucation, which is
sttll burdened wip: the recidivisnis qf
bouigeois thinkin1j and the classic
division of labour, in the system which
is emencipati* itself convulsively under
the conditions of a new self-Managing
society, adult education has not been
sufficiently objectively understood,
although thas Nien declared a necessity
of modern tiMes.34

.139
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Maybe this "necessity of modern times" would have tied more
solfleipect if it had been morejlashy and more attractive:
tioverthelliss, the development of MUs was certainly challenging
and rewarding.

p.

140
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6

THE PERIOD OF RECgSSION, 1969-72

Developments after 1965 were the subject oe discussion

and dispute at meetingi of the Central Couhcil of the Yugoslav

Trade Unions in,1968'and 1976, and also at.the meeting of

representative, of WW1 and PUs at Crikvenica in 1975. ln

a report of the Commission for Education,- Science, and.

Culture Of the Central Council orthe trade unions, .it was

said that after 1965 "many, of the most capable workers left

the material production, changed their qualifications at

WW1.," switching to ,so-called clerical jobs (administrative,

economic, stenotypist4,organizatiOhs, and the like). It

would be useful to have data on the number of workers who left

-material production in this period, but none were available

for this "study.

Vocational education largely beciime"a marketable commodity.
0

Tuition fees became one of the more significant motivations

to provide such education and e basiC source of fuAs et

'WUs. Individual workers paid for thiskind of iducation

. And qualifications. Often their motivation was simply to

get some qualification, whiCh neither met eh. basic needs

bf material Produttion ndr advanced peoductivity. This was

a reflection of a social situation'in which relations betwen

the accumulation anedistribution of income wer undeveloped,

And remuneration accordin9 to work output was not,yet dominaft.

Also, the economic position of workers in non-industrial

ectors was'relatively better compared to that of the workers

tit
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in material production. Consequently, permanent and non-formal
.%education were disappearing at WUs.

The period 1969-72 was'difficult for WUs% According'
to the assessment of the Commission of Culture and Education
of the Central Council of trade unions, this WAX a time when
the influence of liberal, nationalistic, and other
anti-self-managing forces was felt in all spheres of life.
Ws were left td'themselves in this period. One of the basic
activities or programs, that of political education, in
many Wils was lowest in popularity. A change Occurred in
the relationships between almost all the social organizations
and WUs reflected particularly-in the former's attitude

.

toward the basic programs for training and edUcating the
workers in self-management and poAtics. Many organizations ,

of the ICY and trade unions in communes and worker organisations
ceased to give aid to WUs. Comparable data provided by trade
unions tell about the "narrowing" Of political educatIon
in the last few years: in 1960-61 there were 7,234 seminars
Ald courses with 299,060 participants; in 1968-69'there

2.Were 2,716 courses with 136,138 participants.1 S. lonkovic
-provided data related to socio-economc education, as shown -

in Table 16.

TABLE 16

STATISTICS ON SOCIO-ECONOMIC EDUCATION, 1958-69

Year No. of Seminars Attendance

1958-59

1964-65

1968-69

2,140,

2,716

83,837

177,843

1_40,879

Source: Teorila i praksa samoupravljanja (Beograd, 1972),
p. 997.

At meetings of representatives of WW1. IA was stressed
that only.the trade unions did hot ohangeiheir attitude

112
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towards WUs in this period. However, even trade unions have

ben inconsistent. The trade unions' commission.indicated

that trade unions have not been.the kind of social narce which

could withstand current trends. However, trade unions alone

tried.to get WUs back to their.baiic self-managementband

political education programs and prevent the commercializatfon

of adult education. According to. the Commission, the essence

of the problem lay An the abandoning of action on the part

of the sociopolitical organizations to secure'basic material
(.

and_socio-political assumptions for the sell-management

education of workers.

When old sources of funding dried up, WUs began to offer

their programs to work okganizations and socio-political

organizations which showed interest in them on a service

purchase basis. As social action got weaker, the "buying

of programs" became symbolic. Under thoSe conditions, many

worker organizations began to neglect compl4te1y,the needs
,

of workers for'self-management and Marxist education.
3

.

When educationAl programs thus became a.merchandise,

learning becameilhpopular, While getting dip0Mas became very

fashionable. The climate for education anth'cutture1 was

unfavourable, as reported at the Fifth Ann Assembly of

the Conit`ederation of WUs and Ptis of Serbi

The value of.knowledge has dropped very;

low; diplomas are more appreciated.
Large numbers of people believe that
other kinds of criteria (not the knOwledge)
.prevail in the instance of getting a
job or determining somebody's pay, such
as acquaintances, connections. Therefore,
nobody rushes in'education. Some individuals
are ashamed to say they Study something, 4fr
especially if what they are studying is
not directly related to their jobs.4 ,

-A comprehensive report on WUs in Belgrade also examined

huMan and psychological factors. It saidt "When 'a person (

studies something, he or she wishes this be recognized by

a diploma...."5 This comment was written in 1976 and seem,

Jeasonable, being reminiscent of a titile, Biome twenty years

113
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earlier, when D. PavloviC showed a tendency to overlook this
factor.

What was basic, from society:a point of view, that the
union between WUs and worker organizations was decayirigr
the union was reduced to'a buying and selling relationship
and was realized to a large degree through the leading
people in worker organisations.

For'years, WIdi had not received sufficient funds for
basic Adult education, so fees' had to be paid by workers
theMeelves. The Commission of Culture and Education of the
trade unions initiated a debate in the Constitutional Court
'of Yugoslavia against tmition foithe basic education Of
workers. In 1972 this Court-decided that tuition for bésic

aadult education Was unlawful. Although the Commission's
appraisal was that WU* had made a fine contribution to the
vocational training of workers and also affirmed,the need
for permanent educatin Ot workers, it asserted that the
activities,of these institutions in vocational education
and training had had a certain negative impact on education
for self-management. Inasmuch as they were extending their
activities in vocational education, mani WUs decreased
activities in political education for workers and finally
abolished them. WUs opened the same kinds of vocational
Achools that had existed in communes. Large-scale courses
for typists became an excellent source of incor4e for WUs,
but they also caused a eocial problem: For example, in 1974
in Serbia, there were 2,633 typists without a job, and only
339 job openings. JSa already stressed, getting a certificate

,seems to have been,the only motivation for most workers, and
'worker organisations in many cases abstained from paying fees
simply because these. certificates did pot reflect production

- needs. Most workers could not get a job. As a result,
the list of temporary, unemployed workers grew, along with
the illusion that they were well 'trained and gualitied.
What WUs needed badly was ection and effort by society at
large, not by local administration, because it Would be
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irtresponsible and dangerous to surrender adult education

to market dynamics.

The crisis over ba sic programs and activities in WUs

and the negative trend that started after 1965 and wai

manifested in the diminishing interest for political and

self-Management,education, lasted until the iwenty-first

Session of the Presidency of the LCY in 1972. An organized

action that started after the seventh Congress of the Yugoslav

Trade Unions and was followeTby republican congresses and

trade unions conferences was to bring WUs back to their

basic program of training and education of workers for

self-mangement. Especially after the tenth Congress.of the

LCY in 1974, WUs and society in general began to change.

Commercialization, lowering of program standrads, and other

negative factors began to be rectified. One should keep

in nand that Yugoslavia is the kind of society that researches

her ,speio-political structure and changes at its core. Thus

in 1973, the situation was changed significantly for the

betterCtwo-thirds of the' WUs in'the country again offered

.programs in .self-management ed,ucation. Comparable data

provided by trade unions read as follows: in l968-69,ttle

number of participants in courses in political education

'.;as 136,138. In 1972-73, their number was 267,000 and in

1974-75, theirlpumber reached soo,opo.6

A-doted.Yugoilav andragogue and social psycklogist,

Professor M. Zvonarevi6 of Zagreb University, pointed out

th pre alent views expressed recently that there is no

su h th ng as special education for self-management and

that in teal, a manager should get throughout his entire

education that educational content necessary for self-management.

According to Zvdna,revi6, it.is perhaps this isolation of

self-management education from overall educational process

that has caused a number of weaknesser and a certain degrading

of it3 reputation in the eyes of self-managers themselves.
7

S. Tonkovi6 wrote in 1972 that,the nagative trend in

socio-ecOnomic education manifested by WUs and PUs had not

1 fo
.vs
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bean seriously analyzed. He mentionedlas possible reasons:
the greater contribution by the practice of self-management
as a medium for acquiring knOwledge during the two decades,
and the role of TV and other means of communication, especially

8papers issued by worker organizations. TonkoviC indirectly+14

stressed the need for more research studies in this aren of
ldult education.

Research xn Culture

J
.

M. Dedic wrote about "cultural emancipation" in worker
organizations, and the ever greater presence of culture in
production. Modernization of production and democratizcition%

of human relations, it.was believed,,pould not be accomplished
without modern technology and professional people, but the
cultural life of the producers self-managers was also
;necessaiy. According to Ueda, aesthetic education in worker
organizations was a complex and permanent process.

Aesthetic education at the WU of Belgrade has had a fine ,

tradition and the universii4 itself. hts enioyed the reputationlk 1
t of having the best amateur clubs in the dbuntry for talented

workers and citizens. At the beginninq, this sducation
covered only five areas: literature, fine arts, theatre,
music, and film. Film has been dominant in the programd and
was larg-ely a means of entertainment. In the early 1970s,
aesthetic education included twenty different fields, in
addition to the five mentioned, elementary creation, .

.

synthesized programs, exhibitions, activities related to
spreading interest for book-reading, forums, visits to
'cultural sites, and so on. Group seminars were also very
popular. It is interesting to note that siXty per cent ofl
the to

It

lvIctivity was raalizediat Worker organizations and
fourty er cent outside them. -

The research undertaken by the WU of Belgrade in 1970-72
produced interefting findings related to.changes in the

\affinity of workers under the influence of the cultural and
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'educational programs (that is, of worker; who were exposed

to the programs): first, previous affinities were retained;

for instance, folk music still held first place; second,

broader and more important interests were opening p in

other'spheres such as the motion picture, basiCally home,

moviee, comedy, Yugoslav prose literature,,documentaries;

and drama. A breakthrough in this group of widening interests

was made with the introduction of fine arts and pop music.

Another group that left workers largely indifferent_w40

serious music, cartoons, tragedy, sculpture, architeCture,

and poetry.

DediC also'stressed that the effects of aesthetic education .

couldAA: followed through changes in the way workers spent

their free time. Here it is not the iritakest in culture

0n4 artistic values that matter so much, but the objective

factors such as living standard, time, and habits. The,fact.

that one-third to one-half the workers weie involved

extra work* explains thatassive activities such as resting

and sleeping Ire determined by existing possibilities.9

Due to the integration between WUs arid Pus, the number

of WUs in 1973 totalled 209. Many PUs which operated in

communes where both PUs and WUs had been at work integrated

with WUs._1
4

is

* "The worker is not stimillated to work well and mil4 enough

money at his work plate, because we have not worked out
sufficiently the principle of income distribution according

to work output. Therefore, productivity at work places
is lower than it should be, and the worker is engaged in

4 extra work. But if we add the results he achievies at hit

work place to those at extra work,*the analysis will clearly
show that the Yugoslav worker works more tban anybody else

in Europe." The statement was made by M. Spiljak, President
of the Yugoslasi Trade Unions at the Trade-Unions' conference
"in Belgrade in January 1978. See Politika, January 31, 1978,'

p. 7.
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est,

RECOVERY AND TRANSFCMMATION1

WORKERS' UNIVERSITIES,

1972-78

Man's bappiness cannot be brought.about
by the state, or the system; or the
political party. The happinees of man
can b created by flim only. Therefsme,
the,avant-garde forces of socialism and
the socialist society can havO one
objective only.: according to the -

possibilities of the given historical
moment, create conditions for man to feel
free in his personal expression and
creation so that he can on the basis of
the social ownership of the means of
production aci freely and create things
for his happiness. That ie self...management.

1
Edvard Kardelj, 1971.

Some researchers have pointed out that we should consider

'yugoslavia a country occupying a unique position in today's`

World.. J. Kolaja noted that this has come about not only

Ilas a result of the country's policy of non-alignment in the

potitical struggle between West and fast, but also as a

//consequvence 6f certain internal developments that hair token

place in Yugoslavia since 1950. 2/

In thts connection, Professor A. TanoviC of the University

of Sarajevb is eveft more helpful. He' has stressed some

basic principles-or values of Yagoslav soqiety: the revolaion

has determined the Yugoslav present and future, its socialist

self-management, the federal system, national equality, the
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brotherhood of peoples and national minorities, the countty's

independence, non-alignment and struggle for world peace,

the inalienable income and the inalienable freedom of man

hnd people. 3

At this point, it will be useful to draw the major

co-oidinates of the present educational system in Yugoslavia

because this will be helpful in describing the new position:

of WUs'and show modern Yugoslav society in relation to

major world te dencies. In this connection, the writings

of Professor . Pe'6ujliC of Belgrade University are useful.-

Peuj lie wrot about the scientific-technological revolution

and the tran formation of self-management'from partial into

integral as he central theme of the Yugoslav future. , The

world situa Lon today, as he defined it, is not just a

prolongation of the preceding one; it is largely a qualiatively

new(situation. Mankind is at the crossroads*of civilization

and of a new material world and epoch-making changes. "New

mighty production forces are being created and now human

needs arZ maturing," he stresset1.4

The Yugoslav conception of education is based on.these

ideas: permanent education; flexibility of forms, with

horizontal and vertical connections between all levels of

education from pre-.schoo)-to University; equality of.forms

of education at echools and extra-curricular institutions;

youth and adult education; the acquisition of educational

values from work; and rationalization and modernization of

education and teaching techniques.

In his article in Adult Leadership of 1977, S. Parmerie

listed the principles'of adult education in YugoslaVia as'

liven in SaviC'evi6's.book The System of Adult EdudatiOn in

Yugoslavia: permanence :. dialectic materielism holds thatall

things are in constant process of change; thus, education

must be a continuous process; democracy: statutory eniitlement

makes all forms of education dvailable to all citizens;

decentralization: control and operation are under the tuipides

. of local districts, communes, and worker organizatiops;
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unity: adult education is closely interwoven with regular

education; diversity and dynamism: the concept of multiple

programs; and voluntarism: the lack of legal compulsion. .

,.

The entire approach, which combines the above prin plea,

ritis unique and provides room for modernization, Fa rie '

concluded. 5
The system.is also based on the new socio-economic

position of education in society, namely One,in which worker

.organizations and educational institutions co-operate (my

italiCST in establishing educational policy and the means

to realize it.

The on-going reform of the educational system in Yugoslavia

was described by S. SalahoviC as the "strategy of chhnge"

within education. Basically, it means acapting and

functionalizing education, increasing%its, effeCtiveness and

productivity.And integrating'it more closely with self-managementjf

Pe6101iC considers reform of education an integral pa4

Of the sciehtific-technological revolution. The basic

orientation of this penetrating reform, "which.ie.,nearinf

a real cUltural revolution," is an integral linking up of the

educational-scientific and the work process. Change has

become a way of life. Legions of workers trained in the

Industrial Revolution will have to be reorientated. The fact

that thirty-three years is the average age ofiths.work force

means that milliom-men armies will be working actively for

two and a half or three more decades. However, what is siriking

is the data .showirig that about balf a million morkers and

employees occupy positions beyond their qualifications; also,

the structure of the managerial staff is somewhat ossified.

According to Pe6ujli6, a solution'to this problem cannot be

found outside the complementary education of large groups

of workers. 8
T6 need for vocational, retrlaining is becoming

a fact of life.
.

-Ln the early seventies, a,bew program Wee added to NIUs'

curriculuM idUcation of the population for,defende. The

program is. not ddsigned for the operation,of defence

technologies only; its ideological and Patriotic components

159
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ari eqaally kmportanf There,are thus:the follAiinTABubtyitemit

WUs' durriculum struttures.general eduioat4.lnu7,,

socio-edonpmic_edutation,...vocationaledUcaiidh;*seltl-defente, .

and culture.: ghis structuxe,iS-supPosed to-girarantee
/12-7;

variety:of eddCitional and dOlturai:progFMs. Thlt major

concerns apPear to Di transfer oVknOiledge_a40 sAileolsYthe-
.

teaching a cultural values.in;Order to help people chan30:-
,

. .

their way oflife and work, the helping of4ieople

their objectivps anddetermine means to achieVO .vithem.and to
7

increase productivity
.

;,!--'Since 1977, basic adtilt-educalop, now_SUbSidized by the-
Communiti-of Basic Education, has become.'t4WOf;the'Vaii

. , 4
Importnt WU;programs In Yugoslavia. 'Attordieg to the_trade

6nions: evalu4tion. WUs give excellent results in this areS:°

In relation to the total number of.the peopleWho have: -

coMpleted.basic educatiOn,...that iseightyRars of schodring,

in:the,non-formal education system', over ninety per cent.of:,-

these i½ave ,itt'ainedthasit edutation'at WUs.:Th4 is'remarkabe

for twO reiSons: first, no working pearson is expected to*pay

lbr his,badic education, and Second, cOnsideriing that

Yugoslavia still has ..,12:.tR,raliias;L'_a-erf.:6--fa-te .people,

everyworker-Must attain functional literaty as a founclation
To-

fcir further training and..education.
,

V. AndriloviC a 'the WU of Zagreb wrote in COnverOnce,
in 197A thatsociety PressUres,individualstO learn but

;gives them- little opportunity toleirn-Sffectively. Therefore,

new Meanifof-leacning are being Sougnt; differentlorms of

consultation, tutorials and- distance education, utililation-
.of radio and TIT,:filmi computerfi,_andlepetially7prepared

textbookt-Itir indepen44ntIearnert.1 :In particular,,,he

strestied programmed instruction 4.s Waspebt 'of miodernization

on the operational level;, it. is a;more"\humanizedladutational,

procedure which respects inaividu4 differences, whichii
id

.beginning to.be uses:Lin Yugoslavia a-lfrtge vale. A
tlajor role in prOgrammed instruction; ;played by:the-WU

of Zagreb, Whlch has a )1peci4i Departient foi gtOgrammed

*
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Instruction. Atcording to Andrilovic, the total number of

programmed instructiCW periods by different educational

forms suth as schools, courses, and seminars within the WU

of Zagreb in 1974 was about 2,000.
11

Neverttieless, WS were still under attack by,trade unions

for being alow to Utilize the new common policy adopted after

th 19,69.7.72 crisis by'all the republics and autonomous

provinces, that is,' the policy of bringing education for

self-managemInt back into focus at. Wye. A decision was made

to set up iled$tional institutions -- Self-managers' Clubs*

un

--
-

by trade 'i, ons, and Marxist centres by the LCY. The clubs

were defined as an "aiding organism" of leading social forces.

There were about eighty clubes at work in 1976. Both Clubs and

centres were designed tO work within the' WUs and outside them.
12

,

Recently, WUs started to help Yugoslav migrant workers with

temporary jobs in West Germany. These workers have been faced

with the' prOblems of training and education. One report said

that about seventy per cent of thoiM hive not completed basic

edUCation and many have no qualifications at.all. In*addition,

they cannot speak German, so cannot:take advantage of facilities

in Germany, -The Yugoslav government has decided they ingst be

helped by-education and trlping as tt is hoped that their

return wilr contribute to a skilled Labour pool in Yugoslavia.

The same fitport siated that three,Yugoslav WUs have been involved

in'this mission. -- the wUs dt.Sarajevo agd New,BelgrAde and the

School Centre of Niki The adult eduOationpxtension of the

SU of 8arajevo began to notation in Hannover, West Germany,

in September 1974;13

Statistics show that, in 1975-76, WUs int Yugoslavia offered

13,526 courses and seminars attended,by 569,000 persons and

And 22,194-pub1ic lectures attanded by 1,4D9,000 c4rsona.
14

J. Lowe of the Organization fOr Economic' Cooperiiion.

Setting up Of ,first clUbs dates back to 1955j since 1971
there has been more emphasison establishing new Chiba,
especially:After the SecOnd-Congresb of salf-managers,and'
'the Tenth Congress of the LCY.
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and Development (OEM in Paris, described WUe.,..in Yugoslavia

in 1975 as "among.the most original of adult óducation

institutions."* He also remarked that they have.not yet

'received the internation1tl re'Co*tion'they deserve. 15

However, WUs have been goirthrouigh a serious crisis.

Over the yeats problems have acCumulated and So have weaknesses.'

I. (4,ci& of Zagreb wroCe that WUrlynust be reformed'and largely

redefined. He insisted that the starting point in this

transformation was in social relations, above all in the

re irmation ond redefinition of the position and role

of the working class in Yugoslavia. His thesis is that the

transformatibn ought to be accomplishedin the spirit of the

socialist transformation of associated labour and society

in general; in the new rellttions being created through

introduction of the system of delegates and communities of

interest; also in the reaffirmation of the ideological

capability of socio-p9litical organizations, the. LCY, the

Socialist Alliance of the Working People of Yugoslavia,

and the trade unions.** Briefly, according to CeeiC, WUs

as andragogical institutions in their morevermanent orientation

will have.to be directed towards associated laboue in its

broadest sense, first Of all the assoCiated labour in

production, on the level of the basic organization of
.

Their origiaality lies in the high degree of workers'
contrbl, the stress Upon relAaing course content to needs
of the learners, the variety of teaching methods used,
the training of all teachers specifically tddeal with
aOults, and maintenance of Close rapport tetWeen teachers
and learners, as well as regular programs of research.into
workers' education and .teaching methods, courses continually
analyzed and assessed, and, above all, the location of
premises in worker organization!. See Lowe's The Education
pf Adults: A World Perspective, OISE, Toronto; ONESCO
Press, 1975, pp. 135-4t.

** Some of the new terms and categories, in particular those
intrOduced in the 1974 Constitution of the SFRY, ought
to be qualified; thus, associated labour, system of
delegates, coMmunities of interest, and the Basic
Organization of Aisocfated Labour (BOW are all defined.
in tap glossary at the beginning of this studY.
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assoOatedslibour:the system-of delegates, self-managing

comm4nities of interest, and the politicil structures such

as the LCY, trade unions, and the Socialist
1

Alliance of

the Working People.
16

E. Kardelj dilicussed two closed educational systems in

Yugoslavia: one 1.*he clasoical school system, which is
.

/1 /
"closed and separated from ipc4a1 work," in which educated

people are educe* Outside the system of associated labour,
. .,

and the other,,*hich ts found in associated labouK, that

is', in the organitatioqs of aesociated labo , WUs, and

simiLar out-of-school insItutionsmand.Is ma nly closed

in itself &nd undeveloped. Kardelj has argued for integration

of the two systems .17
,

In November 1975, eighty-five representatAves pf PUs and

WUsAyhthered at a sympAsium at Crikvenica to discuss the

grim situation in which they found themselves. The dominating

,
questions were how to ieep reipect for and how to realize

plans for Kis, how'to enhance and advance the institutions

by better, more efficient methods, orgdnizational methods,
,....

and programs for working people; how to rid the institutions

from anything alien and unsuitable; basically, how to reassert

...

the true meaning of WUs. The symposium stressed that the_JV

attitudes of ihe LCY and trade unions'had created a favdeiable 6.,

climate and that WUs should take advantage of itvidermore,

that major forces for their transformation ought to be found,

in the institutions themselves.

The meeting also discussed WUs' "diseases," such as
It_

their being unable to impose new concepts of education by

work and educaiion,from rork (see_Appendix II); their

being pushed into the market game. The Congresses in republics

of the LCY have pointed to what Tay be the only way out:
.

.

WUs ought to gualifY for creative inclusion into the 'reform

of the total system of educatiOn in the country.* Concerning

*,The goal of the present reform is to create a social ffamework
in which education will not depend on the economic and social
Position of the individual. The reform'is based on permanence
and the concept of alternacing labour and education.
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the trend towards integration that came about in the late

sixtbis and early seventies, there has been no real integration

/in terms of integrated teams and expertise and exper4ence,

means and resources, programs to enabae people to deal with

complex problems ed education and culture. Repeatedly, the

argument was made for a strong material and financial base

ofor WUs, as it was maintained that their own resources were-

ihaufficient.-

New efforts were made to regulate the social status of

WYs.
18

Thus inthe Socialist Reputlic of Croatia a self-managing

community oi interest was set Up.to encourage,socio-economic

education. In the Social,ist Republic of Bosnia and Herzegovina

and that of.Macedonia, legislation was passed to settle the

issue of financing self-management education through..a

tonununity of interest. The first steps were made towards

establishing WUs oh the basis of the new ConstitutiOn of

1974." More developed WUs were organized according to the

model of work organization, that is, they set up-basic

organiiations of associateplabour, while less'developed

WUs followed the pattern of'the organization of associated

labourfaithout setting up basic organizations.

The fact remains that transofmration was moving slowly.

The Report of the Commission of the Yugoslav Trade Unions

stated: "There is not enough activity still towards a thorough

transformation of the total social position of the WUS,on

the basis ot establishing 'mew self-management relations

between the WOs and organizations of associated labour in
.19

material prOdUdtion and other parts'of associated labour.

The\problem has been,streased as one of the.most crucial to

*Constitutional regulations pertaining to the right to
education, linking education with associated labour, and
alternating labour with education, are fully set out
in the Resolutions of the Tenth Congress of the LCY.
This is based on Dr. Savi6evi6's Recurrent Education
end the Transformation of the System oI Education in
Yugoslavia (University of Belgrade, December 1976),
pp. 10.44.
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be solved.* Why? Who is accountable for the slowness and
inefficiency in transformation? These are questions for
a separate study. The,answers On be .found in the context
of the general transformation of society to self-management.**
As the trade unions' report stressed, ihe problem of further
self-managing organization of WUs is the key question in
the efforts towards their radical transfotmation. 20

In July 1972^ Zagreb I interviewed Aleksander *ovaCi'o,
the late President of the Cdnfederation of theyUs and PUs of
Croatia, editor-ln-chief of Andragogila, founder of the
Yugoslav Summer School of Andragogues, and a distinguished
andragogue. From the point of view of years of experience
in dealing with Wus, he talked about the current situation.
He said that WUs were not in a financial crisis; that they .

* At present, it seems, the success of the_ transformation
-in the country depends on the efficient'kealization of
the.conceptual determinations drafted.in the Constitution
of SFRY, the Oionstituflons of the Republi6 and Provinces,
the Resolutions of the Tenth Congress of LCY (1974),
and the Basic Law on Associated Labour (1976). See ,
SaviCeviC's Recurrent Education and the'Transformation...
(Belgrade, 1476), p. 19.

** Economically, Yugoslavia has.reached a point in her
development wtkere she is assuMing all the characteristics
of a developed economy: the national per capita is close
to U.S. $2,000, Yugoslav self-management is viewed
increasingly as a system rather than an experiment,
"capable of resolving.complex problems and overcoming *
contradietions in the very complex imternational economic
conditions." see an interview given by K. Gligorov,
President of the Federal Assembly, to Politika, the Belgrade
daily,,January 20., 1978, p. 7. On the other hand, modern
Yugoslavia is a society with many contradictions -- of a
class, national, economic, and cultural nature; substantial
trahsformations are underway and reflected in the way of
life of the people, their value and-belief systems; class
conflicts have different forms, such as conflicts between
self-management and nationalism, burisAucracy, technocracy,
the radical left, and anarchism. Neverheless, sól&manageMent
has been victorious and is constantlorgrowing. See

' interview with Tanovi6,in Politika, January.12, 1978:
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wese as big and well equipped as business concerns and

Made Money. Kova6ic,said that earlier, trade unions, republic

governments, end Yugoslav theorists took pri in WUs and

tried to develop them according o the best cOpt. But

today, WUs have the clientele, and workers pay well for

WU education, but WUs have no more patrons. KovaCiC also

stressed as indicative of the situation that demand for the

andragogical literature had diminished considelkably.

If existing confederations and communities had been

more active, Kis probably would have been more efficie

resolving vital questions of their survival. According to

the trade unions, the confederations are not sufficiently

linked to the self-managing communitY of interest for education

and vulture on the level of republics and autonomous

provinces. 21 They.do not.act together in making educational

policy. Therefore, both confederations and conununitres

will have to be tranSformed on the basis of the Constittation

and Law on Associated Labour.

WUs have suffered from two serious crises: the crisis

of the program conceptionind'the crisis of the rofessienal

cadres: Andr4gogy as a science hfs- been conce'ptua zed to lay

a decisivt . role in.the program policy of Wt.'s. In the ual ly
.

'compatible relationship of andragogical prac ce and theory,

Wtfactivitres have been a foundation for t cle:sppment of

andrhgogical theory. However, in recenty ars, instead

of developing new methodologies and tech 1.egles, WUs have

alienated themselves froM the.scientific base of andOgogy.

Therb must be a tevolution of cadres in WUs because the

crisis of'faster mastering of new technologies is largely

the crisis of.cadres. The considerable fluctua.ticin in

professionaf staff, which brought about the ertiplOymentyi

insufficiently trained and inexperienced personnel, is a

serious problem in the effective further development of WUs.

With the increasing number of clerical staff, WUs now have an

extra-heavy financial burden, while in many causes major projects

are still'being designed and carried out by part-time associates.

t
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.
It Seems

1
clear that WUs aloes are not to blame for

becoming what they once would neverlhave considered becoming.,

-.Once theV fought and struggled for the new and progrgesive
in education and culture, and put it into practipe. This

y'`''.

practice was

(
he foundation for Yugoslav andragogical theory.

Also, this ve practice has earned a good reputstion 'both
at home and abroad. There ate still progressive tendencies. .

at WUs, but little or no enthusiasm although WUs are much
,

stronger now in size of staff and material resources.
.

The theory of andragogy seems to be separate from practice
at WUs; there is little mutual'reiOect or interest between
them. Consequently, development of both prattice and theory
is lagging and so rdbm is made for conservati4e, traditional
models and institutional consciousness. Therefore, serious
efforts are needed to restore andragogical 'theory and practice.

It is time numerous part7time associates and participants
weee involved in.reform through the self-management agreements
for the purpose. of helping WUs to enhance their 'reputatiod
and status. Part-time associates: who once stood as pillArs in

.

WUs, influence these institutions less and less or are less
responsible for them. Participants, whb continue to attend. -".

classes and lectures in large numbersseein to have taken the
rol'e of humble examination candidates, fighters for diplomas '

only; few exercise their self-management rights and behaVe,
like adult learners.

The inclusion of WUs in associated labour and their
co-operation with socio-political organizations will no

IPdoubt make it possible for programs to reflect the.true
needs and wishes of adult workers for education, cUlture,

-and the general progress of society. With their fleXible
and upbureaucratic nature, they can acgommodate the new
social situation, but they must not lose sight of' their
original purpose. With the new organization of WUs Whi0h favour
basic organization of the associated labour model, though
it'seems to guarantee that nobody from outside'will intetfere
with income created and distributed in the basic organizations,
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there may be a danger that the basic organizations, simply

.by thinking tco much..about their-incume, overlook the-

goats and interests.of WUs as a whole. I hope that Wbs will
-

be strong enough from Within'to resist this tendency.

The complexity of preSent programs demands .their

modernization and that they be eontinuo-usly evaluated.

Competent specialists,will be required to make such evalmations.

Finally, it will t.ake,time and co-operation to find solutions

for WUs thatwili provide the impetus, needed for ongoing

reform of the edUcational system-in Yugoslavia. One thing ,

ought to be kept in mind: WUs were set..up to meet new edUcational

needs resulting from the social transformation in yugoilavia

that took place in the 1950s; it is imperative that the

social transformation of the 1970s benefit them now.

In conclusion,' I think that in today's'world educational

community, which is still characterized lay traditional methods

of education, WUs have been very mseful adult education,

institut ns and that there is still need for them. Social

planners annot easily replace them. In Yugoslavia, they

havesynthesized the best-theory and practice in adult

education. All workers cah learn to produce more efficiently;

better quality of their products can be achieved; each product
4

can be made more efficient; communication among individuals'

and collectives,can be made More fruitful; relationships'
ad

among people can be made more humane; all in all, life itself

can be enhanced by new intdrests, information, and cultural

values.

I believe,that WUs can contribute to removing wbat hindera

genuine communication and responsible relationships,between

individuals and society /at large. WUs can be the means of

integration of education and culture, and can become centres

of inquiry where lifelong opportunities for learning are,

available.

1 59
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APPENDIX I

t

The appendix outlines the organizational structure ofthe worker self-management and its major components.

The Council

The Council is the organ of social management of a WU..At the WU of Zagreb, .the Council in 1964 had thirty-sevenmembers.* Nineteen members of the Council are elected bymembers of the work community of the WU by direct vote: theremaining eighteen members are delegated by other work
organizationa (enterprises, socio-political organizations,
and professional organizations). The President and the
Vice-President of the Council are elected by members of
the Council from among themselves at the first session.

The basic tasks, duties, and rights of the Council are;

(1) to consider and decide all vital questions related tothe activities and development of the institutiOn;
(2) to decide on the prospective development of the

institution; in particular to make decisions regarding
the annual plan of the WU;-

(3) to analyze and approve the realisation of the semi-annalki
and annual plans; to be concerned with basic materialanci social eonditions regarding fulfillment of the
inetitute's tasks;

* Those are 1964 statistics and are based on the
published by the WU of Zagreb undei the title
.sveueiliOte u obsasovaniwitadrova is privrode

eor 1964) , fiy-V. veltid et 1.

. 1 74

-

:monograph
Ab14120131(1
-nriieiE-

,
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(4) to discuss and approve thy. draft annual financial plan
(revehues and expenditures plan):. to analyze realization
of the same and to decide on the-final balance sheet;

(5) to consider and, approve basic orientation of the personnel
policy of the instituti-on4-111.apRrove ---

personnel policy with a view towards application of
rules and regulatipns pertaining to the area; to resolve
applications and grievances submitted by members of the
collective;

(6) to decide on the internal organization and systematization
of work places;

(7) to introduce the !-Itattite and the rules and regulat,ions
of the WU governed by the statute.

Meetings of the Council are ,held regularly and according
to need. Based on the practices of the WU of Zagreb, meetings
are held once a month. Methods and planning are discussed
at the beginning of each year. Members of the Council can
attend all meetings of other management units of the institution
and meetings of the professional bodies and socio-political

-organizations in the institution. In this manner,,members
of the Council get to know the problems of the institution,
and this knowledge, it is assumed, helps in decision-making
within th6r jAisdiction. Any member of the work collective
can attend any session of the Council, participate in
discussions, and has a right to advise Council. (See monograph
of the WO of Zagreb, pp. 262-63.)

The Manavement Board

The Management Board (MB) is.the central unit of
self-management, whose particular concern is to get as much
direct participation as possible from members of the work
collective in activities of the Management Board. Members-
of the MB are elected by members of the collective by secret
vote. Political preparation and organization of the election
is clealt.wiih by the trade unions branch and the basic
organization of the LCY. ThelDirector-General of ihe WU,
*by yirtue of his position, is a member of the MB: The
President and thy Uice-President of the MB are elected by
-the memberS of ele.MB f,rom among themselves at the first
session.

The list of basic duties of the MB includes:

(1) bullding of snared titudes.regarding the policies Of
the institution.- Ai work dnits participate in the .

building of these attitudes, and so does the trade unions
bianch and Ihe LCY organization -- in other words, all
Members of the collective. ,
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(2) sets up afgeneral framework and basic tasks of the
institution for a defintte planned period of three tofive years. It introduces goals and directives for
the.annuaI plan of the institution and decides on the
fintil proposal for the annual plan, which must be
approved by the council.

(3) analyzes realization of-the plan of operation, within
the context of. the semi-annual and annual plan period.
With regard to realization Of the three-month plan,
the MB analyzes the concrete problems that slow down
efficient materialization of planned operations. Invied of the fact-ihat these analyses,are directly concernwith the suCcess or failure of each Work unit, the MB
includes in these discuesions all members of a given
work unit when their plah of operatilion is being scrutinized.
In this manner, the MB etrengthens co-ordination between -work units and permanent improvement of the quality of

.work.

(4),determine c policy of.income,distribution for
the annua t co-ordiruites financial plans ofwork unit the goals and tasks of the institution;
it decides on hd final proposal of the annual financial
plan, that is, thenrevenues ant! expenditure plan, which
is apprOed by council.

(5) analyzes realization of the quarterly financial plan and
decides on the quarterly balance sheet. It takes special
care to determine all possibilities for financial reserves
and savings.

(6) is concerned with planning, analyzing, and' evaluating
the plan of operations and the financial plan; it determines
unique indicators for planning and evaluation; it is
concerned with improving programming methodology. For-
this purpose, the MB issues basic directives to professional
services in charge of these businesses;

The MB decides on the institution's research polipy)
it also jetermines the program and publishing policy
of the institution;

(7) determines basic attitudes regarding personnel policy
and makes decisions related to all vital questions such
as admission of ,new members of the collective, termination
of work relation., advanced profesgional training and
specialization, personal income distribution, and
development of a system of emunerittion for individuals;,

(8) ii concerned with internal organization_of the ,institution,and makes decisions regarding'permanent improvement
thereof;

(9) is concerned with tHe constafit improvement of the quality
of education and researchf'the MB decides on the setting
up of specialized professional and research groups/
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(10) determines basic attitudes for the deVelopment of the
self-manegement systioi in the institutior; in addition
to the MB., all ober units of management including
trade unions and the ',CY', participate in the elaboration
of self-management documents.

Based on discussions, suggestions, and proposals
submitted by members of the collecttve, the MB decides
on,the draft statute of the inseitution, statues of
schools, and rules and regulations Oancerning other
units of the.institution. The sfinal decision on the
basic documents pertaining to the instituttion is made
tiy the colleetive of the work organization at the Assembly4
of Working People, that is, the Council of the WU;

(11) is concerned with the improvement of internal regulations,
in particular with the statUte, as well as the rules and
reoulations and statutes of the organizational (work)
'units;

(12) resolves all significant questions and problems initiated
by individual work units, professional groups, the
socio7political organitation, the Council, and the Director .
of the WU;

(13) is responsible to tbe collective of the institution.
At tbe Assembly of Working People, the.MB submits the
annual, report on,results.

Meetings of the MB are held re'gularly and according to
need. These meetings can be attended by membera of some woik
units,,'or. professional groups, or.representatives of
socio-political organizations; they have the right to
partic*pato in discussions, to give suggestions and to adelhe,
See the monograph of the WU of Zagreb, pp. 26.3-67.

Director-General

Within the core1itions4if development of self-management,
the role of Ditector-General is becoming more and more 6omplex.
The Director-LGeneral of the WU has freedom of action.in
carrying out decisions of the Work collective as a whole.
He acts in close co-operation with all: u4its of management,

( and is an integral pArt of the system of self-management in
the.institution. By.definition, the Director-General is'
the chief admtnist2htor and executive; he carries out decisions
of the manage6ent units, represents the institution, iS
personally responsible to management organs, the work-colleceive
(evyloVees), and the socitl community.

yhe,Director-General is expected to guard against
bureaucratic, anarchistic, and siMilar tendencies Which
are anticipated to arise as a concomitant of his power.
His, efficiency in fighting these dangers, it is thought,

s
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depends 1:#n his ,persOnal Ategrity, his general culture, the
level of his political and professional know-how, the levelof political knowledge among members of the collective,
especially its most'cdnsious members in socio-politital
organizations, as well as the level of professional know-how
of all members of the work collective, The, scope of activities,
and leadership of the Director-General is basically maee
up of the tasks resulting from Couecil decisions, the'
Management Board, and the Assembly-of Working People, and thetasks designated to him by the statute aqd other rules And
regulations of the institution. Thus, by virtue of,his.
position, the Director-General participates in decision-making
by the Council and the MB because he is a member of theseunits of management.

The Collegium

To increase co-ordination of all work units in carrying
out management decisions in everyday, work, the krofessional
Council, Collegium, is formed. In principle, it is made upof directors of centres (basic.units in the-WUs) and the
Director-General. However, according to needs, other leaderssuch as heads of schools, sections, specialized services,'
and administration can be included.

Meetihgs of the Professional Council are held accordingJ to the need to resolve problems and difficulties. The.

Director-tGeneral organizes and conducts these meetings.'

The work Of the Collegium includes: probleMs Telated
to the realization of the annual plan and the plan of
operation, the revenues and expenditures plan, personnel
problems, organization, and strengthening of integration ofall work units. The Direcfor-General is obligated to-bringtd the attention of the-MB the-problems which because of
their complexity, cannot.be resolved, by the Collegium.

A

The Director-General finds key questions relating to,
development and enhancement of overall activities of the
institution. ft is obliged to provide all professional and
ma%erial conditions for the improvement of the quality of
educational programs, research aCtivitie the general
performance of co-ordinated effortt by a work upits.
Within the codtext of the key taiks, it his d y to
encourage self-management An the inetitution.

'The Director-General is appointed by the Council of theWU folloWing.a proposal by the Commilaion of the'City ofZagreb (job opportunities are publicrk advertised). He
is appointed fpr the time allotted, by lawl-by° the same tokeAthe can be renominated. The AsseMbly of the City of pagreb,
following'the proposal of the Council, accepts.his resigpation
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"):-or--fcres him; See the monogralpe
267-70.:

Assembly of- the WiOrking-OeCRie'

/

thA WU of Zagreb, pp.-

A -
'The Assembly of the WOrprng'People $AWF9 is the mbit

'significant unit of-semanagement intheinSfitUtifon; :

,iforganisAtion-and mefhOdi-,Of work ro buflt so that-they.
lenabie dire-6f pertiClPation hy every indiVidual in the work

collective. I'lle-reforei the work of.the AWP is not exhausted
.th p1nary meetings.' It;is ndaessarytp. organize-Work'.
meitings bit fhe0e6rile. in each'unie and other sMallergroups
within,whiCh-more.people can participatt-liCdicisionnmaking,
expre4e.their opiniods;und give duggestions leadinc towards
shsred atfitudes, ttlUi arriving.af final decisions.. Far.,.

'
these,:tessons, the,fmaCtioning of the AWP'inust always-begih'
'in an earIier pr,ocesS-of decision-miking, not only in the
finar,phase when itA rdle can 46 reduced to simple,acceptance
be relectton of aprdposed'decition. At is esSential to ,

-ensure full7Pattitipation of.eveiy miembet of.the iollective .
in decivion-making. 'tn the fttst placearticipEtionbyo
every,intlividual ondoubtedlY-contr*butes fCi more qualitative,:
and'rettlistic decisionsi decisions becomefconscious actions

A
of all working people, Which.contributioes to their better. ,

perfcrtnlane in everyday.lifeand-work because, sychologicarry,
partiolpantsarkaikelyrto feel:1%re involved and, more:7.
AOtivaed to inVest eneray in'Act2Vitles they have helped
.to.plan.than inAh9sep4,1anded fotttiem,.,'FUrtherMore,,the
tesponsibiliey. Of. 04,0diitidual, for failing to Carry out.
,decisions of the coneiit.ite is larger cOOpared to the

toWards daingle:panagemAnt bldS, or its leader .
Finallyi particiPation by, ail membeis of,thework 6ollectiVe'

dipcisionrmaking rOnvitalissues conCerpfng the institution
7Aalpedes Ondeo;cies tO4ards reducing the activities Of self-,s,,

. .

:n4anagemint' units..% , , .%
.

"These Are the-basi&tasks or the ,AWP and:bow it functionsf
I.

4,
.(1). the AWp-dMiceleon the statUte of the,institutiont

AiscussiOni-14f iihe &aft statute'are held befOre,, at the
meetings of.'Och.unitrelaborAtioa.of iuggestions floal
411 Ubitallildans bv,the Commission for:the statute-4. .

-the,Wde 'with suggestionsfAndipropgsale frOre4ithe * .

4 pollective,.reConciaiatiow -Of attLtudes, ant.cont140ions ,

regarding- the fiPSl:decision. The4AWP partickpates,An,
She'finalTdiecussibon the draft ststute'and proVIdea ,

-adden 'to 'the drafe,statute tO be aPproVed by. ttie -

'. C of,thsAnstitutien, :., .: 4:.g. 'Y - );!

- ; , .- . ..

(2) the)y-41). arti2b4patei-.in le;Isibn-making iegardig rules ,.

..4:'and.statutesloe,ali/ .iunits., ,BSsed on the statu#e 'of.
- ,

. , .

i ...., ..

4, ,.
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the.WD, "nowhere of the work. collective in eachLunit.
(cOntre,..school, or Section) draft Statutes and,rules
for their own unit. . .

,

.

.,,. .

.
. imp Reconciliation.of draft staeutós with the staiute;

ltrt theelnititutinn is dome by the.Statute Coomission.
o Final addehda eo.these dOcumehts-are made,by the AWP.
The_final decision ol:each statute is brokightup by
trio, council of-the centre or school and the. Nil. Decision

, on rules.pertaining to centres and seotions.ie brotight:
upby the...MB. 'The Oouncilorthe institution familiarises
itself with'all the'dOcuments and commentiron.a,p4trticular
Otatute'or rules if they are-not fvullyaccootd with

A
., the 'Statute pf. the Institutioq.

(I)' One of the most importadt tasks of the 4WP is_to make.,
rules regulating income distribution and personal incoMe(
diitribution and to perfect the system of.distribution.

,p t-FOr this purpoie, special.meetings are held in'units
at which each member directly participates /n all phases,
in particular in Making rules on personal incofile distribution.

COunctl confirms the rules on income distp.bution
and rO.es on peisonal income distribution. "

49.

. (4) The AWP elaborates and. Makes decisions related to'the
plac,.of operation of the institution for a period of
time. At the meetings of work units; each member of
the ooklective is obliged.to give'his suggestions and
criticisms of the text pertaining to instructiopi
the annual plan,and.,the methodology of planning. Alsoe
every member participates in making an anwial and
semi-annuat plen for his unit,' which 1.13 an integral part
of ihetplan of the institution. .

(5) The same procedupe to applidd when the AWP participatee,
in deeision-makiing regailing the financial plan, that is,
annual revenues and exp ieref,. Preliminary meetings
in each unit havewspeci significane. Their dbjective
.is tb get each collectiv member to contribiite in tinding
the best and MOst realistic relitions.regarding incpme
distribution,in the institUtion. -

,.(61.The AWP imortiCipaies in the evaluation of the finahctal
plan of 'the indtitution, decides on 'modifications thereof
end-addenda and measures to.be 4aken towards improvement
of the 9rganrzation.andvother actions related to the .

whole,institution. In addition,.twice a year, memgers'
of ttle collOctiveeparticiepate ih the mepting of the
that id, when discussing send And Annual repoits Of$s

, units. According td:need, & meeting ,for all AWP memb'e
, can be.held.

%

(7) The AWP deals :gh the equal report of the gAltnitlieir
units of manag nt in th4 institution. After diebessiont
the AWP delivera,conetuaions regarding..imprOvqmpnta in ,

the wOrk of managem* unite, Aspecially-concONSions ,

rotated to enhincOmentpf 611,1f-manageMent in-the

180.

0

,
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'insiitutron. Meetings of the AWP Wre Moat freguerk4 held

in the units; meetings-of the whole collective are held
'according to-need..Gener 1 meetingeare Condu4edby the

.1U of Zagreb, pp. 270-72.
presidency,'which is elec ed.by. public votp At' the AWP.

See the menograph of the
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APPENDIX II
,

I

Recent Thinking Concerning Educational Reform in Yugoslavia.,..1' , ....

. .':1According to Savieevid, alternating labour, and education.1 ,

appear 'in contemporary conditions of _development 'Or the. Yugoslavsociety in a new light because the need to transformeduOationand especially link it to labour is much greater. Previously \

. used terms, as weil as new ones, acquire wider'diThensions and a,new context. Thus, in Yugoslav sources two very similar, if nbt .identical terms are used: education by work and educatd.Op fromwoFk (recurrent education). The term "education by work! was'created by, Yugoslav pract,ide anki, according to SaviZevi6, iis notused in foreign theory ana practice. A term closely re;ated toit" is "on-the-job training, which is used in industrially
developed countries.. It, indioates the acquisition of acquiredskills and knowledge throUgh perf6rming work,functions, but underthe expert supervision of teachers or older and more experienced*
workers., 'therefor*, this ..*s more a arm of labour and learning
than an educational concept.

Education by work is defined by Yugoslav authors in a 'muOhbroader sense. Some authors include in iiii 'term all educattonalactivities related to the organization o associated labour or inWhose financing the' organizatiOps of associated labour parbicipate
:including regular education, that- is, acquiring 'post-sepon4apy
schoo,ling. According to HaviEavid, Ytwoslav authors undirstand ;

c education .by work wittlin the context of aclult education.' He alsomaintains that the term is imprecise becauie it suggeits thatpart of professionel aaucation which fir adquired in the courie tit
.performing work functions when-Oartatn.akillSe.habits, pnd Work i4m:rations 4re 1.6arned, 'However, 'ill' tugealiv ptaotiee, education- by work. i organiVed in spare time, or as,part of working hoUre, t i) or Asap d 'Wave of absence.. In Yugoslatiik, education by ,workis not only connected with ,performance of workli in. a tlidser...1 ...framework, it miens that a parson in 'associated labour has .the,t.ight to work, and to professional, cialturifl, sacioolitical,' and .

......-"-
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other education enabtipg.him'to better fulfil accepted wórk'J
functions. Hem the necessary context-will be organized is a
practical question, but the possibilities arevari6us. It is .
importan,f to omphastze, according to SaVMvid, that effort0'are
being made in Yugoslavia andthat the best possible solutions ,

are beiny soutiht for linking education'and labour.

Savi&wid c6tends that the term'redlurrent education" is .

inappropriate, thal it loses part of'itsaleaning when translated.,1
intoSerbo-CroatiAn. That:MO whWin Yugoslav sources,'especially,
where strategic dirVction qrdevelopment pf soc'tety is marked,
theterms "edudation'by woi" and "oduoation from work'Lare used.
This- confusion eMphasizes certain terminologicalidifficulties and
the necessity for terminological equaltzation. However, the

. 'conoegtual basis adopted at the Tenth Congresa.of the LCY, which
'relates to the global Yugoslav.society, in connection with-linking
labour and education and alternating labour with education, is
perfecily clear, Savieevid.conclude

Juxtaposing "eduCation by, work" c. nceived in its broader seffse,
and "education from work," whoae essence:is in alternating boer-
and educa,tion, does not have a,social,basia'or a ScientOi
meanitiv. The definition of 'reCurrent education," Savi id.
maintain.s, is close to tte definitton accepted by the ntre for
Pedayogic Research and lnnovations,af. OECp. Recurrent. education
is not a-special educational system, but only a strategy, a
possibility, a. manner. or S'way. of cOnceiving permanenb education.
Recurrent education clOdi"not rdprace permanent' edubation..
Recurrent educatIonldoes'not eliminafe adult education, but,os a,
strategy'contributeaS to fungi integration,ft khe.forMs of adult'
education. Recurrent-education essentially supports the
alternation of laboUr and education, A COmbinatioe of labour and:,
education, And-in YucloslaV4a0ntegiation of educatibn and
aisociated labour.' Recurrenteducation licies not aim only to',
iptegrate-thq. foams of adult edueakion ieto the existing
educational system for youth; it seeks transformation apd
rbconstrUction'of an e)eistisq educational system for both youth
and adults, and especially a change'in the orgenizatiOn and

.

4'
cbntent'oT the :System, espdcially dattain parts of it. Thus, '

recurrent eduCation relates indirectly or directly to the
.educationalsystem of'yugoslavia as a whole, although moil of the

-; students in the-adultcategdry are' included in recurrent education.
- -

Recurrent education expressed in the integration of education
and a8soci4t0 labour, as conceived by Savieevict is not an act of*
resfqxm whikh has-a time timit. It is the way eddcabiod should gO,

'o including ehanges'eecessary'for education-to belinked with
labour; at certdin .intervhls It should,alternate with labou'x and
.be acquired during a person's lifetime. o

.
r: , .

!. ^
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